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An option is a financial instrument which gives its owner the right to buy 
or sell certain amount of an underlying asset (such as common stock) at a pre-
determined price over a specified period of time. An American option can be 
exercised at any time up to the expiration date, whereas a European option can be 
exercised only on a specified future date. The development of a formula to price 
options remained elusive until 1973 when Fisher Black and Myron Scholes 
developed their famous formula to value equity options. It is considered to be 
major breakthrough in the field of finance as it has found immense application in 
almost all the spheres of the field. 
The Black and Scholes formula is derived under the assumption of market 
efficiency i.e. options are correctly priced by the market and it is not possible to 
make profits by creating long and short positions in options and underlying stock. 
Other assumptions are: 
1. The underlying stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion with 
mean. p and volatility. a constant. 
'. The risk-free interest rate is constant. 
3. The stock pays no dividend, 
4. The options are European and can he exercised only on expiration date, 
>. There are no transaction costs. 
6. The short selling of stocks as well as options is permitted. 
7. The security trading is continuous. 
Under these assumptions it is possible to create a hedged position with a long 
position in the stock and a short position in the option and a Partial Differential 
Equation (PDE) is derived for the value of the option. 
1 
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The solution of' this PDE is the Black-Scholes option pricing formulas. 
w(x.t 1is the value of the option as a function of stock price and time. 
The subscripts refer to the partial derivative of u'(i, t) w.r.t to its first argument. 
u is the variance rate of return on the stock. 
r is the risk-free rate. 
Boundary conditions for the above I'DE are: 
Value of option at maturity is is ►r(x.t) = .v — K . 	for x > K 
= U 	for .v < K 
The solution of the above differential equation and the price of the call option 
under the assumed boundary condition is 
►r(x, i) = .v\ (c/ )— Ke ".A (cl,) 
In -+t r + - v' It 
K 
U~ 
In X +r—~v It 
K 
Ud! 
Fhe function N(d) is the cumulative probability distribution function for a 
standardized normal distribution. 
The first term in the price of the call option is x:V (c', ) . It is the present 
value of the stock the call holder expects to receive upon exercise where ]V(d, ) is 
the delta of the call option. Thus, xA'(c!, ) is the value of the stock currently 
embedded in the call (the current price of the stock times the call delta). The 
second term In the price is Ke N(cl, ) . It represents the present value of what the 
call option holder expect to pay upon the exercise of the option. the exercise of the 
call results in the cash outflow of K. according to the risk-neutral approach 
:V(cl. ) is the risk-neutral probability of the option finishing in-the-money. Thus. 
K ".\ (c1_) is the present value of an outflow,, of K at maturity T times the risk 
neutral probability of this outflow. 
The Black-Scholes formula depends only on five variables that makes it easy to 
implement. Out of these five variables. t~vo are contract variables (strike price and 
maturity), and two are market variables (stock price and interest rate), and only 
1) 
one variable a (volatility of the underlying stock)- is not directly observable. 
Further, option prices do not depend on the expected return on the stock which is 
difficult to estimate. Lastly, the formula is developed under arbitrage-free 
condition: it can he used for delta-hedging of option positions. 
1.1. Empirical performance of Black-Schole's model 
The empirical performance of the Black-Scholes model is not very supportive of 
the model. The formula assumes that the logarithmic returns on the underlying 
asset follow normal distribution with a mean zero. But, a number of studies have 
observed significant deviation from normality for a number of financial markets. 
In order to account for non-normality of returns. skewness-kurtosis adjusted 
formula has been proposed. Another assumption underlying the Black-Scholes 
formula is that the underlying asset has a constant variance, however, it is 
observed that implied volatility is different for options with different exercise 
price and time to maturity. This has led to extension and modification in original 
Black and Sholes model such as stochastic volatility process. jump-diffusion 
process and (iARCI I variety model 
1.2. Derivatives Market in India 
In India. derivatives have been actively traded over the last decade. The use of 
derivatives in the commodity segment has been existent over several years, but 
these were mostly confined to futures and forward transactions. Options contract 
in the stock markets have become very popular in recent years. In the foreign 
exchange market, over the counter forwards have been prevalent for long, but 
formalized futures and options are yet to take shape. Trading of' interest rate 
derivatives has been formally introduced in the stock exchanges but volumes are 
still low as compared to futures and options. Swap transactions are done on a 
customized one-to-one basis rather than as a formal standardized instrument. 
Credit derivatives have made an entry but are yet to become very popular. 
1.2.1. Introduction of derivatives in India 
In India trading in derivatives began in the year 2000 when both NSE and USE 
commenced trading in equity derivatives. In June 2000. Index Futures became the 
first type of derivatives instrument to he launched in the Indian markets followed 
by Index Options in June 2001, options in individual stocks in July 2001 and 
futures in single stock derivatives in November 2001. Since then equity 
derivatives have come a long way. New products; expanding list of eligible 
investors: rising volumes and best of risk management Framework for exchange 
traded derivatives have been the hallmark of the journey of equity derivatives in 
India so far. 
`l'he underlying asset for the index options and index futures is S&P CNX .Nifty 
index. Nifty is a portfolio of fitly stocks and is calculated using market capitalized 
portfolio method. The index options have a maximum maturity of three months. 
At any point of time three contracts are available for trading: near month contract. 
next month and far month contract. The near month contract expires on the last 
Thursday of the month and the following day a new contract is introduced. On the 
day the contracts are introduced on the exchange: there are nine in-the-money 
contracts. one at-the-money contract and nine out-of-the-money contracts. The 
index options that are available for trading have European style exercise feature 
and both calls and puts are available for trading. 
1.2.2. Groh th of derivatives in India 
India's experience with equity derivatives market has been extremely positive. 
The derivatives turnover on the NSF has surpassed the equity market turnover. 
The turnover of derivatives on the NSF increased from Rs 23. 654 million in 
2000-01 to Rs 176. 636. 647 million in 2009-10 and Rs 124. 517. 441 million in 
the first half of 2010-11. The average dail turnover in this segment of the 
markets on the NSF was Rs 723. 921 million in 2009-10 compared to that of Rs 
453. 106 million during 2008-09. 
In Indian context, there is a dearth of studies on empirical performance on Black-
Scholes model. The present study is an attempt to provide further evidence in this 
regard. The present thesis consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 introduces the Black-Scholes option pricing formula. It outlines the 
assumptions and elements of the formula. Also discusses growth of derivatives 
market in India. 
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Chapter 2 reviews the studies conducted on the empirical testing on the Black-
Scholes model. In particular, it examines studies on normality of returns, implied 
volatility and introduction of stochastic volatility/ interest rate. It also discusses 
the studies done in Indian context. 
Chapter 3 presents the motivation, objectives and hypotheses of the present study. 
It also describes the data used for the analysis and outlines the methodology for 
testing the hypotheses. 
The Chapter 4 discusses the results of the study. It revolves around examination of 
the normality of Nifty returns, presence of implied volatility of index options, 
estimation and evaluation of the deterministic models of implied volatility, and 
comparison of the BS model with skewness-kurtosis adjusted BS model. 
Chapter 5 presents the findings of the study, delineates the directions for future 
research and highlights the limitations of the present study. 
5 
Chapter 2 
Review of literature 
This chapter reviews the studies conducted on the empirical performance 
of the Black-Scholes model Section 2.1 consists of studies related to implied 
volatility. In the Section 2.2 describes the studies on the extension and the 
modification of the model. The section 2.3 reviews performance of alternative 
option pricing models. Section 2.4 discusses studies on the informational content 
of implied volatility derived from option prices. Section 2.5 is based on the studies 
pertaining to return distribution. Section 2.6 provides studies on joint options and 
returns data. The final section presents studies undertaken in the Indian context. 
2.1 Implied volatility and its determinants 
One of the indirect tests of Black-Scholes model is whether implied volatility 
inferred from a options is same across different strike prices for a given maturity. 
Displayed on a graph of implied volatility against strike price, it should be 
horizontal line. 
Rubinstein (1985) used all reported trades and bid-ask quotes on the 30 most 
liquid CBOE option classes from August 1976 to August 1978, Rubinstein (1985) 
conduct non-parametric tests for the null-hypothesis that implied volatilities 
computed from Black-Scholes formula exhibit no systematic differences across 
strike prices or across time to maturity for otherwise identical options. "I7te finding 
which was consistent across sub-periods- out-the-money call options implied 
volatility is systematically higher for options with short time to maturity. He 
divided the period of study in two sub-periods: period I from August 23, 1976 to 
October 21, 1977, and period 11 from October 24, 1977 to august 31. 1978. For at-
the-stoney calls, Rubinstein (1985) finds that in period 1. Implied Volatilities for 
options with short time to maturity are higher than for those with longer time to 
maturity, while opposite result to true for period I1. Furthermore, in period 1, 
Implied Volatilities are higher for options with lower strike prices, but again the 
result is reversed in period 11. 
Rubinstein (1994) report that the plot of implied volatility against strike prick 
were downward sloping, a shape named option smirk. Rubenstein point out that 
before the 1987 crash, Plots of implied volatility exhibited flatter pattern. He 
points out that something is missing from the formula. He attributes the volatility 
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smile to "Crashophobia". The traders take into account the possibility of stock 
market crash like 1987. 
Culumovic & Welch (1994) use transactions data of Chicago Board of Options 
Exchange (CBOE) call options from 1987 to 1989 and show that the constant-
variance model of Black and Scholes (and its dividend variant by Roll) has severe 
mispricing errors. Employing a matched-methodology (similar to Rubinstein's 
(1985)) they find that the relative biases between two calls depend not only on the 
moneyness (S/X) ratio and maturity (T) of the options but also on the company 
and calendar time period, maturity (T), and the stock-to-strike price (S(X) ratio. 
However, the maturity bias is much more consistent than the utoneyness bias. For 
example, the third quartile relative mispricing of 1450 matched calls (whose S/X 
ratio was between 0.90 and 0.95) was 22.1%. Specifically, the call with the shorter 
maturity (between 21 and 70 days) was underpriced by 22.1% relative to its mate 
(with a maturity between 71 and 120 days.) This is an example of the direct time 
bias that was pervasive in Rubinstein's study (using 1976-1978 OBOE data) and 
indicates that the implied standard deviation (ISD) of the shorter-term call exceed 
the longer term's ISD. 
Aggarwal etal. (1999) studied twenty stock market indices across the world- six 
Asian indices, four Latin American indices, six developed market indices and four 
Morgan Indices over a 10-year period of May, 1985-April, 1995. The distributions 
of most markets were non-normal- most of the developed markets have significant 
negative skewness. Moreover, many of the emerging markets exhibit positive 
skewness. 
Dumas eta! (1998) develop a deterministic volatility function, extending stock 
volatility to be a deterministic function of stock price and time. The deterministic 
volatility approach is popular among practitioners because of its simplicity. 
Second, it allows for the efficient non-parametric fitting of the volatility function. 
Dumas el.al (1998) computed the S&P 500 implied volatilities on April 1, 1992 
for S&P 500 index call options with April, May and June option expiration. They 
found that the volatilities do not all tie on a horizontal line. This pattern is often 
called the volatility "smile" and constitutes evidence against the Black— Scholes 
model.Further; the -'smile" actually appears to be more of a "sneer." The 
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volatilities %\ere symmetric around zero moneyness, with in-the-money and out-
of-the-money options having higher implied volatilities than at-the-money 
options. I he sneer pattern however, is more indicative of the pattern since the 
crash of 1987. with call (put) option implied volatilities decreasing monotonically 
as the call (put) goes deeper out of the money (in the money) resulting in. The 
sneer is influenced by the time to expiration of the underlying options with 
implied v olatilitics decreasing with time to maturity. 
In a similar vein like Dumas (1998). Engstrom (2002) investigates the implied 
volatility pattern for S'\edish equity options. Their results show a U- shaped smile 
pattern and dying smile. The shorter the time left , more pronounced the implied 
volatility and longer the time lelt. lower the implied volatility. He also employs 
different specifications such as time to expiration. and the monevness to fit the 
volatilit\ using six models. However, no model performs well for all moneyness 
levels. 
the deterministic approach suticrs from two main drawbacks. Firstly the 
mechanism by which the volatility smile is incorporated is not realistic- few 
market participants would attribute the existence of volatility smile solely to time 
and stock dependent volatility. Second. there is much empirical literature rejecting 
l)VI models and their implications for hedging and market completeness 
Pena et ul. (1 999) report simple regressions and Granger causality tests in order to 
understand the pattern of implied volatilities across exercise prices. The data 
includes all calls and puts transacted between 16:00 and 16:45 on the Spanish 
lBIA-35 index from January 1994 to April 1996. They report that the Spanish 
index market tends to exhibit volatility smile throughout the sample period. They 
find that transaction costs (proxied by the bid-ask spread). time to expiration, the 
uncertainty associated with the market and the relative market momentum are the 
important determinants of implied volatility. The market conditions and 
transaction costs are relatively more important determinants for short-term 
options. Finally they find that there is a linear relationship between curvature of 
the smile and transaction cost. 
Hafner & \Vallmeier (2000) On the basis of transaction data. analyze the strike 
profile of implied volatilities of German DAX options for a time to expiration of 
45 days. employing WLS spline regressions over the sample period from 1995 to 
1991). They estimate a time series of smile characteristics in an attempt to attribute 
it to economic fundamentals. Their choice is motivated by common theoretical 
explanations of the smile. The strike pattern almost exclusively appears as a 
"skew" rather than a "smile". They find that the dynamics of the smile profile can 
he accurately modeled by a stationary AR (1) process. Market uncertainty, 
measured by volatility of volatility, and liquidity effects seem to play an important 
role in determining the pattern of DAX implied volatilities across exercise prices. 
Dennis ci a! (2006) stud \ the as mmetric volatility pattern implicit in the option 
prices. "their study comprises of both the S&P 100 index as well as stocks of 50 
firms with options traded on C13OF. for a sample period January 1998 to 
December 1995. The implied volatilities are computed using a 100-time steps 
binomial model, which account for early exercise.'l'he index volatility represents 
systematic volatility while idiosyncratic volatility is represented by volatility of' 
individual stocks. "I'hey find that there is a negative relationship between return on 
the underlying, index and systematic volatility (index volatility). Secondly, there is 
almost no relationship between stock returns and idiosyncratic volatility (stock 
volatilit\ 1. Thus. the asymmetric volatility pattern (skew) is primarily due to 
market-\\ ide systematic factors rather than firm-specific idiosyncratic factors. 
Stein (1989) examines the "term structure" of options' implied volatilities, using 
data on S&P 100 index options. The data consists two daily time series on implied 
volatilities for S&P 100 index options for the period December 198; to September 
1997. comprising of a total of 964 observations for each series. It consist of a 
..nearby" series- which represents options with the shortest time to expiration-
between zero and one month, depending on the sampling date. Second. a "distant" 
series- which represents options with the next expiration data- between one and 
two months. In their empirical analysis they identify and estimate the stochastic 
process followed by implied volatility represented by these two series and find 
that an .<\R1 Process provides a good description of the data. Implied volatility is a 
strongl mean reverting process e.g. the implied volatility on a longer maturity 
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option should move by less than one percent in response to one percent move in 
the implied volatility of a shorter maturity option. But their empirical study shows 
that this elasticity is larger than that predicted by rational expectations theory-
long maturity options tend to "overreact" to changes in the implied volatility of 
short maturity options. 
Shastri & Wethyavivorn (1987) examine the volatility pattern implied by the 
options written on Japanese yen, Swiss Franc, and West German Mark exchange 
rates on the floor of Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX), covering the period 
from March 1, 1983 to August 31, 1984. 28527 observations for the three 
currencies are classified into one of the 36 categories by time to expiration, and by 
spot exchange rate to exercise price ratio. Implied Volatility is then calculated for 
each option in the data set by using pure diffusion model, i.e. the Black-Seholes 
Merton model. They find that Implied Volatilities are Ll-shaped functions of the 
spot exchange rate to exercise price ratio (S/X), except for options with time to 
maturity greater than 220 days. They also find that there is no unique Implied 
Volatility pattern with respect to option maturity. 
Bodurtha & Courtadon (1987) study the American option version of the Black and 
Scholes model to price foreign currency options traded on PHLX from February 
28. 1993 to March 26. 1985.,They find that the formula has the tendency to 
overprice in- and at-the-money calls and under-price out-of-the-money calls on 
foreign currencies during the period 1983 to 1985, indicating an implicit 
distribution more positively skewed than the lognorrnal. Second. the American 
model also exhibit a time to maturity bias. As time to maturity increases, the over-
pricing of in-the-money and at-the-money options by the model decrease. Longer 
maturity options appear to trade at similar levels of implied volatility whether they 
are in. at or out-the-money. 
Taylor & Xu (1994) provide both theoretical and empirical evidence of volatility 
smile for the foreign currency options. they use an approximation to the 
theoretical implied volatility is a quadratic function of In (FIX) where F is the 
forward price and X is the strike price, and that this approximate function has a 
minimum at X= F. This theoretical result requires that the asset price and volatility 
differentials are uncorrelated and volatility risk is not priced. Second, the 
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determinants of this implied volatility represented by the quadratic function are-
the time to maturity of the option and several volatility parameters which includes 
the present level, any long run median level and the variance of future average 
volatility. The empirical tests conducted on the foreign currency option data on 
seven currencies and the ECU from the Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX) 
over the period from November 1984 to November 1989 find little evidence of 
asymmetries in these implied volatilities across moneyness. 
Bakshi & Chen (1997b) present closed form valuation formulas for currency 
options and currency futures option when there is a degree of correlation between 
domestic and foreign interest rates. Moreover, they computed the theoretical 
option price based on the proposed formula for certain assumed parameters (the 
interest rates and the currency volatility underlying the proposed option model are 
both stochastic over time), and then substituted the computed option price into the 
Garman-Kohlhagen formula (foreign currency equivalent of BS formula) to back 
out implied volatility. First, they develop implied volatility- strike price pattern for 
spot exchange rate assumed as 100 with three terms-to-expiration, t = 20 (short-
term). 180 (medium-term) and 360 (long-term) days. Second, they develop 
implied volatility- Tenn-to-expiration pattern for spot exchange rate assumed as 
100 with strike prices K = 80, 100 and 120. The maturity- implied volatility shape 
is upward sloping, with longer-term calls having higher implied volatility. 
Holding term-to-expiration fixed, out-the-money calls have lower implied 
volatilities than both at-the-money and in-the-money calls. 
Kim (2009) focuses on the usefulness of the traders' rules to predict future implied 
volatilities for pricing and hedging KOSPI 200 index options. The sample period 
extends from January 4, 2000 through June 30, 2007. The minute-by-minute 
transaction prices for the KOSPI 200 options were obtained from the Korea Stock 
Exchange. The 3-month CD rates were used as risk-free interest rates. There are 
two versions of ad hoc approach. The relative smile approach and absolute smile 
approach. In the "relative smile" approach, the implied volatility skew is a 
function of rnoncyness. While, in the "absolute smile" approach, the implied 
volatility skew is function of the strike price. Of the four specifications of implied 
volatility examined in this paper, two each belong to relative smile and absolute 
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smile approach. It is found that the pricing and hedging performance of "absolute 
smile" approach is better than both the Black & Scholes (1973) model and the 
stochastic volatility model. 
Tompkins (2001) study options market on financial futures and examines the 
determinants of implied volatility. The sample consists of sixteen options markets 
over four countries (US, UK, Germany and Japan) and comprises four asset 
classes (stock index futures, bond futures, currency futures and deposit futures). 
The sample period caries with asset classes and options market. A number of 
contract specific factors (strike-price, time to maturity, at-the-money implied 
volatility etc.) and market specific factors (shocks, crashes etc.) were taken as 
independent variables in the proposed. The coefficients were estimated using 
weighted least square regression. The proposed model is able to explain around 
RS°` of the variation in implied volatility. Moreover, for seven of the sixteen 
markets_ the model is an unbiased estimator of the relative implied volatilities. 
Rosenberg (2000) proposes and investigates dynamic implied volatility function 
(DIVF) by comparing its pricing performance with implied volatility functions 
(IVF) models. The DIVF separates time-invariant implied volatility function from 
the stochastic state variables that drive changes in implied volatilities. The sample 
consists of S&P 500 futures options traded on Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
(CME) over a period of 1983-1998. The implied volatilities were obtained using 
Black (1976) formula. The DIVF model outperforms time-invariant [VF models. 
The adjusted R-sq values for DIVF model is around 90% and that for IVF model 
the value is 3O%. Similarly, the pricing errors for DIVF model are also lower. 
The foregoing discussions highlight that the evidence of volatility smile is 
overwhelming in equity market as well as currency markets. The presence of 
smile/smirk implies that it misprices out-of-the money and in-the money options. 
According to Rubenstein (1994), apart from `Crash-o- phobia", smile may be 
result of jumps in the prices of underlying process. market imperlections such as 
liquidity, transaction costs and impediment to arbitrage and non-normality in the 
price process of underlying assets. Stein (1989) point out that it may be caused by 
market misreaction. Therefore, behavioral factors may be the potential source of 
smile. 
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1.2 Extensions of &lack-Scholes model 
The Black-Scholes model assumes constant volatility and no jumps in asset prices. 
The presence of volatility smile suggests that the model should be extended to 
capture the volatility smiles. The important classes of models that incorporate of 
these modifications include stochastic volatility approach. jump- diffusion model 
and ARCH/LARCH models. 
2.2.1 Stochastic volatility approach 
In the stochastic volatility process, the volatility of the stock is assumed to be 
mean reverting diffusion process, typically correlated with stuck process itself. 
Depending on the correlation between the volatility process and the stock process, 
it is possible to generate variety of volatility smiles and skews using this model. 
Moreover, there is empirical evidence from the time series analysis of the 
presence of stochastic volatility in stock prices (Andersen et. ul., 1999). But, there 
are some limitations of this approach. First, in order to generate volatility smiles 
and skews which are consistent with traded options, unrealistically high degree of 
correlation between stock process and volatility process is required. Second, since 
stochastic volatility models are true multi-lector models, one would need a multi-
dimensional lattice to evaluate American options. Finally, stochastic volatility 
models do not allow for perfect hedging using dynamic positions in the stock and 
money market account (which in the absence of other traded contracts form an 
incomplete market) 
From the work of Merton (1976), Garman (1976), and Cox, Ingersoll & Ross 
(1985), the differential equation that the European call on a stock that has 
Stochastic Volatility must satisfy is known. The solution of this dillerential 
equation is independent of risk preferences if (a) the volatility is a traded asset or 
(b) the volatility is uncorrelated with aggregate consumption (market). If either of 
these conditions holds, the risk neutral valuation arguments Cox & Ross (1976) 
can be used to arrive at the solution. 
Johnson & Shanno (1987) present a differential equation for a call option on a 
stock with stochastic volatility and provide its solution using Monte Carlo 
simulation. The result is then used to explain the switch in the exercise price bias 
observed by Rubinstein (1985). They studied the Black-Scholes formula when 
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variance is changing randomly (stochastically) and is correlated with stock returns 
(p is non-zero). First, he calculated call option prices via Monte Carlo simulation 
for S = 40 and X = 35. 40 and 45 for p = V2 and -'/:. He then imputed implied 
volatility using Black-Scholes formula and found that implied volatility for out-of-
the-money and at-the-money call options is larger for one-month maturity than 
four month maturity. Second, for longer maturity options, implied volatility is 
downward sloping with strike price when volatility is positively correlated with 
stock returns. When the correlation is negative the effect is reversed. Third, at-the-
money options are insensitive to the value of p. 
Scott (1987) compared the Black-Scholes model with his Random variance 
Model. No analytic formula is developed, but a model is derived that can produce 
accurate estimates of option prices when solved using Monte Carlo simulation. 
The sample period for daily stock returns data is from 1974 to June 1982. The 
Black-Scholes Model is used to compute prices for call options on Digital 
Equipment Corporation (DEC) for the period July 1982-June 1983. The 
parameters of asset price dynamics as well as volatility dynamics are calculated 
using method of moments and non-linear minimization technique. DEC is chosen 
because it does not pay cash dividends and thus allowed them to circumvent the 
dividend problem in the study. Using 728 options that are either in-the-money or 
out-of-the-money, sum of squared errors and mean squared errors are calculated. 
The Mean squared error for random variance model is 8.7% less than that for the 
Black-Scholes model. Moreover, it is found that the Black-Scholes model tends to 
overprice out-of-the-money options in relation to random variance model. 
Hull & White (1987) use a general differential equation to derive a series solution 
(power series approximation) for the price of a call option on a security with a 
stochastic volatility that is uncorrelated with the security price (option price 
obtained from the series solution is considered as true price). It is shown for such 
a security that the Black-Scholes price overvalues at-the-money options and 
undervalues deep in- and out-of-the-money options. Moreover, if the Black-
Scholes equation is used to determine the implied volatility of a near-the-money 
option, the longer the time to maturity the lower the implied volatility. The case in 
which the volatility is correlated with the stock price is examined using Monte- 
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Carlo simulation. When there is a positive correlation between the stock price and 
its volatilith. out-of-the-moneN options are underpriced by the B-S formula, while 
in-the-mono options are overpriced. When the correlation is negative, the effect 
is reversed. These general observations appear to he true for all maturities. 
Stein & Stein (1991) study the stock price distributions that arise when prices 
fbllox% a diffusion process with a stochastically varying volatility parameter and 
derive an explicit closed form solution (assuming zero risk premia) using Fourier 
inversion method for the case where volatility is driven by ARI process. Option 
prices obtained from the proposed analytic solution are compared with prices from 
Black-Scholes model. For all entries, the price of underlying asset, P = 100. the 
risk-less rate r = 9.53°i0. and the volatility risk premium cp = 0. "l'he black-Scholes 
price corresponds to the non-stochastic volatility setting where 6 = k = 0. Various 
parameter values assumed are as follows- first. a = 0 = 0.20, 0.25 and 0.35 (where, 
6 is \ olatility of the stock: 0 is long run average variance). Second. k ranges from 
0.10 to 0.40 and 6 ranges from 4 to 16. The black-Scholes model under-prices all 
call options. with far-maturity options most under-priced. The under-pricing also 
increases with increasing value of k. Moreover, the under-pricing increases with 
strike price, with in-the-money options most under-priced, is obtained when 
analytic prices are substituted in Black-Scholes model to impute implied 
volatility) 
Heston ( 1 99 3) derive a closed formn solution for the price of a European call 
option on an asset with stochastic volatility (Fourier inversion method). The 
model allo\\s arbitrar y correlation between volatility and spot asset returns as well 
as stochastic interest rates. "Thus. it can be applied to bond options and foreign 
currenc\ options. SV model prices are compared with 13S prices tinder two 
conditions (i) p = 0 - zero correlation has the effect of raising far-in-the-money 
and far-out-of-the-money option prices and lowering near-the-money prices (BS 
under-prices ITM and OTM options while it over-prices ATM options resulting in 
U-shaped smile. and, (ii) p = -0.5. 0.5; - positive correlation increases the prices 
of out-of-the-money options and decreases the prices of in-the-money options 
relative to Black-Scholes model with comparable volatility (BS under-prices 
O'l \l options while it over-prices ITM options resulting in upward sloping smile. 
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While negative correlation has completely opposite effects resulting in downward 
sloping smile. 
Ball & Roma (1994) compare the Black-Scholes prices with stochastic volatility 
option prices (obtained via Power series methods) when there is no correlation 
between volatility innovations and security prices. For one month maturity 
options, BS model under-prices both in-the-money and out-of-the-money option 
prices. While for six-month maturity options, BS model over-prices options across 
all strike prices with over-pricing of at-the-money options greater than that for in-
the-money as well out-of-the-money options. 
Analyzing liquid equity options on 9 stocks traded on the London International 
Financial Futures and Options Exchange (LIFFE) between August 1990 and 
December 1991., Duque & Lopes (1999) use the Hull & White (1998) stochastic 
volatility option pricing model to find the theoretical relations that should exist 
between shape of the smile, the level of volatility and the time to expiration. They 
test two dillerent phenomena: (1) the increase of the "smile" as maturity 
approaches; (2) and the association between the smile and the volatility of the 
underlying stock. The empirical results lend support to the above two hypotheses. 
First, as the time to expiration decreases, the magnitude of the smile is found to 
increase. However, the changes in the smile pattern are asynuneiric. The "wry 
grin" found for longer-term options is converted into a reverse grin" for options 
near expiration. For medimn term options, the smile is more symmetric. Second, a 
statistically significant positive relation between the smile intensity and the 
volatility ofthe underlying stock is also found. 
2.2.2 Jump diffusion approach 
This approach was originally suggested by Merton (1976), it can generate required 
volatility smiles and skews by adding discontinuous (Poisson) jumps to the Black-
Scholes diffusion process. In particular, by setting the mean parameter of the jump 
process to be negative, steep short term skews for short maturity options can be 
easily captured in this framework, as in pointed out by Bates (1996) and Bakshi et. 
al.(1997), the limitations of this approach are similar to stochastic volatility. First, 
there is absence of perfect hedging because of incomplete markets. Moreover, the 
degree of incompleteness is higher in ajuntp diffusion model than in a stochastic 
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volatility model, a stochastic volatility model can be made complete by the 
introduction of one or few traded options. But. a jump-diffusion model requires 
the existence of a continuum of options for the market to be complete. Second, 
they are a challenge to handle numerically 
Bates (1991) uses two approaches are used to examine the expectation of stock 
market crash of October 1987 using option prices. Calculating skewness premium 
and estimating jump-diffusion parameters implicit in option prices. Roughly two-
thirds of the transactions during 1985-87 were in calls, one-third in puts. 
Skewness premium, defined as the percentage deviation of x% out-of-the-money 
call prices from x% out-of-the-money put prices, is used measure of deviation 
between OTM call and put prices. In the first week of august, 1987, 4% OTM puts 
were about 25% more expensive than correspondingly OTM calls, whereas 
standard distributional hypothesis imply the puts should have been 0-4% cheaper. 
Thus. it is shown that out-ofthe-money puts became unusually expensive during 
the year preceding the crash. Second. a model is derived for pricing American 
options on jump-diffusion processes with systematic jump risk. The jump-
diffusion paran ctcrs implicit in options prices are obtained. Prior to October 
1986, parameters (with some exceptions) indicate an essentially log-symmetric, 
fat-tailed distribution, with jumps of zero mean and 2-8% standard deviations 
expected on monthly to annual frequencies. After October 1986, expectations of 
predominantly negative jumps (k < 0) are evident in option prices. Thus, it is 
found that a crash was expected and that implicit distributions were negatively 
skewed during October 1986 to August 1987. But, the above approaches indicate 
no strong crash fears during the 2 months immediately preceding the crash. 
Bates (1996) extends the Fourier inversion option pricing methodology of Stein & 
Stein (1991) and Heston (1993). an efficient method is developed for pricing 
American options on stochastic volatility/jump-diffusion processes under 
systematic jump and volatility risk. First, the parameters implicit in deutsche mark 
(DM) options of the model and various sub models are estimated over the period 
1984 to 1991 via nonlinear generalized least squares (! L-GLS). Second, they are 
tested for consistency with time series properties of log-differenced S/DM futures 
prices and the time series properties of implicit volatilities. Third, there was 
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substantial qualitative agreement between implicit and time series based 
distributions, most notably with regard to implicit volatility as forecast of future 
volatility. Finally, specific deficiencies of the postulated SV-JD model were also 
noted. The postulated one-factor SV model for expected variances is inadequate in 
capturing the evolution over time of implicit volatilities from multiple option 
maturities. Moreover, implicit skewness is both positive and negative and excess 
kurtosis is consistent Teature over the sample period. 
Andersen & Andreasen (2000) discusses the extension of implied diffusion 
approach of Dupire (1994) to asset prices with Poisson jumps. This extension 
yields important model improvements in capturing the dynamics of implied 
volatility surface. Second, a forward PIDE- which describes the evolution of 
European call prices as a function of strike and maturity-is derived and its 
applicability on European option prices on S&P 500 index is demonstrated. An 
unconditionally stable and computationally efficient ADI finite difference method 
is developed for numerical pricing of general contingent claims under jump 
diffusion process. 
Andersen eeol., (2002) extends the class of stochastic volatility diffusions for 
asset returns to encompass Poisson jumps of time-varying intensity using 
univariate time series S&P 500 index returns data over the sample period 1953-96. 
The parameters of the model are estimated using EMM approach proposed by 
Gallant & Tauchen (1996). First, the specification analysis suggests that an E-
GARCH representation for the conditional variance process. Second, the unit root 
hypothesis is convincingly rejected in favor of stationarity of the return series. The 
objective of this paper is to identify a class of jump-diffusion (JD) models that are 
successful in approximating the S&P 500 return dynamics and should therefore 
constitute an adequate basis for continuous-time asset pricing applications. Our 
analysis indicates a general correspondence between the evidence extracted from 
daily equity-index returns and the stylized features of the corresponding options 
market prices. We find that any reasonably descriptive continuous-time model for 
equity-index returns must allow for discrete jumps as well as stochastic volatility 
with a pronounced negative relationship between return and volatility innovations 
to capture skewness in S&P 500 returns, 
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first, Bates (1991) found that implicit distributions were negatively skewed 
during October 1986-August 1997. Second, according to Bates (1996) - 
positive/negative implicit skewness and excess kurtosis were a consistent feature 
over the sample period. Third. Andersen et al. (2002) found that S&P 500 daily 
returns were negatively skewed with excess kurtosis over 1953-96. 
2.2.3 Stochastic Volatility-Stochastic Interest rates models 
In addition to constant volatility assumption, BS model also assumes constant 
risk-free rate. One class of model incorporates both stochastic volatility as well as 
stochastic interest rate. 
Bailey & Stolz (1989) analyze the pricing of stock options in a simple general 
equilibrium model. The paper investigates the biases that arise when using the 
Black-Scholes model with assumed volatility and interest rate dynamics. First, a 
model is derived when volatility of the index is constant. Second, a model where 
volatility of the index is stochastic is investigated using CIR (1985b) model. 
Third. numerical solution is provided when not only the volatility of the index but 
also interest rate dynamics are stochastic. The findings in the paper are as follows: 
first, when there is positive correlation between index and volatility dynamics, the 
BS model underprices stock index options. Second, when correlation is negative, 
the BS model over-prices index options. Finally, when is no correlation, the 
pricing errors are almost zero. Within positive correlation, deep-in-the-money 
options are most severely under-priced, with under-pricing decreasing with strike 
prices. thus, deep-out-of-the-money options are least under-priced (downward-
sloping smile). Thus. it is shown that the model cun, in principle, explain the 
biases observed in empirical work on stock index options. 
Amin & Ng (1993) investigate the valuation of individual stock options when the 
volatility of the Underlying stock return is not only stochastic but also has a 
systematic component (non-diversifiable risk). It is evident from previous 
literature that empirical biases in the Black-Scholes option prices are different for 
options on high risk and low risk stocks. Low risk stocks are mainly large firm 
stocks with stochastic return volatilities that are highly correlated with the return 
volatility of the market, and high risk stocks are mainly small firm stocks with a 
less- important systematic volatility component. This paper demonstrates that the 
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direction of the bias inherent in prices obtained from the Black-Scholes model is 
different between stocks with a strong systematic volatility component and those 
with a strong idiosyncratic volatility component. This results From the fact that the 
systematic volatility component is related to the stochastic interest rate while the 
idiosyncratic volatility component is not. Since the effects of stochastic volatility 
and stochastic interest rates act in opposite directions, the actual bias depends on 
which effect dominates, Under-pricing of call option decreases as the option 
moves from ITM to ATM to OTM, with OTM options least under-priced. 
Lo & Wang (1995) review the role of drift in the Black-Scholes option pricing. It 
is argued that although the Black-Scholes formula does not depend on the drift Ir, 
but the drift may not be constant as in the case of Geometric Brownian Motion, 
but may be an arbitrary function of the underlying asset price, P and other 
economic variables. This implies that the Black-Scholes font ula is applicable to a 
wide variety of processes, processes that exhibit complex patterns of predictability 
and dependence on other observed and unobserved economic factors. Second, 
they present an adjustment for the volatility parameter o that accounts for most 
parsimonious form of predictability: autocorrelation in asset returns. To gauge the 
empirical relevance of the adjustment of correlation, a comparison of Black-
Scholes prices under arithmetic Brownian motion and under the trending O-U 
process for various holding periods, strike prices, and auto-correlations for a 
hypothetical $40 stock. Third, to account for more general forms of predictability, 
two classes of linear diffusion processes are proposed: bi-variate and multi-variate 
trending Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (0-U) processes. Finally, a method is provided to 
estimate the parameters of these processes with discretely sampled data. The 
findings are as follows: first, even extreme auto-correlation in daily returns does 
not affect short maturity in-the-money call option prices very much. Second. even 
for short maturity, differences become more pronounced as the strike price 
increases. Third, as the time to maturity increases, the impact of daily auto-
correlations also increases. 
Bakshi & Chen (1997a) propose an option pricing model (SV-SI) with a closed 
form solution for bond. bond options, stock and stuck option prices. The proposed 
model is an improvement over existing SV-SI models on the following 
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dimensions: first, the stock option price is jointly and simultaneously determined 
with bond and stock prices, which guarantees internal consistency. Second. the 
option pricing formula obtains whether the agent has a power or exponential 
utility function, as opposed to log utility commonly assumed in the existing 
literature. Finally, the underlying stock in the option pricing model pays a 
stochastic dividend yield and still yields a closed form solution. First they 
obtained (theoretical) option prices using their equity option pricing model, and 
then substituted those prices into the (dividend-adjusted) Black-Scholes formula 
to numerically back out the implied volatility. They present the following 
findings. First. the volatility smile is much stronger for call options with 30 days 
or less for expiration. For longer term options. however, the implied volatility is 
declining in strike price. Second. the implied volatility for in-the-money options is 
substantially higher. compared to those for both at-the-money and out-the-money 
options (downward-sloping smile). Finally, the term structure of implied volatility 
for both in-the-money and out-the-money options also display a volatility smile, 
the 30 days being the turning point of the U-curve, although for at-the-money 
calls, the implied volatility is virtually linear in the term to expiration. 
2.3 Comparison of alternative option pricing models 
The following studies compare the performance of various option pricing models: 
Bakshi eral. (1997) conducted an empirical study on the relative merits of 
competing; option pricing models. They first developed in closed form an 
implementable option pricing model that admitted stochastic volatility, stochastic 
interest rates, and random jumps. which \\i11 be abbreviated as the SVSI-J model. 
The set up is rich enough to contain almost all the known closed form option 
formulas as special cases. S&P -500 call option prices were studied for the 
empirical work because- the options written on the index are the most actively 
traded European-style contracts and the daily dividend distributions are available 
on the index. The sample period extends from June 1. 1988 through May 31, 
1991. The BS implied volatility exhibits a strong t'-shaped pattern (smile) as the 
call option goes from deep ITiy-1 to ATM and then to deep OT`1. with the deepest 
ITNI call-implied volatility taking the highest values (Downward-sloping smile). 
ITM call-implied volatility taking the highest values (Downward-sloping smile). 
The out-of-sample pricing performance results are as follows- first, SV model 
reduces BS pricing error by half. Second, adding jumps does not improve SV 
pricing performance, except for short term options, and neither incorporating SI 
improves pricing performance. Finally, the SV, the SVJ and the SV-Sl are still 
mis-specified (though to a lesser degree than BS). 
Bakshi et.al. (2000) list average daily BS implied volatilities across moneyness 
and maturity, using S&P 500 index data for a sample period September 1, 1993 to 
August 31, 1994 for a total of 12,094 puts. There are six moneyness categories 
and three maturity categories namely, less than 60 days, 180-365 days and greater 
than 365 days (called LEAPS). Two patterns are observed. First, for short term 
puts the implied volatility is U-shaped, whereas for medium and long-term puts 
the implied volatility is declining as the put goes from OTM to ITM (upward 
sloping smile). Among the three maturity groups, the LEAPS implied volatility 
exhibits the least variation with moneyness. Next, at different moneyness levels 
the term structure of implied volatilities can be U-shaped, or upward sloping, 
depending on whether it is deep OTM (or deep ITM), near the money, or ATM. 
The out-of sample pricing results are as follows- first. SVJ model performs best 
among the four models in pricing short-terns puts. Second, in pricing medium term 
put options. the SV-SL model does better in certain categories, white SV performs 
better in pricing other moneyness-maturity puts. Third, in pricing long-term puts, 
however, the SV model performs the best. Finally, all models are mis-specified 
statistically. For example, they have moneyness-maturity biases, though to 
varying degrees. 
Heston & Nandi (2000) develop a closed-form option valuation formula for a spot 
asset whose variance follows a GARCII(p, q) process that can be correlated with 
the returns of the spot asset. 'l he major empirical results are. first, the model 
provides readily computed option formula for a random volatility model that can 
be estimated and implemented solely on the basis of observables. Second, the 
single lag version of this model contains Heston (1993) stochastic volatility model 
as a continuous-time limit. Third, empirical analysis on S&P500 index options 
shows that the out-of-sample valuation errors from the single lag version of the 
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GARCH model are substantially lower than the ad hoc Black-Scholes model of 
Dumas. Fleming & Whaley (1998) that uses a separate implied volatility for each 
option to fit to the smirk/smile in implied volatilities. Finally, the GARCH model 
remains superior even though the parameters of the GARCH model are held 
constant and volatility is filtered from the history of asset prices while the ad hoc 
Black-Scholes model is updated every period. But, the LARCH model under-
performs the simple BS model when it does not allow correlation between index 
returns and volatility. Thus, the improvement is largely due to the ability of the 
LARCH model to simultaneously capture the correlation of volatility with spot 
returns and the path dependence in volatility. 
Jackwerth & Rubinstein (2001) compare the pricing performance of alternative 
option pricing models using $ RMSF. between market price and model price. The 
models include the benchmark BS model and AHBS model used by traders. The 
CEV model, the displaced diffusion and jump diffusion models, models 
incorporating stochastic volatility, stochastic interest rates and stochastic jumps 
and implied binomial trees to explain otherwise identical observed option prices 
that differ by strike prices, times-to-expiration and underlying asset. The data 
includes minute-by-minute trades and quotes covering S&P 500 European index 
options. S&P 500 index futures, and S&P 500 index levels from April 2. 1986, 
through December 29, 1995. 1 he major empirical results are as follows: first, in 
the pre-crash period, performance of all models is similar to that of BS model. 
Second. in the post-crash period, the performance of predictive models used by 
traders is better than the more complicated models used by academicians. Third, 
the better performing models all incorporate the negative correlation between 
index level and volatility. 
Eraker er at (2003) presents the following findings: first, specification diagnostics 
tests indicate that in addition to SV model, a model with diffusive stochastic 
volatility and only jumps in return is also mis-specified. Second, implied volatility 
curves are developed for the SV, SV-J and SV-CJ models for three maturities 
using call options on a randomly selected average volatility day in the sample. 
The following patterns emerge: first, the SV-CJ and SV-IJ models deliver similar 
curves, Second, addition of jumps in returns and jumps in volatility significantly 
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increases the curvature of IV curves. For short maturity options, the difference 
between the SV. SVJ and SV-CJ IV curves for far in-the-money (ITM) or out-of-
the-money (Oi'M) options is quite large. Third. the SV model generates flat IV 
curves, as it does not generate any substantial departure from normality. Finally, 
there is significant flattening out effect of 1V curves as time to maturity increases 
for all models. 
Kini & King (2004) examined the performance of alternative stochastic volatility 
option pricing models on the KOSPI 200 index option market. The sample period 
extends from January 3. 1999 through December 26. 2000. The minute-by-minute 
transaction prices for the KOSPI 200 options were obtained from the Korea Stock 
Exchange. The 3-month treasury yields were used as risk-free interest rates. The 
four models compared %%care AIIBS. VG. SV and GARCII model. The 
performance was compared on the basis of three measures, i.e. in-sample, out-of-
sample hedging performance. The major empirical findings are as follows: first, 
I leston (199 3) SV model outperforms all other models on all three measures of in-
sample pricing, out-of-sample pricing and hedging performance. Second. pricing 
and hedging errors are highest for out-of-the-money options. and decrease as the 
options move in-the-money in all four models. Third. the performance of SV is 
better than Dumas el. al (1998) AHBS in terms of mitigating the volatility smile 
effects found in the cross sectional data. Finally. Heston & Nandi (2000) LARCH 
model shov%s the worst performance. 
Eraker (2004) performs the following analysis: first, parameter estimates obtained 
using joint options and return data are compared with those obtained from time-
series returns data only. The estimation period for time-series data is January 1970 
to December 1990. Second. option price fit or in-sample pricing performance 
studies how well various models fit historical option prices. Third, out-of-sample 
evaluation is done over January 1, 1991 to March 1, 1996. The empirical findings 
reported in this paper can be summarized as follows: First, parameters for the 
IHeston (1993) stochastic volatility model as well as the Bates (1996) jump 
diffusion with jumps in prices are similar to those in Bakshi. Cao, and Chen 
(1 997 ). Second. except for short and medium maturity contracts at high spot 
volatility and long maturity contracts with low spot volatility BS-IV for market 
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prices as well as model generated prices are similar. Thus, all the models do a 
reasonable job in fitting option prices in-sample. The BS-IV for market prices is 
steeper for short and medium maturity contracts but is fatter for long maturity 
contracts. But, models with more complicated jump components do not improve 
markedly upon simpler SV models. Third, out-of-sample absolute pricing errors 
are found to increase in magnitude as time to maturity increases. Moreover, 
pricing errors are larger otn-of than in-sample. Finally, SV-J and SV-CJ models 
perform the worst. 
Broadie eeal, (2007) use extensive data set of S&P 500 futures option from 
January 1987 to December 2003 to compare empirical performance of SV. SV-J 
and SV-CJ models by addressing three questions. First, is there option implied 
time-series evidence for jumps in volatility. Second, are jumps in prices and 
volatility important factors in determining the cross-section of option prices? And 
third, what is the nature of factor risk premia embedded in the cross-section of 
option prices? To detect jumps in volatility, they first extract model based 
estimate of spot variance from option prices. Then calculate skewness and kurtosis 
statistics and finally simulate the statistics' finite sample distribution. The tests 
reject the square root SV model and an extension with jumps in prices (the SV-J 
model). A model with contemporaneous jumps in volatility and prices (SV-CJ) 
easily passes these tests. Second. they report RMSE between the model fit and the 
interpolated implied volatility curves. The SV-J and SV-CJ model outperform the 
SV model in all categories, as they provide 15°rb-40% pricing improvement over 
SV model. But, SV-CJ is the only model capable of successfully explaining both 
cross-sectional and tine-series properties. Third, estimates of risk-neutral mean 
price jumps are consistent across the three models, are of the order of 5% to 7%, 
are highly statistically significant, and imply a mean price jump risk premium of 
about 2% to 5%. 
The empirical evidence of the jump diffusion model, stochastic volatility model, 
and other extension of the model such as stochastic volatility and interest rate 
models to account for biases in the original Black-Seholes models is mixed. The 
conclusion of Bakshi etal. (1997) is very relevant in this regard. He observed that 
Black-Scholes model remain misspecified whether SV, SVJ or SV-Sr model is 
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applied. Although the pricing errors may be less in comparison to the original 
model. Black (1975) pointed out that one possible explanation for the mispricing 
pattern is that something has been left out of the formula. Despite varied 
extensions and modifications the misspecification patterns persists. 
2.4 Ii,1p/icit volatility' as forecast of future volatility 
Another approach to test BS model is to study the informational content of 
implied volatility. The studies of this category investigate the predictive power of 
implied volatility. A test on the forecasting power of option ISD is a joint test of 
option market efficiency and a correct option pricing model. Since, trading 
frictions differ across assets. cost of option replication and hedging also differs 
across assets. If the option market is informationally efficient and the B-S model 
is correct. implied volatilit\ is expected to subsume all information contained in 
historical volatility and provides a more efficient forecast for future volatility. The 
results of any test of market efficiency and a correct option pricing model will 
vary across underlying assets. The following are the studies done on the 
forecasting power of option lSI)s with the objective of studying market efficiency 
and model biasness using options written on individual stocks, stock market index 
and exchange rates. 
Earl` studies find that implied volatility is a biased forecast of future volatility and 
contains little incremental information beyond historical volatility. First, Canina & 
Figlewski (199 3) found that implied volatility from S&P 100 index options over 
the period 1983-87, is a poor forecast for the subsequent realized volatility of the 
underlying index. Second. in contrast. Day & Lewis (1992) - OEX options over 
the period 1983-89. Lamoureux & Lastrapes (1993) report evidence supporting 
the hypothesis that implied volatility has predictive power for future volatility and 
is a biased forecast for future realized volatility. "third. more recent research 
attempts to correct various data and methodological problems in earlier studies. 
for example. using longer time series, high frequency asset returns. non-
overlapping samples etc. thus. ('hristensen & Prahhala (1998), present evidence 
that implied volatility is a more efficient forecast for future volatility than 
historical volatility. 
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Macbeth & Merville (1979) analyzed daily closing prices of all call options 
written in 1976 on 6 stocks (American options) assuming zero probability of early 
exercise namely- American Telephone and Telegraph, Avon products, Eastman 
Kodak. Exxon, International Business Machines, and Xerox to compare the 
performance of Black-Scholes call option valuation model with Cox call option 
valuation model for CEV diffusion process. They conclude that the CEV model 
better explains market prices than the Black-SchoLcs model. Each day they 
computed the Black-Scholes implied volatility of an at-the-money option as true 
volatility, since in any constant elasticity of variance world the Black-Seholes 
model (approximately) prices at-the-money call options. They found that for their 
sample of long maturity option prices, the Black-Seholes model, with this true 
volatility. systematically under-priced in-the-money options and over-prices out-
the-money options, for all values of 0 (° 2, 0, -2, -4) and by construction, correctly 
priced at-the-money options. 
Emmanuel & Macbeth (1982) expand the Macbeth-Merville (1980) to include (in 
addition to data of 1976) daily closing prices of call options written on the same 
stocks for each day in 1978. Assuming Black-Scholes model correctly prices long 
maturity at-the-money call options and, depending upon parameter values, the 
paper finds periods in which it under-prices in-the-money options and over-prices 
out-the-money options as well as period when it over-prices in-the-money options 
and under-prices out-the-money options. This changing nature of the mispricing is 
consistent across the stocks in the sample. Second, the elasticities of each stock 
are found to vary considerably over time but are generally negative. Third, when 
the prediction period is less than one month, the CEV model predicts market 
prices better than the Black-Scholes model. 
Lamoureux & Lastrapes (1993) examine the behavior of measured variances from 
the options market with the time series volatility of underlying stock market. 
Under the joint hypotheses that markets are informationaily efficient and that 
option prices are explained by a particular asset pricing model, forecasts from 
time-series models of the stock-return process should not have predictive content 
given the market forecast as embodied in option prices. This joint null hypothesis 
of orthogonality restriction for at-the-money call options on individual stocks is 
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tested by comparing the forecast performance of the implied variance from the 
HW model with time-series representations of the stock return volatility. Both in-
sample and out-of-sample tests suggest that this hypothesis can be rejected. Three 
potential sources of bias between implied variance and subjective variance are 
identified: measurement error and non synchronous option / stock prices: linearity 
of BS formula for ATM options and zero correlation between stock process and 
volatility process. Bias from the first source will be trivial as great care is taken in 
data selection. The magnitude of bias from the remaining two sources is measured 
by comparing the implied variance from the simulated data with the actual 
variance inherent in the empirical data. Ike variance extraction procedure under 
HW model appears to be insensitive to the non-linearity assumption and skewness 
in the context of empirical data, 
Previous studies on the information content of implied volatilities from the prices 
of call options have used a cross-sectional regression approach. While Day & 
Lewis (1992) compares the information content of implied volatilities from call 
options on the S&P 100 index to GARCH and Exponential GARCH models of 
conditional volatility. By adding the implied volatility to GARCH and EGARCH 
models as an exogenous variable, the within-sample incremental information 
content of implied volatilities can be examined using a likelihood ratio test of 
several nested models for conditional volatility. The results imply that neither 
implied volatility nor the conditional volatilities from GARCH and EGARCH 
models completely characterize within sample conditional stock market volatility. 
The out-of-sample predictive content of these models is also examined by 
regressing ex-post volatility on the implied volatilities and forecasts from GARCH 
and EGARCII models. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that implied 
volatility and the LARCH and EGARCH forecasts are unbiased. 
Canina, Figlewski (1993) studied the implied volatilities for OEX index call 
options over a sample period between March. 1983 and March 1987. The implied 
volatilities for these American options were calculated using Binomial Model. 
They divided their observations into four maturity categories and eight moneyness 
categories (denoted by S-K. which is negative for out-the-money options and 
positive for in-the-money options). The mean implied volatility for the entire set 
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of 17.606 observations was 0.168, while the average implied volatility within four 
maturity groups declined monotonically from 0 195 for near-month options to 
0.152 for options expiring in the fourth month. Similarly, when the options are 
classified according to moneyness, the implied volatility is lowest for at-the-
money options while it becomes progressively higher as the options move further 
in-the-money or out-the-money. Moreover, in-the-money options have higher 
implied volatilities than out-the-money options. 
Earlier studies observed that the volatility implied by S&P 100 index option prices 
to be a biased and inefficient forecast of future volatility and to contain little or no 
incremental information beyond that in past realized volatility. In contrast, 
Christensen & Prabhala (1998) find that implied volatility outperforms past 
volatility in forecasting future volatility and even subsumes the information 
content of past volatility in some of our specifications. The results differ from 
previous studies because we use longer time series and non-overlapping data. A 
regime shift around the October 1987 crash explains why implied volatility is 
more biased in previous work. 
Britten-jones & Neuberger (2000) derived a model free implied volatility under 
the diffusion assumption. In this article, Jiang & Tiang (2005) extend the model-
free implied volatility to asset price processes with jumps and develop a simple 
method for implementing it using observed option prices. Second, a direct test of 
the informational efficiency of the option market is performed using the model 
free implied volatility. The results from the S&P 500 index (SPX) options suggest 
that: first. B-S implied volatility contains more information than the historical 
volatility of the underlying asset but is an inefficient forecast of future realized 
volatility. Second, the model free implied volatility subsumes all information 
contained in the Black-Scholes (B-S) implied volatility and past realized volatility 
and is more efficient forecast for future realized volatility. 
Jiang & Tiang (2005) derive model-free implied volatility under jump diffusion 
assumption and study its informational content using S&P 500 index options 
(SPX) traded on CBOF, over a sample period June 1988-December 1994. 
Christensen & Prabhala (1998) study the informational content of implied 
volatility using S&P 100 index options over a sample period November 1983- 
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May 1995. C'anina & Fi_lewski (1993) study the informational content of implied 
volatility using OEX index call options over a sample period March 1983- March 
1987. Day & Lewis (1992) compare the informational content of implied volatility 
with the conditional volatility obtained from LARCH and E-LARCH models 
using S&P 100 index options (OEX) over a sample period March 1983- December 
1989. 
2.5 !/re role of higher »tuments in option pricing 
The Black-Scholes model assumes that log-returns are normally distributed. 
Howe\ ver, the empirical findings virtually all financial markets provide contrary 
evidence. The deviations from the normality and impact of skewness and kurtosis 
offers potential explanations for phenomenon such as volatility smile and skew. 
Corrado & Su (1996) study the extended version of Black-Scholes formula which 
incorporates non-normal skewness and kurtosis in index return distributions. This 
extended version uses Gram-Charlier series expansion of' the normal density 
function to model the logarithmic returns distribution. The sample includes S&P 
500 index options traded on CBOT. over the period November 1990- December 
1993. It is observed that the Black-Scholes model systematically over-values out- 
of-the-mane\ options and under-prices in-the-money options. Moreover, the 
adjustment for skewness and kurtosis in the Black-Scholes formula removes these 
s\ stematic strike price biases from the Black-Scholes model for S&P 500 index 
option prices. 
Corrado & Su (1997) stud\ the presence of non-normal skewness and kurtosis in 
return distribution implied from stock option prices and compare the performance 
of original BS model and skewness-kurtosis BS model is pricing stock options. 
The sample includes four stock options traded on CBOF. It is observed that there 
is significant negative skewness and excess kurtosis in implied distributions 
implicit in stock option prices. The authors report that adjustment for skewness 
and Kurtosis in the Black-Scholes formula removes systematic strike—price biases 
from Black-Scholes model for pricing deep out-of-the-money and deep in-the-
money stock options. The implied volatilities obtained from skewness-kurtosis 
formula are unrelated to option moneyness. 
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Bakshi cr al. (2003) document the differential pricing (volatility smiles) of 
individual equity options versus the market index and empirically relate it to the 
asymmetry and the heaviness of the risk neutral distributions. The sample includes 
nearly 350.000 OTM call and put option quotes written on S&P 100 index and its 
30 largest individual equity components, from January 1991 through December 
1995. The options are American and are traded on CROE. The results of 01.5 
regression of implied volatility on moneyness are as follows: First, the volatility 
smile of individual equity options is less steeper compared with that of the market 
index. Second. for index options implied volatility always decreases with 
increasing moneyness (measured as IVS: downward sloping smile) but not so for 
individual equities. Thus, OTM puts are consistently and substantially more 
expensive than OTM calls for the index. The results of multi-variate and 
univariate OLS regressions of implied volatility slope on skewness and kurtosis 
are as follows: first, irrespective of sample period and regardless of maturity of 
options. the coefficient of skewness, D.  is positive and statistically significant. 
Thus, the more negatively skewed the risk-neutral distribution of the stock, the 
steeper the smile. Second, average Rz in short-teen univariate regressions is 
46.54% with skewness alone and 5.6% for kurtosis alone. Thus, the cross-
sectional behavior of equity options represented by the slope of the smile is driven 
primarily by the degree of symmetry (skewness) of the risk-neutral distribution. 
Third, the sign of (3 remains unaltered between restricted (univariate) and 
unrestricted (multivariate) regressions, but the coefficient of kurtosis reverses sign 
and turns negative. Thus, in the presence of risk-neutral skews, a higher risk 
neutral kurtosis flattens the implied volatility. 
Conrad et at (2013) study the relationship between volatility, skewness and 
kurtosis of return distribution and the subsequent security returns. The data 
includes daily option price data for all out-of-the-money calls and puts written on 
all stocks from 1996 to 2005. The data on stock returns include daily and monthly 
returns from 1996 to 2005 for all individual securities. 'fhe moments of the risk 
neutral density function are estimated using the methodology of Bakshi et.al. 
(2003). The findings are as follows: individual securities risk-neutral volatility, 
skewness, and kurtosis are strongly related to future returns. First, high (low) 
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volatilitv firms are associated with lower (higher) returns over the next month. 
Second. skewness has a strong; negative relation with subsequent returns: firms 
\\ ith less negative or positive skewness earn lower returns. 	l bird, there is a 
positi\ e relation between kurtosis and returns. Finally an analysis is done to 
determine the extent to which these returns relationships are robust to controls for 
differences in firm characteristics, such as beta, size, and hook to market ratios, 
adjustments for lama & French (1993) risk factors and differences in co-
nlonle nls. 
2.6 Joint option prices and asset returns data 
('hernov & (ihysels (2000) attempt to model the price process of the underlying 
asset and the derivative security using options written on S&P 500 index and the 
closing prices of the index over the period November 1985 to October 1984. They 
present the following findings: first, the SNP densities are estimated for two 
univariate types of data i.e. (i) log-returns on the S&P 500 and (ii) log of the BS 
implied volatilities of' closest-to-maturity ATM call options. The estimated 
densities are peaked. leptokurtic and weakly skewed. Second. the SNP densities 
for the bivariate case. involving joint process of returns and BS implied 
volatilities, suggests the presence of slight negative correlation between returns 
and \olatilit\ (p < 0). Third. the estimation of SV models involving only ATM 
options outperforms 13S and the bivariate approach in terms of pricing 
performance. Thus. the results based on the S&P 500 index contract. shows 
dominance of uni'ariate approach, which relies solely on options data. In general, 
pricing errors are large with average dollar errors across three models range from 
5.23 to 0.42. Moreover, large errors occur at longer maturities. Similarly. the 
relative errors range ti•om 20.71 to 0.14, with the same pattern. Finally, all models 
perform relatively well at shorter maturities. But, the discrepancies emerge at 
longer maturities and OTM contracts. 
Pan (2002) compares the performance of' the models on the basis of absolute 
pricing errors beth\een model-implied and the market observed option prices, both 
measured in terms of' Black-Scholes implied volatility. The major empirical 
findings are: first. the ability of the SVJO model to capture volatility smirks is 
quite remarkable. Second, the SVJO model consistently under-prices medium and 
long dated options on days of high volatility, and over-prices them on days of low 
volatility. Thirdly, neither the SVO model nor the SV model is capable of 
explaining options across moneyness. Finally. Jump-risk premix recovered from 
the joint data responds quickly to market volatility, and becomes more prominent 
during volatile markets. This form of jump-risk premia is important not only in 
reconciling the dynamics implied by the joint data, but also in explaining the 
volatility ' `smirks" of cross-sectionat options data. 
He concludes that fitting stochastic volatility model of Heston (1993) to the joint 
time series data (S„ C,), there is significant volatility risk premium as well as 
improvement in goodness-of-fit. But, the model is rejected by joint data. Second, 
fitting Bates (2000) model (which extends Ileston (1993) model by incorporating 
jump and jump risk premium) to the joint time series data (S,, C,), there is 
significant jump risk premium. Moreover, the model is not rejected by the joint 
data (S„ C,). 
Rubinstein (1994) examines a possibility: that the Black-Scholes model is true but 
the market for options is inefficient and provides a computationally effective way 
to value options, even when the Black-Schutes model [ails when some of its 
assumptions are violated, i.e. local volatility of the underlying asset is non-
constant and presence of risk-less arbitrage opportunities. First, a new method for 
inferring risk-neutral probabilities (or state-contingent prices) of the underlying 
asset return is developed. These probabilities are inferred from the risk-less 
interest rate and the concurrent market prices of the underlying asset and its 
associated otherwise identical European options. Second, these probabilities are 
then used to infer a unique fully specified recombining binomial tree or stochastic 
process of the underlying asset that is consistent with these probabilities (and, 
hence, consistent with all the observed option prices). Third, using the stochastic 
process. a simple backwards recursive procedure is developed which solves for 
the entire tree. Thus, value and hedge parameters of any derivative instrument 
maturing with or before the European options can be calculated. 
Grundy (1991) examines the relation between option prices and the true, as 
opposed to risk-neutral, distribution of the underlying asset. Linking the risk-
neutral distribution implicit in option prices to the true distribution of the 
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underlying asset remains a comparative mystery. The study demonstrates that 
observed option prices. when used in conjunction with simple assumed 
restrictions on the true distribution, do contain information about the non-central 
moments of the true distribution not directly implied by those assumed restrictions 
alone. If the underlying asset follows diffusion process with an instantaneous 
expected return at least as large as the instantaneous risk-free rate, observed 
option prices can be used to place bounds on the moments of the true distribution. 
The geometric Brownian motion assumption places such a strong restriction on 
the true distribution that once one calculates the volatility parameter implied from 
observed option prices, the coefficient of variation of the true return distribution is 
known. The study then examines what can be learned from option prices about the 
true distribution if it is known that the underlying asset follows a diffusion process 
with an instantaneous expected return that is always at least the instantaneous risk-
free rate. 
Duan (1995) develops an option pricing model for options on an asset whose 
continuously compounded returns follow generalized autoregressive conditional 
heteroskedastic (GARCH) process. Moreover, it elucidates how this econometric 
model is different from existing contingent pricing literature. First, the GARCH 
option price is a function of risk-premium embedded in the underlying asset 
instead of preference-free option pricing results. Second. the LARCH model is 
non-markovian instead of the diffusion process assumed in existing pricing 
literature. Third. Numerical analysis using Monte Carlo simulation suggests that 
the GARCH model may he able to explain some well-documented systematic 
biases associated with the Black-Scholes model, like under-pricing of short-
maturity options, under-pricing of low-volatility securities, under-pricing of out-
of-the-money options and the U-shaped implied volatility curve in relation to 
exercise price. The development utilizes the locally risk neutral valuation 
relationship (C.RNVR). The LRNVR is shown to hold under certain combinations 
of preference and distribution assumptions. The GARCH option pricing model is 
capable of reflecting the changes in the conditional volatility of the underlying 
asset in a parsimonious manner. 
2.7 Studies on option pricing in India 
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Misra ei al. (2006) investigate the pattern of volatility surfaces in case of NSE 
Nifty options and to find out the determinants of implied volatility. The sample 
includes index options traded on NSE over the period January 1. 2004 to 
December 31. 2004. A regression analysis is performed with implied volatility as 
dependent variable and moneyness. time to maturity, interaction of moneyness 
and time to maturity, number of contracts and two dummy variables. The major 
empirical findings are as follows: first, coefficient of moneyness is positive and 
significant. Thus, deeply in the money and deeply out of the money options are 
having higher volatility than at the money options. Second, the implied volatility 
of out of the money call options is more than in the money calls, Third, implied 
volatility is higher for far the month contracts than for new the month contracts 
(NOC < 500), the effect is reversed for more liquid options (NOC > 1000). 
Fourth. deeply in the money and out of the money options with shorter maturity 
have higher volatility than those of with longer maturity. Fifth, put options have 
higher volatility than call options. Finally, implied volatility of more liquid 
options is more than that of less liquid options. 
Tiwari & Saurabh (2007) study the skewness-kurtosis adjusted Black-Scholes 
formula proposed by Corrado & Su (1997) using S&P CNX nifty options traded 
on NSE over a period of three months from I" August 2007 to 24" October 2007. 
The skewness-kurtosis formula requires, in addition to implied volatility, implied 
skewness and implied kurtosis. These two additional parameters are calculated by 
minimizing the sum of square error between model prices and market prices for 
all available strike prices within the same maturity series (near-month maturity) 
on a given day. It is observed that skewness-kurtosis formula performs 
significantly better the original Black-Scholes lbrmula when performance is 
compared on the basis of error sum of squares (ESS). 
Deo et al (200R) empirically examines the implied volatility function for selected 
individual equity call options written on randomly selected 24 companies traded 
on NSE. The sample period ranges from 1st January 2006 to 31st December 2006. 
The major empirical findings are as follows: first, the implied volatility exhibits a 
U-shaped smile pattern when volatilities are averaged within groups according to 
their moneyness. Second, the implied volatilities of in-the-money option are 
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higher than implied volatility of out-of-the-money option (downward sloping 
smile). Third, short term options exhibit symmetric U-shaped smile pattern. 
finally. when different specifications (as selected by Engstrom (2001)) of 
volatility functions are fitted and estimation over the period, the linear and 
quadratic function of moneyness and time to expiration have greater explanatory 
power among other specifications of implied volatility in equity call options at all 
levels of moneyness. 
Schgal & Vijaykumar (2008) examine two propositions for the Indian options 
market: the presence of volatility smile and its determinants. The sample data 
includes daily data for the S&P CNX Nifty index call and put near maturity 
options and the Nifty index for the period January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2005. 
Moreover, 91-day 'treasury bill rates taken from RBI are used as risk-free rate. 
Two specification of implied volatility function The major empirical findings are 
as follows: first, the volatility functions exhibit a positive slope in the Indian 
context using alternative measures of moneyness, thus implied volatility is higher 
for deep in-the-money and deep out-of-the-money options than at-the-money 
options. The evidence on smile asymmetry is in contrast with findings for mature 
markets, which exhibit negative asymmetry profiles in general. Second, the 
historical volatility and time to expiration are important determinants of volatility 
smile. 
Kumar (2008) investigate the information content of the implied volatility 
estimators and the historical volatility in forecasting future realized volatility. The 
sample includes Nifty call and put options traded on NSE and extends over the 
period January 2002 to July 2006. Moreover, only non-overlapping near month 
option contracts are studied. Implied volatility is computed using BS formula and 
in the regression framework the relationship between different implied volatility 
estimators and the historical volatility estimator is examined. The estimators are 
compared using R-sq values and RMSE values. The findings are as follows: first, 
IV estimators not only possess information about the future volatility but also 
dominate the historical volatility. Second, IV estimated from call options fare 
better then that computed from put options. Finally. IV estimators are unbiased 
and efficient estimators of the ex-post realized volatility. 
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Tripathi & Gupta (2010) study the following: first, the performance of the Black-
Scholes (BS) model in pricing the Nifty index option contracts. Second. the 
compare the performance of skewness and kurtosis adjusted BS model of Corrado 
& Su (1997) and the original BS model. Third, relationship between volatility 
smile in case of NSE Nifty options and the non normal skewness and kurtosis of 
stock returns. The sample includes S&P CNN NIFTY near-the-month call options 
for the period January 1. 2003 to December 24. 2008. The major empirical 
findings are as follows: first. the BS model is misspecitied because of the presence 
of smile pattern in the implied volatilities obtained from the model and there is 
significant under-pricing by the original BS model and that the mispricing 
increases as the monevness increases. Second. pricing errors are less in case of the 
modified BS model than in case of the original BS model when measured on the 
basis of Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Finally, volatility smile in case of NSE 
Nifty options for the study period cannot be attributed to the non normal skewness 
and kurtosis of' stock returns. 
Out of the six studies conducted in Indian context five of these focus on Nifty 
options whereas Deo et.ul (2008) is based on Indian stock options. Kumar's 
(2008) study is supportive of the BS model, whereas the findings of Tripathi & 
Gupta t2010). Tiwari & Saurabh (2007). Misra et.al. (2006). and Sehgal & 
Vijavkumar (2008) provide evidence that is not in line with BS model. Saurabh & 
Tiwari (2007) and Tripathi & Gupta (2010) find that modified skewness-kurtosis 
adjusted Black-Scholes Model performs better than original Black-Scholes Model. 
It is apparent from the review that there is a paucity of studies of' empirical 
performance of the Black-Scholes model in Indian setting. As a result the 
evidence is insufficient and inconclusive in this regard. This is in contrast to 
western markets where the model has been studied extensively. This offers 




This chapter describes the methodology of research. Section 3.1 states the 
motivation of the study. Section 3.2 describes the method adopted for empirical 
testing of Black-Scholes model. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 delineate the objective and 
hypothesis of the study respectively. Section 3.5 describes the features of the data. 
Section 3.6 explains the testing of normality assumption. Section 3.7 and 3.8 
discuss the computation and construction of implied volatility curve. Section 3.9 
specifies Ad-Hoe Black Seholes model. Sections 3.10 to 3.12 describe the 
procedure involved in testing and evaluation of original and modified Black-
Scholcs Model. 
3.1. Motivations for the study 
The literature reveals that empirical testing of Black-Scholcs model is mostly 
concentrated in USA and other developed markets. Further, it brings out that 
studies on the performance of Black-Scholes models in Indian setting are scanty 
as only Tripathi & Gupta (2010). Deo el all (2008), Misra et al. (2006), Sehgal & 
Vijaykumar (2008) and Kumar (2008) and Tiwari & Saurabh (2007) have 
examined Black-Scholes model in Indian context. The present study attempts to 
bring out further and fresh evidence on fresh data set in this regard 
3.2. Approaches for Empirical assessment of Black-Scholes model 
Three different methodologies are adopted [Whaley (2003)]. First type of 
methodology focuses in-sample on either deviations of observed prices from 
model values (i.e., pricing errors) or on systematic patterns in implied volatilities. 
They are known as "Pricing error/implied volatility" anomalies. Second 
methodology for investigating the performance of Black-Scholes Model is to 
investigate the hedging performance of BS model. According to BS model, a risk-
free hedge can be formed between options and underlying asset. [he return of this 
portfolio should be equal to the risk-free rate of interest. The final approach is a 
called Informational content of implied volatility. Studies of this genre focus on 
predictive power of implied volatility by comparing it with the realized volatility. 
The present study pursues the first approach, focusing on pricing error from the 
benchmark BS models and examining the implied volatility pattern of options 
prices. 
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3.3. Objecti res 
1. lo find out hether Nifty returns follow normal distributions. 
2. l To assess whether 13S model is misspecitied by investigating the existence 
of volatility smile in case of S&P CNX Nifty options traded at NSE. 
3. To examine determinant of volatility using different specifications such as 
monevness and time to maturity etc. 
4. To investigate the accuracy of BS model in pricing, the Nifty index options 
contracts. 
5. 10 compare the performance of skewness and kurtosis adjusted BS model 
of Corrado & Su (1 996) with the original BS model. 
3.4. Hrpotha'ses 
H„1: The nifty returns follow normal distribution. 
H„2: There is no misspecification in BS Model as implied volatility does not exist 
in case of N itty options. 
113. The pricing error between BS model and observed (market) prices of Nifty 
options is not statistically signihcant. 
H04: The skewness and kurtosis adjusted BS model is no better than original BS 
model. 
3.5. Data Description 
The data consists of' S&P CNX NIFTY option prices. This data set has been 
chosen mainl\ for t o reasons. First. options written on this index are the most 
actively traded European style contracts. Furthermore, NIFTY options have been 
the focus of many existing investigations including, among others, Misra & Misra 
(2006). Sehgal & Vijaykumar (2008) and Kumar (2008). This will make 
comparisons of finding meaningful. The data set consist of closing prices of put 
and call options during the sample period from 1 July 2007 and 30 September 
2009. I he sample period consists of an estimation period (1 July 2007 to 30 June 
2009). containing 10.474 calls and 10.167 puts. This data includes (i) expiration 
date (ii) strike price (iii) closing price! option premium and (iv) number of 
contracts. Finally. 91-day Treasury bill rates were taken from the RBI website 
http:! vw .rhi.or.in as a proxy for the risk-free rate. The data was filtered using 
several exclusion factors to construct option price data. First, options with less 
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than 8 da%s to expiration may induce liquidity-related biases, while fewer options 
are traded with more than 90 days to expiration: these options are excluded from 
the sample. Second. options not satisfying the arbitrage condition are taken out of 
the sample. Finally, options with number of contracts less than 100 are also 
excluded from the sample. The basic data for this study have been collected from 
xti~Nww.nseindia.com. an official website ofNational Stock Exchange. 
It may be noted that at any point of time, there were only three contracts available 
with I month. 2 months and 3 months to maturity. The maturity date for these 
contracts is last Thursday of expiry month and these contracts have a maximum of' 
three months expiration cycle. A new contract is introduced on the next trading 
day following the expiry of the near month contract. On the date of the start of the 
new option contract, there are a minimum seven exercise prices available for 
trading- three- 'in-the-money', one 'at-the-money' and three 'out-the-money' for 
ever\ call and put option. The new exercise prices can be added in between for 
each contract. The minimum increment in exercise prices in case of NSI: Nifty 
options is 10 or in multiples of 10 thereof. 
Follo%%inyg Engstorm (2002) the option data was divided into several categories 
according to nloneyness and time to expiration. A call option is said to be at-the-
money (ATM) if it's S/K (0.98, 1.02): out-the-money (OTM) if S/K < 0.98, and 
in-the-money (ITNI) if'S K 1.02. It resulted in nine monevness categories. By the 
term to expiration an option contract was classified in three categories (i) near-
month (08-30 days): (ii) next-month (31-60 days), and far-month (61-90 days). 
The moneyness and maturity classification produced 27 categories for which the 
empirical work was carried out. 
3.6. "Test of ttortnalitr 
l'he BS model assumes that returns are log-normally distributed. To carry out the 




Where. Si is the index level on day t. 
And 5,., is the index level on day t-l. 
Hi 
Kt is the continuously compounded rate of return on the index on day t. 
Jarque-Bera test of normality is applied on the distribution of this continuously 
compounded rate of returns by determining whether they lbllow normal 
distribution. Fora normally distributed variable. skewness, p3 — 0, and kurtosis, µt 
= 3. 'Therefore, the JB test of normality is the test of the joint hypothesis that p3 
and µ, are 0 and 3 respectively 
3.7. Calculation of implied volatility 
The implied volatility is obtained by inverting the Black-Scholes Model separately 
for each call (put) option contract. The implied volatilities for individual calls 
(puts) are then averaged within each monyness-maturity contract and across the 
days in the sample. Moneyness is determined by S/K, where S denotes the spot 
NIFTY index level and K is the exercise price. The DerivaGem software is used 
to calculate the implied volatility from the Black-Scholes formula. The spot index 
value, strike price, interest rate and time to expiration are substituted in the 
formula, which leaves only the spot volatility undetermined. 
3.8. Construction of implied volatility curves 
The implied volatility curve is a plot of the implied volatilities versus the strike 
price (K), or versus moneyness (S/K). According to Black-Scholes model when 
we plot the implied volatility as a function of the exercise price, one should obtain 
a horizontal straight line. This implies that all options for buying or selling the 
same underlying asset with the same expiration date, but with different exercise 
prices, should have the identical implied volatility. The BS implied volatility 
values across seven moneyness and three maturity categories, for both calls and 
puts were plotted on a graph to assess the presence of volatility smile. 
3.9. Estimation oJ'Ad-Hoc Black-Scholes model 
Despite its significant pricing biases, the Black & Scholes (1973) model continues 
to be tsidely used by market practitioners. However, when practitioners apply the 
Black and Scholes Model, they circumvent the assumption of constant volatility 
and allow the volatility to vary with moneyness and time to maturity. Practitioners 
generally employ a deterministic volatility function in order to calculate the value 
of volatility to be used in the Black-Scholes formula. In line with Engstorm (2002) 
nine model specifications were adopted for this study: 
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Model 1:  
Model 2: cr=/3,,+/3, ln(S 'K)+f3, In(.S.-K)"+~, 
Model 3: a=fl +/,ln(S/ K)+/3, ln(S/K)-' +T+y3 
Model 4:cr= fl, +l,In(S K)+1,ln(S/K)2 +T+In(S/K)*T+ ~ 
Model 5: a=/3  +/3, ln(S /K)+/3, ln(S'K)' +T+ ln(S /K)*T +T` + 
Model 6: rr=A3,+/3,U+13,D 2 + 
Model 7: a _ /3 +l,U2 +/3,U+77 
Model 8: fl +13,(:'+/3, ln(S /K)+~~ 
ln(S/ K) 	( ln(S/ K) , Model 9: a = 13, 	+1,I 	+79 
First. In(S'K) is the natural logarithmic value of the ratio of index value and strike 
price, S/K and is a measure of moneyness. While, ln(S/K)2 is the square of the 
monevness term. Second. 1' stands for time to maturity of the option and T2.is the 
square of time-to-maturity. Third, ln(S/K)*T is the interaction term between 
moncv ness measure and time-to-expiration. 
Fourth. U = ln(S/K) if ln(S/'K) > 0 otherwise U = 0 when ln(S/K) _<0 
Similarly, D = ln(S/K) if ln(S/K) <_ 0 otherwise D = O.when ln(S/K) > 1 
Finally. 111( 'S 1 K) is also a measure of moneyness where ln(S/K) is standardized 
square root of time to maturity. Similarly, i In(S / K) is the squared term 
of the standardized mmnev ness term. 
Model I attempts to capture variation in volatility attributable to moneyness. The 
pattern of implied volatility across moneyness levels shows a lot of curvature. 
This curvature is accounted for in model 2 by including a linear and quadratic 
monevness term. The shape of volatility smile also depends on time to maturity. 
Models 3. 4 and 5 try to capture these time effects by including time to expiration 
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parameter, linear and quadratic moneyness tens, and a cross term with both time 
to expiration and moneyness. Model 6, 7 and 8 assume certain shape of volatility 
smile i.e. Model 6: smile is linear up to at-the-money mark and gets curvature 
thereafter. Model 7: smile has curvature up to at-the-money mark and is linear 
thereafter. Model 9 uses a definition of moneyness in standard deviation units 
referred to as standardized moneyness in his dynamic implied volatility function. 
As a final specification, a quadratic function of this measure is employed. 
As evidence of pronounced smile makes the use of constant volatility BS model 
questionable for valuation of both in-the-money and out-the-money options, the 
examination of volatility specification (Model I to model 9) can improve 
valuation accuracy. 
In order to calculate the regression coefficients of the deterministic volatility 
functions regression was run. To evaluate the goodness of fit of each model, the 
R2 statistic was employed. The higher the RZ statistic, the closer the estimated 
equation fits the sample data. The R2 statistic will always be between zero and 
one. A value of R2 close to one shows an excellent overall fit, whereas a value of 
near zero shows a failure of the estimated regression equation to explain the 
variation in the independent variable. 
3.10. Evaluation of Ad-Hoc Black-Sckoles model 
The empirical performance of each model was evaluated with respect to in-sample 
pricing. In sample performance refers to the performance of a model when it is 
applied to options upon which the model's regression coefficients were calculated. 
In order to analyze the in sample performance of each model specification, it was 
considered necessary to analyze the fit between the price predicted by each model 
and price observed in the market. Mean Average Percentage Error (MADE) is 
computed for each model using the formula: 
MApp= I E 
 v,'(t,r,K)-O,(,,r,K) 
0, (1,r, K) 
Where. O; (t,r,K) denotes the model price of the option ion day t and O,(t,r,K) 
denotes the market price of option i on day t, N denotes the number of options on 
day t. iMAPE measures the magnitude of pricing errors. 
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3.11. Evaluation of Black-Scholes formula 
The performance of the Black-Scholes option pricing model was evaluated is done 
in the following manner. Using option prices for all contracts within a given 
maturity series (near-term) observed on a given day, a single implied standard 
deviation is estimated by minimizing the total sum of squares between the BS 
model prices and the market prices of options of various strike prices. This is 
calculated using Microsoft Excel Solver by minimizing the following function by 
iteratively changing the implied standard deviation. 
v 	 ~ 
min BSISDY. EC 	— C bs 1(BSISD)] 
where BSISD stands for the Black-Scholes implied standard deviation. 
The single implied standard deviation obtained is used as an input to the Black-
Scholes formula to calculate theoretical option prices corresponding to all options 
within the same maturity series observed on the given day. Thus theoretical option 
prices for a given day are based on a same-day, in-sample implied standard 
deviation estimate. Next, these theoretical prices are compared with the actual 
market prices observed that day using both the MADE and MSE values. The 
formula for MAPE is 
MAPS= 	
O (t, r, K)—O, (r, z, K) 
N 	O, (r, r, K) 
And the formula for Mean Square Error is as follows: 
MSE= i 0,(t,rK)-O'(t,r,K))- 
Where, 0, (t, r, K) denotes the model price of the option i on day t and O (L, r, K) 
denotes the market price of option i on day t, N denotes the number of options on 
day 1. MAPS measures the magnitude of pricing errors. 
3.12. Evnhrntion ofskervness-matt kurtosis adjusted mod/fled BlncbSrhales 
option pricingformala 
Corrado & Su (1996) have developed a method to incorporate effects of non- 
normal skewness and kurtosis of asset returns into an expanded Black-Scholes 
option pricing formula [Brown etal. (2002) suegested a correction to this 
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approach which was incorporated in Corrado & Su (1997)]. Their method adapts a 
Gram—Charlier series expansion of the standard normal density function to yield 
an option price formula which is the sum of Black—Scholes option price plus two 
adjustment terms for non-normal skewness and kurtosis. Specifically, the density 
function g(z) defined belov accounts for non-normal skewness and kurtosis. 




1+ 3' (1 —3_)+ "44, (: —6: +3) 
In S`— r -6 It 
S• o ~'W'here. = 	~ 
6y[ 
So the current asset price 
S, the asset price at time t 
R the risk free interest rate 
cr the standard deviation of returns on underlying asset. 
In the formula above. ske\\ness 	and kurtosis I.0 have been explicitly used in the 
density function g(z) in the functional form. For a normal distribution curve the 
values ol'these coefficients are- skewness, 13 = 0 and kurtosis µ4 = 3. 
Using the function g(z). the value of the theoretical call price as the present value 
of the expected payoff at option expiration has been found to be- 
C I = e rr r(s - K) g (: ('S , ))d ('S' r ) 
Where. K is the strike price 
And. :(S,) = ln(S, — 1i) 
Moreover. li = In SO + 11— 6 1 
l'he above integral can be evaluated using the Gram-Charlier density expansion 
';f. = SN(d)—Ke ''N(d —6~ t ) 
in S- + r + 6 
K)2
d= 
C(,< = C  -t- /I3Q3 + (PP. — 3)Q4 
= — .S a'..' t ((26tij1 — cl~?(cl) + CT 2 l.%,(d )) 
1 
0.1 _ .56 	(d —1-36't(d—a )i(d)+aI 2 N(cl) 
Using option prices for all contracts within a given maturity series (near-term) 
observed on a given day. a single implied standard deviation, a single skewness 
coefficient and a single excess kurtosis coefficient is estimated by minimizing the 
total sum of squares between the BS model prices and the market prices of options 
of various strike prices. This is calculated using Microsoft Excel Solver by 
minimizing the following function by iteratively changing the implied standard 
deviation (ISD), the skewness coefficient (ISK) and the excess kurtosis coefficient 
(IK"l) 
min LSD. LSK. IKT I( 	— t( t (ISD)+ LSK * Q, + (IKT — 3) * O, }~ 
Then these three parameter estimates are used as an input to the Black-Scholes 
formula to calculate theoretical option prices corresponding to all options within 
the same maturity series observed on the given day. Thus theoretical option prices 
(Cc,c) for a given day are based on the same-day, in-sample implied standard 
deviation, implied skewness and implied kurtosis estimate. The performance of 
skewness-kurtosis adjusted Black-Scholes model is evaluated by comparing these 
theoretical option prices with the actual market prices observed that day using 





And the formula for Mean Square Error is as follows: 
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VISE—  
Where. O, (t. r. K) denotes the model price of the option ion day t and O, (t, r, K) 
denotes the market price of option i on day t. N denotes the number of options on 
day t. NI.\P1: measures the magnitude of pricing errors. 
~, 
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l his section examines the results of the study. Section 4.1 describes results 
pertaining to the normality assumption of the model. In section 4.2 and 4.3. results 
related to implied volatility are probed. Section 4.4 provides regression estimates 
of Ad-Hoc Black Scholes model. Section 4.5 evaluates the performance of Ad-
hoc Black Scholes model. The last section reviews the results obtained regarding 
performance of original and moditied Black-Scholes Model. 
4.1 	Test of Normalit3' 
One of the main assumptions underlying the BS formulation is that the return on 
the underlying asset follows a normal distribution. Figure 1 shows the result given 
by Jaryue-I3era test for the sample period July 2007- June 2009. 
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Figure 4.1-1: Results of .1-13 test in sub-period July 2007- June 2008 
As can he seen from figure 1. the JB statistics is 427.5825. llence, the null 
hypothesis I101 that Nifty returns are normally distributed is rejected at 1% level 
of significance for the sample period July 2007- June 2009. 
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Figure 4.1-2: Results of J-B test in sub-period July 2008- June 2009 
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The J11 statistics from ling, 4.1-2 turns out to he 47.2670. hence, the null hypothesis 
111 that Nifty returns are normally distributed is rejected at 1% level of 
significance fir the sample period July 2007- June 2008. 
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Figure 4.1-3: Result of J-B test in overall sample period .lulu 2007- June 2009 
It can he observed from figure 4.1-3. the JB statistics is 190.9259. the p-value ul 
obtaining such a value from the chi-square distribution with df = 2 is about 
0.0000. The figure shows that distribution has positive skewness as well excess 
kurtosis. Thus, the null hypothesis fl„1 that Nifty returns are log-normally 
distributed can be rejected at I % level of' significance for the sample period July 
2008- June 2009. 
Thus, we conclude that the logarithmic returns on Nifty index do not conform to 
normality assumption not only over the entire sample period of' 2007-09, but also 
over two sample sub-periods of 2007-08 and 2008-09. The findings are in 
conformity with other studies: Jackwerth & Rubinstein (1996), Gemmill & 
Saflekos (2000), Bates (1991) and Aggarwal ei. al. (1999). But the results are 
contradictory with the findings of Jackwerth (2000). Jackwerth & Rubinstein 
(1996) observed that the implied probability distributions in the pre-crash period 
are left-skewed and platy kurtic. But, after the crash the implicit distributions 
became more left-ske,.%ed and change from platykurtic to leptokurtic. Second. 
Gemmill & Saflekos (2000) document that the implied distributions ha\e fatter 
tails than those of lognormal distributions, with kurtosis in each sub-period and 
averaging 2.56 and skewness averaging -.71 over the whole period. Third. 
Aggarwal el. aL (1999) observed that the distributions for most of the developed 
markets have significant negative skewness. In contrast, man\ of the emerging 
markets shoA positive skewness and significant kurtosis. Fourth, Bates (1991) 
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report that the implicit distributions became negatively skewed starting in October 
1986. while the kurtosis was greater than three. Only Jackwerth (2000) observed 
that during the Pre-crash period, both the risk neutral and the actual distributions 
look about log-normal. 
The non-normality of returns is a phenomenon which is has been documented 
across both developed and developing markets. The violation of normality 
assumption may explain the mis-pricing of option according to Black-Scholes 
model. The skewness and kurtosis adjusted Black-Scholes model has been 
proposed by Corrado & Su (1996) to account for empirical failure of the original 
Black-Scholes model. 
4.2 	Calculation of Implied volatility 
One of' the assumptions the Black-Scholes model is that the volatility of the 
underlying asset price process is constant. Thus, the volatility implicit in the 
option prices calculated using the Black-Scholes model should be constant across 
options of all strike prices and maturity. Table 4.2.1 and table 4.2.2 display 
implied volatilities and the number of contracts of call and put options 
respectively for the entire sample period 2007-09 
Table 4.2.1: Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of call options for 
the entire sample period 2007-09. 
Mone\ness is determined by the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money \\hen its S. K is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
in-the-nione\ (put option is out-of-the-mone) ) when its S/K > I.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-ol=the-money (put option is in-the-money) \\hen its S/K < 0.98. The 
options \\ith time to expiration ling bet\\een 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract, 31-60 days next-terns and 61-90 days far-term. The values of implied volatility 
are gl\en in fraction, (to be multiplied by 100 for value in %). 
moneyness 	Overall 
S/K 	NOC 	Mean 
<0.86 1582 l 	0.5121 
Near-terni Next-terns Far-term 
NOC 	Mean NOC 	Mean NOC Mean 
937 0.5308 531 0.4864 114 0.4770 
0.86-0.90 987 	0.3946 581 0.4034 363 0.3821 43 0.3817 
0.90-0.91 1311 	0.3676 722 0.3750 501 0.3612 88 0.3439 
0.94-0.98 1814 	0.3394 1027 0.3464 667 0.3326 120 0.3167 
0.98-1.02 1939 0.3285 1063 0.3367 718 I 	0.3258 158 0.2899 
1.02-1.06 1156 	0.3468 678 0.3576 415 	0.3379 63 0.2845 
1.06-1.10 694 	0.3780 479 0.3826 196 	0.3794 19 0.3383 
1.10-1.14 343 	0.4662 234 0.4594 103 0.4113 6 0.4146 
1.14 515 	0.6290 350 0.6932 153 0.4988 12 0.4525 
Over all 10341 	0.3939 6071 0.4103 3647 0.3748 623 0.3485 
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Table 4.2.2: Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of put options for 
the entire sample period 2007-09 
\lone ness is determined b\ the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money when its S,'K is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
in-the-mone\ (put option is out-of-the-mone\ ) \hen its S/K > 1.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-ol-the-money (put option is in-the-money) when its S/K < 0.98. The 
options %pith time to expiration lying heteen 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract. 31-60 days next-term and 61-90 days far-term. The values of implied volatility 
are Liven in fraction, (to be multiplied by 100 for %alue in %). 
moneyness 	Overall 	Near-term 	Next-term 	Far-term 
S/K 	NOC 	Mean ' 
<0.86 	i 	448 0.7068 
0.86-0.9() 	r 	359 	0.5223 




Mean 	1\OC 	Mean 
0.7423 	142 	0.721 







416 0.4583 189 0.444 18 0.449 
0.94-0.98 	1077 0.4104 F 	674 0.4073 357 0.413 46 0.431 
0.98-1.02 	1755 0.3947 101 1 0.3904 616 0.400 128 0.401 
1.02-1.06 	1638 0.4130 881 0.4176 616 0.412 141 0.385 
1.06-1.10 1297 0.4307 685 0.4426 500 0.424  112 0.387 
1.10-1.14 909 0.4647 521 0.4781 345 0.447 43 0.441 
>1.14 1921 0.5897 1153 0.6291 712 0.534 56 0.482 
Over all 10027 0.4699 5831 0.4835 3570 0.455 626 0.424 
Table 4.2.1 and Table 4.2 .2 report that the implied volatility is highest for in-the-
money call (put) options across all four maturity categories. Second. irrespective 
of the maturity category the implied volatility decreases as call (put) option moves 
Iron) in-the-money to at-the-money and increases again as the option moves 
towards out-ol7-the-money. Third. at-the-money implied volatilities values are 
similar are similar across all maturities. For call options at-the-money implied 
volatilities are around 30% while for put options the corresponding values are 
about 40%. 
Table 4.2.3: Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of call options for 
the sample sub-period 2007-08 
Mone\ness is determined b> the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money \\hen its S/K is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
in-the-money (put option is out-of-the-money) when its S/K > 1.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-of-the-money (put option is in-the-money) when its S/K < 0.98. The 
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options with time to expiration lying between 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract, 31-60 days next-term and 61-90 days far-term. 'fhe values of implied volatility 
are given in fraction, (to be multiplied by 100 for value in 96). 
Overall Near-term Next-term Far-term 
Monevness S/K NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean 
<0.86 278 0.4575 200 0.4766 76 0.4096 2 0.3693 
0.86-0,9 280 0.3636 193 0.3744 82 0.343 5 0.2846 
0.90-004 492 0.3152 289 0.3285 178 0.2998 25 0.2755 
0.94-0.98 940 0.2853 544 0.2944 344 02774 52 0.242 
0.98-1.02 1114 0.2711 627 0.2853 399 0.2607 88 0.2178 
1.02-1.06 631 0.2832 381 0.3064 217 02555 33 0.1978 
1,06-110 352 0.3229 281 0,3417 67 0.2778 4 0.1881 
1.10-1.14 111 0.4492 87 0.4041 24 0.2949 
>L14 33 0.5363 66 0.5871 17 0.3645 
over all 4281 0.3113 2668 0.3326 1404 0.2844 209 0.2299 
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Table 4.2.4: Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of put options for 
the sample sub-period 2007-08 
Intone\ ness is determined b> the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money when its S/K is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
m-the-move\ (put option is out-of-the-mone}) v hen its S/K > 1.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-ot-the-money (put option is in-the-money) when its S/K < 0.98. The 
options ith time to expiration lying between 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract, 31-60 days next-term and 61-90 days far-tenii. The values of implied volatility 
are gi\ en in fraction. (to be multiplied by 100 for value in %). 
overall Near-term Next-term Far-term 
S/K NOC Mean NO(' Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean 
=0.86 89 0.71-64 68 0.602 21 0.617 0 
0.86-0.90 115 0.5496 94 0.552 20 0.5357 1 0.6014 
0.90-0.94 245 0.4357 174 0.4452 67 0.4172 4 0.3325 
0.94-0.98 536 0.3736 351 0.3706 168 0.377 17 0.4008 
0.98-1.02 970 0.3479 582 0.3435 331 0.3556 57 0.3506 
1.02-1.06 908 0.3687 484 0.3711 343 0.3719 81 0.3408 
1.06-1.10 724 0.3813 380 0.3899 274 0.3761 70 0.3548 
1.10-1.14 444 0.4124 273 0.4309 157 0.3864 14 0.3422 
l 	. 	l 	t 497 0.4877 330 0.5144 1.55 0.4406 12 0.3607 
overall 4528 0.39943 2736 0.4116 1536 0.38561 256 0.35275 
Fable -1 2.3 and "Table 4.2.4 contains the average implied volatility obtained for 
seven money ness categories for three maturity periods for call and put options 
over sub-period 2007-08. The tables show that both call and put options exhibits 
similar implied volatility pattern. l'he average implied volatility declines as option 
move from deep I'l'\i to AIM and then increases again for deep OTM options. 
However. the average implied volatility observed for put options are distinctly 
higher than call options. The echo of this phenomenon is observed for all maturity 
class of options. 
Table 4.25: Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of call options for 
the sample sub-period 2008-09 
Moneness is determined b\ the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money when its S/K is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
in-the-money (put option is out-of-the-money) when its S/K > 1.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-of-the-money (put option is in-the-money) when its S/K < 0.98. The 
options with time to expiration lying between 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract. 31-60 days next-term and 61-90 days far-term. 'l'he values of implied volatility 
are gi\en in fraction. (to be multiplied by 100 for value in %). 
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• :-:, 
overall Near-term Next-term Far-term 
S/K NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean 
<0.86 1304 0.5238 737 0.5455 455 0.4992 112 0.4789 
0.86-0.90 707 0.4069 388 0.4178 281 0.3935 38 0.3945 
0.90-0.94 819 0.3991 433 0.406 323 0.395 63 0.371 
0.94-0.98 874 0.3975 483 0.405 323 0.3914 68 0.3739 
0.98-1.02 825 0.4061 436 0.4105 319 0.4072 70 0.3805 
1.02-1.06 525 0.4232 297 0.4232 198 0.4283 30 0.3799 
1.06-1.10 342 0.4347 198 0.4407 129 0.4321 15 0.3784 
1.10-1.14 232 0.4744 147 0.4917 79 0.4467 6 0.4146 
>1.14 432 0.6468 284 0.7178 136 0.5156 12 0.4525 
Overall 6060 0.4522 3403 0.4712 2243 0.4314 414 0.4083 
Table 4.2.6 :Implied Volatility and Number of Contracts of put options for 
the sample sub-period 2008-09 
\1one\ness is determined b\ the ratio (S/K) of index level and exercise price. An option 
(call and put both) is at-the-money when its SK is in the range 0.98-1.02. A call option is 
in-the-mone\ (put option is out-of-the-money) \\hen its S/K > 1.02. On the other hand, a 
call option is out-of'-the-money (put option is in-the-money) v hen its S/K < 0.98. The 
options with time to expiration lying between 08-30 days are termed as near-term 
contract, 31-60 days next-term and 61-90 days far-terns. The values of implied volatility 
are given in traction, (to be multiplied by 100 for value in %). 
overall Near-term Next-term Far-term 
S/K NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean NOC Mean 
<0.86 359 0.7019 177 0.7354 121 0.7398 61 0.529 
0.86-0.90 244 0.5094 151 0.531 73 0.4731 20 0.4823 
0.90-0.94 378 0.4656 242 0.4678 122 0.459 14 0.4832 
0.94-0.98 541 0.4468 323 0.4471 189 0.4466 29 0.4494 
0.98-1.02 785 0.4526 429 0.454 285 0.4524 71 0.4419 
1.02-1.06 730 0.4681 397 0.4742 273 0.4643 60 0.4452 
1.06-1.10 573 0.4911 305 0.5082 226 0.4824 42 0.4407 
1.10-1.14 465 0.5146 248 0.53 188 0.4987 29 0.4898 
1.14 1424 0.6253 823 0.6751 557 0.5604 44 0.5161 
overall 5499 0.528 3095 0.547 2034 0.5089 370 0.4743 
Fable 4.2.5 and Table 4.2.6 show the average implied volatility decreases as call 
option move from deep in-the-money to at-the-money but does not show any 
noticeable increase as it moves towards deep out-of-the-money for all maturity 
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cate orics. On the other hand the mean implied volatility decreases as put option 
moves from deep ITM to ATM and increases as put option moves towards OTM. 
This pattern is observed for all maturity class of options. Further. the implied 
volatility pattern is sharper for near-term options as compared to far-term options. 
The implied volatility pattern indicates that the volatility decreases as option (both 
call and put) moves from deep I"l'M to ATM then increases again as option (both 
call and put) moves towards OTM. This pattern is more pronounced for near-term 
options as compared to far-term options. 
4.3 	Construction of implied volatility curves 
The Black-Scholes model postulates constant volatility assumption. It implies that 
graph of implied volatility against strike price or moneyness should he a 
horizontal line for a given maturity period. The figure 2-1 shows implied volatility 
curve for the overall sample period 2007-09 across all maturities for call option. 
The figures displays smile pattern as option moves from deep [I'M to ATM and 
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Figure 4.3-1: Implied Volatilit Curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
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Figure 4.3-2: Implied Volatilit y Curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
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Figure 4.3-3: Implied Volatility Curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
2009 next-term call options 
The figure 4.2-1, figure 4.2-3 and figure 4.2-3 plot the implied volatilities for call 
options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term and next-
term respectively for the overall sample period 2007-09. The moneyness bias in 
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call options is clearly evident from the figures as the implied volatility varies with 
different moneyness levels. The implied volatility of deep in-the-money and deep 
out-of-the-money options is greater than at-the-money options. Moreover, there is 
a presence of maturity bias also: the implied volatilities for next-term call options 
generally lower as compared to corresponding near-term options. Finally, at-the-
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Figure 4.3-4: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
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Figure 4.3-5: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
2009 near-term put options. 
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Figure 4.3-6: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
2009 next-term put options. 
The figure 4.2-4, figure 4.2-5 and figure 2-6 plot the implied volatilities for put 
options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term and next-
term respectively for the overall sample period 2007-09. The implied volatility is 
downward sloping as the options moves from in-the-money to out-of-the-money. 
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with at-the-money options having lowest implied volatility. Second, at-the-money 
implied volatilities are similar irrespective of maturity period. Third, the implied 
volatility pattern is flatter for next-term maturity put options as compared to near-
maturity put options. 
0  
UUJ 
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Figure 4.3-7: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
2008 overall call options. 
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Figure 4.3-8 :Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
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Figure 4.3-9: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007- June 
2008 next-term call options. 
[he litzure 4.2-7. figure 4.2-8 and figure 4.2-9 plot the implied volatilities for call 
options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term and next-
term respectively for the sample period 2007-08. The implied volatility is 
downward sloping as the options moves from in-the-money to out-of-the-money. 
With at-the-money options having lowest implied volatility except for next-term 
call options where implied volatility for deep out-of-the-money options is greater 
than deep in-the-money options. Second, at-the-money implied volatilities are 
identical regardless of maturity period. Third, the implied volatility pattern is 
flatter for next-terns maturity options in contrast to near-maturity options. 
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Figure 4.3-10: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
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Figure 4.3-11: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
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Figure 4.3-12: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2007-June 
2008 next-term put options. 
l'he figure 4.2-10. figure 4.2-11 and figure 4.2-12 depict the implied volatilities 
for put options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term 
and next-term respectively for the sample period 2007-08. The implied volatility 
is higher for deep in-the-money and deep out-of-the-money options than at-the-
money options. Moreover, deep in-the-money options having higher values of 
implied volatility in comparison with deep out-of-the-money options. Second. at-
the-money options have the lo%%est values of implied volatility. Third, at-the-
money implied volatilities display identical patterns across maturity period. 
Finally. the implied volatility pattern is flatter for next-term maturity options as 
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Figure 4.3-13: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period .July 2008- June 
2009 overall maturity call options. 
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Figure .4.3-14: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2008- .June 
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Figure 4.3-15 :Implied Volatility curve for the sample period .luly 2008- June 
2009 next-term maturity call options. 
The figure 4.2-13. figure 4.2-14 and figure .2-15 plot the implied volatilities for 
call options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term and 
next-term respectively for the sample period 2008-09. Fhe implied volatility is 
diminishes as options moves from deep in-the-money to at-the-money. Thereafter, 
the implied volatility remains constant till options are deep in the range out-of-the-
money. Second, the implied volatilities are similar for at-the-money and out-the-
money options regardless of maturity. Moreover, the smile pattern for the sample 
period 2008-09 call options is flatter in contrast to smile pattern for call options in 
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Figure 4.3-16: Implied 'Volatility cure for the sample period July 2008- June 
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Figure 4.3-17: Implied Volatility curve for the sample period .July 2008- June 
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Figure 4.3-18 :implied Volatility curve for the sample period July 2008- June 
2009 next-term put option 
'1 he figure 4.2-16. figure 4.'-17 and figure 4.2-18 illustrate the implied volatilities 
for put options for three different maturity categories i.e. all maturity, near-term 
and next-term respecti\ eh for the sample period 2008-09. The implied volatility 
decreases as the options moves from in-the-money to at-the-money. and increases 
again as option moves towards out-of-the-money. Further, the lowest values of 
implied volatility is not at the moneyness level of 0.98-1.02 as in the previous 
plots but shifts slightly towards left at the level 0.94-0.98. Third, the implied 
volatility pattern is flatter for next-term maturity options in comparison to near-
maturit\ options. Moreover. the smile pattern for the sample period 2008-09 put 
options is flatter as compared to smile pattern for put options in the sample period 
2007-08. 
Based on the volatility pattern observed in the graph of implied volatility against 
moneyness the following results are obtained. 
Money ness Bias 
Symmetric Smile pattern: regardless of sample (sub) period and term to 
expiration, the BS implied volatility exhibits a strong U-shaped pattern (smile) as 
the call option goes from deep I M to ATM and to deep OTM or as the put option 
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does from deep OTM to ATM and then to deep ITM. with the deepest ITM call-
implied and the deepest ITM put-implied volatilities taking the highest values. 
These results are consistent with the tindings of. \Vhalev (1982) who reports the 
presence of strike-price bias and.. 
'l'hese findings are in line with findings of - Rubinstein (1985) found that implied 
volatilities are higher for options with lower strike prices. Canina & Figlewski 
(199 3) observed that the implied volatility is lowest for at-the-money options 
while it becomes progressively higher as the options move further in-the-money 
or out-the-money. Moreover, in-the-money options have higher implied 
volatilities than out-the-money options. Bakshi & Chen (1997a) found that the 
implied volatility for in-the-money options is substantially higher. compared to 
those for both at-the-money and out-the-money options. Bakshi & Chen (1997b) 
out-the-mono calls have lower implied volatilities than both at-the-money and in-
the-money calls. Bakshi et. al. (1997) observed BS implied volatilities exhibit a 
V-shaped pattern, with deepest ITM call volatilities taking the highest values. 
Dumas er.al (1998) also found a sneer pattern, with call (put) option implied 
volatilities decreasing monotonically as the call (put) goes deeper out of the 
money (in the money) Shastri & Wethyavivorn (1987) observed smile pattern in 
Currency markets. 
however.  the\ are contradictory with the findings of: Rubinstein (1985) found 
that implied volatilities are higher For options with high strike prices. Bodurtha & 
Courtadon (1987) observed that implied volatility is upward sloping as the call 
options moves from deep ITM to deep OTM. Bakshi el.al. (2000) found that for 
medium and long-term puts the implied volatility is declining as the put rocs from 
OTM to NM. 
Maturity Bias- The volatility smiles are the strongest for short term options (for 
both calls and puts). indicating that short term options are the most severely 
mispriced by the BS model. 
This finding is consistent with the findings of- Second, Whaley (1982) finds the 
presence of time to expiration bias. Third. Rubinstein (1985) observed that during 
August 1976-October 1977- implied volatilities for options with short time to 
maturity are higher than for those with longer time to maturity. Canina & 
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Figlewski (1993) found that the average implied volatility declined monotonically 
for near-month options to options expiring in the fourth month. Bakshi & Chen 
(1997a) ohserved that the volatility smile is much stronger for call options with 30 
days or less for expiration. But our findings are contradictory with the findings of: 
first, Rubinstein (1985) observed that during October 1977-August 1978 the effect 
of earlier sub-period was reversed. Second, Bakshi & Chen (1997b) observed that 
the implied volatility shape is upward sloping in time to maturity. Finally. Dumas 
et.al (1998) observed that the implied volatilities of seventeen-day options are 
generally lower than the forty-five-day options, which, in turn, are lower than the 
eighty-day options. 
Finally, in the sample sub-period 2008-09 for the next-term maturity call options 
the implied volatility curve is almost flat as the call option moves from OTM to 
ATM and increases slightly as it goes to ITM. 
The implied volatility pattern for call (put) options in the sample sub-period 2008-
09 is higher and flatter as compared to the pattern obtained in the sample sub-
period 2007-08 across all maturities, 
4-4 Model Estimation 
In the previous section, it was observed that implied volatility obtained from the 
constant volatility Black-Scholes model exhibits dependency on both option strike 
price and maturity, referred to as volatility smile. Thus, the constant volatility 
model, which assumes that the volatility rate is constant for all the options on the 
same underlying, can lead to a significant model specification error. 
A natural extension to the constant Black-Scholes pricing formula is to allow the 
volatility rate to be function of the underlying asset price and time. Dupire (1994) 
shows that, under some regularity assumptions. this local volatility function can 
be uniquely determined if the prices of the European options of all strikes and 
maturities are available. 
Despite its significant pricing biases, the Black and Scholes (1973) model 
continues to be widely used by market practitioners. However, when practitioners 
apply the Black and Scholes Model, they will circumvent the assumption of 
constant volatility and allow the volatility to vary with moncyness and time to 
maturity. Practitioners will generally employ a deterministic volatility function in 
order to calculate the value of volatility to he used in the Black-Scholes formula. 
In order to arrive at deterministic function of volatility, the following model 
specification were adopted for the study (Engstrom (2002)) 
Model 1: a=X3,+f3, ln(S/K)+ , 
Model 2: rr = /30 + f3, ln(.S / K) + /3, In(S / K )' + ~, 
Model 3: cr = /Jo +/J, ln(.S / K )+ 1t, In(S / K )2 +T+ 
Model 4:a= fl +13, 1n(.S/K)+/1, ln(S/K)" +7"+ln(S/K)*T+ 
Model: a=f0 +Q,ln(Sr'K)+/3,ln(S/K)'+7'+ln(S'K)*T+T7 +~s 
Model 6: a = f3„ +93,U + 8, D2 + 
Model 7: 6 = /3a + f3,U 2 + /31) + f, 
Model 8: cr=/3O +/3,U+13, In(S/K)+~R 
In(S / K) 	ln(S / K) -  Model 9: a= ~~ 	+ 	 + ~9 
First, ln(S/K) is the natural logarithmic value of the ratio of index value and strike 
price. S `K and is a measure of moneyness. While, ln(S/K)2 is the square of the 
moneyness term. Second, T stands for time to maturity of the option and T2.is the 
square of time-to-maturity. Third, ln(S/K)*'1' is the interaction term between 
moneyness measure and time-to-expiration. 
Fourth. U = ln(S/K) if ln(S.'K) > 0 otherwise U 0 when ln(S/K) <_0 
Similarly. 1) = ln(S/K) if In(S/K) < 0 otherwise D = 0.when ln(S/K) > 1 
Finally. n(., ) is also a measure of moneyness where ln(S/K) is standardized 
. 	~ T 
w.r.t. square root of time to maturity. Similarly. In(S / K) is the squared term . 
of the standardized moneyness term. 
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Table 4,4,1: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 1001•June 1008 for all maturity call options 
Variables 	Model I 	Modell 	1lodel3 	Model 4 	Ilndel5 	Model6 	Modell 	Model 8 	'11odel9 
Constant 	u. L 3x 	u,77* 	(1336x 	o. ~ X84 	0.36881 	01 x 	IL78-1X ' 	 0,2830* 	0.2829 
	
119,8261 	119.9299 	120.3403 	111.2679 	78,188 J 	144,8618 	i5215 	130.41611 	203.1414 
InSlk 0.2143# 0,1771* 0.1;84* 0.'345# 	9 247* 
•10.1299 8.881 8.4659 6.5628 1  6,9611 
(InS?K 	2 5.51561 	5,1027* 5.0852* 	5.08441 5.0041 
42.5569 	41,5339 41.3498 	41,6604 42.2351 
T -0.6874* •0.7114* 	•1,4891 
.23.8383 •23.4184 	•14,7881 
1nSlk#T .1,1375* 	•1.1276* 
•2.4975 - •2.9331 
T^2 3.781? 
8,096) 










SIKI 	2 0.2;46k 
51.82111 
Adjusted R^2 0.0234 0.318 0.399" 0.4 0.4092 0.1725 0.3052 0.1381 	0.408 
F value 102.6155 979.0235 	930,5099 700.3148 582.0017 438.6891 922,6515 339.3003 	1446.517 
figures in shaded rows are t•values and * denotes significant at 5°%% level 
Table 4,4,2: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007•June 2008 for near-term call options 
0.32'5" 	(.924' 	0.368Sx 	0.3678* 	Lt.4 71 	0.211 i ` 	o,,W 	U.~'iil1 	0,2959' Constant 
141,8471 142.8691 	73.5012 71,334 	35.8884 	120.8491 131.2379 	110.2386 160.0205 
InSlk •0.1186* 0.2712 # 	0,2818* 0,234* 	0,2695' 
.5,0861 11,459 ! 	12.471 4,024 	4.6866 
InSIKr2 6.3962# 	6 2768' 6.2703* 	6.2426* 5.4377* 
39.984 ! 	41.2119 41,122 41.4975 36.3136 
T -1.479# -1.4583* -6.038* 
•I6.5259 •15.7737 .11.0881 
















Adjusted R"2 0.0092 0.3883 0.4467 0.4467 0.4616 0.3654 0.3652 0.1984 ! 	0.4628 
Fvalue 2.8693 820,3177 695.4033 521,9362 443.7495 744.3609 743.863 320.6915 1112.86 
figures in shaded rows are c-values and * denotes significant at 5% level 
Table 4,4.3: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2008 for next-term maturih- call options 
I  rj$i 
x 	0.337 	0.."648* 	U.2681 X 	ft25 _U.J,Y Constant J 748' U.2649 4 	0.377* 
120.513 117.46 	34,9126 106.256 112.7361 	97.9429 119.0423 
InSlk -0.3777' •0.1379* 	-0.14455' 0.0118 	0.01 
•12.4437 41386 	-4.5352 0.0701 0.0593 
InSIK "2 2.8308' 	2.4142* 2.4207* 2.4282* 3.3657 
13,8481 12.0327 12.0575 12.0739 18.8623 
r -0.9616' •0.9845' -0.3028 
-10,5956 -10.4766 •0,2973 












1nSWK ,T -0.0474* 
-4,5219 
SIIC_` ___ 0,2756* 
14.0708 
Adjusted R^2 0.0988' 	0.20671 	0.2651 0.265 	0.2647 0.1836 0.2016 	0.2129 0.2113 
F value 154.8463:183.8434 ! 	169.7127 127.037 	102.0533 158.8543 178.1695 190.7 	13 189.0502 
figures in shaded rows are t-values and * denotes significant at 5% level 
Goodness of fit for Call options in sub-period 2007-08 
Table 4.3.1. table 4.3.2 and table 4.3.3 provide the regression coefficients and R2 
values for call options in the sample sub-period 2007-08 for all maturity, next-
term maturity and near-term maturity options respectively. 
In table 4.3.1 displaying R2 values for all maturity options. it is found that R2 
values of all the models lie in the range 15-40% except model I with an R`' value 
of nearly 0%. l'he Models: 3.4. 5 and 9 have R2 of nearly 40%. Models: 6 and 8 
have R2 Values of about 30% and Models: 2 and 7 can explain about 15% 
variation in implied volatility. 
The R,  values for next-term options in table 4.3.3. it is found that Model I with 
linear monevness terns has an R` value of nearly 10%. Model 2 with quadratic 
moneyness term explains around 20% of the variation in implied volatility and 
Models 3. 4 and 5-which contain different specifications of time parameter- all 
have similar R` value of about 25%. Remaining Models: 6. 7. 8 and 9 are 
relatively eaker in terms of explanatory power with R2 values ofabout 20%. 
In table 4.3.3 presenting R2 values for near-term options. it is observed that except 
for Model I (which cannot explain any variation in implied volatility) and Model 
8 x\ ith R2 values of about 20%, the R2 values of the remaining models lie beteen 
35-45°c. The Models: 2. 6 and 7 can explain nearly 35% of the variation in 
implied volatility whereas Models: 3, 4. 5 and 9 all have similar R2 value of 
around 45%. 
Regression coefficients for Call options in sub-period 2007-08 
l irst. for ever\ maturity category the coefficient of quadratic moneyness term is 
significant and positive, indicating the presence of curvature effect. Second. the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, implying that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third, coefficient of linear 
tnonevness terns is positive and significant except for next-term options, 
suggesting that implied volatility decreases as options move from higher 
monevness level (ITM for call options) to lower moneyness level (OTM for call 
options) 
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Table 4.4,4: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2008 for overall maturity' put options 
Constant 	u;996* 	U ~,' lX 	 ;94 	Oybx 	J6* 	0 .fl * 	U;,~~x 	O469x 	i 	 lyx 
206,2613 217.8876 126.4963 111,883 81.2168 	111.645 197.514 192.1591 246.9032 
lnSlk •0.0043 •0.62* -0.422* -0.4265* -0.4083* 
.0.1997 •22.9811 •21,1987 •11,3386 -10,9096 
(lnS,'K)12 5.9354* 5.7587* 5.7578* 	5.7763* 7.0267* 
50.0367 48.5322 48.4474 48.9329 42,9688 
T -0.3164* •U.319 	-1.1616* 
.10.0244 •8.7454 •10.4491 
















Adjusted R"2 	-0.0002 0.3558 0.3691 	03695 0.3182 0.3584 0.3334 0.3452 0.4358 
F value 	0.0398 1251.867 886.4197 	664.6757 	552.0303 	1265,794 1133.34 1194,9 1750.172 
Figures in shaded rows are 1-values and 	denotes significant at 5% significance level 
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Table 4.4.5: Regression coefficients for the sample period Juli 2007-June 2008 for near-term maturih put options 
Constant (.4I1 •437 ll.4 43 	U. 	IS4*  U. y ;` 	6..)8 	U.347 
147.526 154.1832 73.6168 70.73 33.8472 128.2607 143.498 	131.2302 171.728 
InSlk 0.0175 -0.4939* -0.4102* -0.8785# .0.35691  
0.5909 .19.2234 •18.1129 .9.3201 •9.0153 
(InS1K)^2 	j 6.9267# 6.8234* 6.8# 6.7708* 8.I816* 
43.4842 43.8711 43.6146 43.6845 36.8853 
T -12435* -1.3162 •5,1196* 
•11,9818 -119105 •8,0195 












1nS, l NT •0M903' 
.18.9027 
(InSINT)^2 j 	0.2661'  
50.2606 
Adjusted R"2 -0.0002 0.4084 0.4378 0.4383 0.4455 112084 0.3846 0.3881 0.4799 
F value 0.3491 	945.735 711.2218 534.8433 440.7618 361.3391 8559851 868.7454 1263.42 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and' denotes significant at 5% significance level 
l UIIJICU L I 	U,,) F 	V,'f I UU J,),)7,) 	V.JOU 	V,.':.' r 	V,; 	UI 	U,,). U,) U. ; 
153.97 160.3 39.32 35.52 6.43 i 	129.79 141.11 	149,49 163.08 
InSI 0.0137 , 	-0.299 -0.2835 0,7439 -0,7418 
•0.4754 .10.51 •9.96 .5.17 •5,16 
(InSIK)^2 3.660. 3.625 3.4696 	3.4741 4.3206 
21,93 20,94 20.57 	20,59 19.13 
T -0.4178 -0.6095 	0.3017 
467 =.5.710.229 
lnSAOT 4,3116 	29~2 
3.26 3.25 
~ 	T^2 •3.7594 
-0,9 








[ is7kf -0.0909 
•10.01 
InS/K/'T 2 0.3602 
22.02 
Adjusted R^2 3.0065 0.2386 0.2482 	0.2529 ; 0.2528 	0.2296 	0.2211 0.2357 0.2394 
F value 	0,226 240.72 169.94 ! 	130,92 104.89 	229.76 	218.98 237.81 242.608 
Figures in shaded rows are t•values and I denotes significant at 5% significance level 
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Table 4.4,6: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2008 for next-term maturity put options 
variable 	 P$iP1i 	 II 
(. 1 ri 1ni 	n Ian, n 101  
Goodness of fit for put options in sub-period 2007-08 
In table 4.3.4 which illustrates R values for all maturity put options in the sample 
period 2007-08, it is observed that Model I with linear moneyness term has an W 
value of nearly 0%. Model 2 with quadratic moneyness term explains nearly 35% 
of the variation in implied volatility. Models 3, 4 and 5-which contain different 
modifications of time parameter- all have similar R' value of over 35%. Model 9 
has the highest R2 value of over 40%. However, Models 6. 7 and 8 are slightly 
weaker in terns of explanatory power with R2 values slightly lower than 35%. 
In table 4.3.5 which depicts R2 values of near-term put options in the sample 
period 2007-08, it is observed that except for model I and model 6 (with an Rz 
value of 0% and 20% respectively) R2 values of the remaining models lie in the 
range 40-45%. Thus, Models: 2, 7 and 8 explains nearly 40% of the variation in 
implied volatility. Models 3, 4 and 5-which contain different modifications of 
time parameter- all have similar K' value of over 40%. Model 9 has the highest R2 
value of nearly 50%. 
In table 4.3.6 which displays RZ values of next-term put options in the sample 
period 2007-08, it is observed that Model I cannot explain any variation in 
implied volatility. Models 3, 4 and 5-which contain different modifications of 
time parameter- all have similar R2 value of around 25%. The remaining models 
i.e.-Models 2, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are relatively weaker in terms of explanatory power-all 
having R2 values of about 20%. 
Regression coefficients for put options in sub-period 2007-08 
First, for every maturity category the coefficient of quadratic moneyness term is 
significant and positive, indicating the presence of curvature effect. Second, the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, indicating that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third, coefficient of linear 
moneyness term is positive and significant, indicating that implied volatility 
decreases as options move from higher moneyness level (OTM for put options) to 
lower moneyness level (ITM for put options). 
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Table 4,4,7: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2008-June 2009 for overall maturity call options 
Constant 0.4I',S 	0.4,16' 	U.4001) 
229,64 	145,1445 	129,2342 
u.? 14.1 U. ,' 	0. 9Uh" U. 5 V 	0.41 
170.8066 	266,9244 205,4012 91,9664 198.5907 211.4715 
1nSlk •0.025 1)3615' 	0.411' 	0.2896# 0.173* 
•1.7974 28.7192 28.1007 13,3608 12.6871 
(InSfKr2 ).34291 1.3239* 	?.3567# 2.3709* 1.59921 
61.6789 63.219 	61.4741 62.4228 ! 	48,2112 
T -0.6594" 	-0.(1049* -1.795* 
•20.3918 	1 	•16.3045 •15,1496 
InSVT 0.703 0.9806* 
2.9886 4.1856 
I 	T^2 5,6927* 
11,0306 
U 1.2175* 0.7796 
47.9713 31,418 
D^2 1.5592'  
43.7188 








Adjusted R^2 0.0004 0.3859 0.4252 0.426 0,4372 0.3692 0.4003 0.3842 0.527 
F value 	3.2308 	1904,718 	1495,429 	1115.174 	942.4954 	1714.817 	2023.828 	1891.597 	3311.35 
Fi ►ores in shaded rows are t•values and' denotes significant at 5% significance level 
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Table 4,4,8: Regression coefficients for the sample period Jule 2008-June 2009 for next-term maturity call options 
fl 
Constant i►.42US 	(1.4lJ7 	U,43* 	1).4488* 	U4 	 i4' 	U. ~9'1) 	(J397' 0.38171 	0,405 * 
158.6407 172.0052 	41.0478 35.335 	6.3896 156.6253 159.9552 129.2505 172.3239 
InSlk -0.1692' 0.151* 	0.1429* 	-0.1077 	! 	-0,1066 
•9.8807 7,9245 	7.5277 	! 	.1.4411 .1.4233 
(lnS/K)12 1.428* 	1.4093* 	1.4613* 	1.4623' 1.1383# 
26.9207 26.688 	26.6809 26.6306 27.5003 
T -0,3 	91 	'1)3604* 	0,0472 
-5.5197 -3.3585 	•0,0417 












InSIKI T 0.044* 
7.2165 
(InSIKIVT)"2 	! 0,1588* 
27.635 
Adjusted RA2 0.0413 0.2753 	0.2847 0.2882 	0.2879 0.2827 0.281 0.2147 0.2845 
F value 	97.6296 426.9439 	298.294 228.001 	182.3411 	442.9884 439.1697 307.6489 446.938 
~ 	 Figures in shaded rows are t-values and' denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Table 4.4,9: Regression coefficients for the sample period July.  2008•June 2009 for near-term maturity call options 
Constant 	) 476* 	O.4 	4 	(►,548* 	0.62# 	0. X842 	il 	9I 	* 
	
143.1999 	162.5299 	88.1148 	84.3084 	38.0732 	Jj36.2063 	fl50.1508 
0. I8 6* 	i1.4 )4* 
123.8562 	191.3128 
lnS/k 0.11(() * 	0,4046` 	11.40)* 	i.485 	(!.466# 
3.8234 	24,9519 	26,9695 	12.3361 	12.4004 
(InS/K)"2 3.)2I' 	3(1249* 	3.0153* 	3.0025 2.1393 
56.5566 60,5594 60.1517 60.0072 41,1923 
T 2.4081 	2,493,E 	.x.6914# 
.22.1217 •21,4971 44392 













InS!K/ T 0.0793* 
27,6732 
(1nst 1)^2 0,1:37*  
72.672  
Adjusted R^2 0.004 0.486 0.5511 0.5515 1) 5 544 0.4572 	0.4956 0.4589 0.6095 
F value 14.6184 1613.51 	1393.305 1047.15 847.8359 U34.275 	1612.469 1443.907 	2656.791 
Figures in shaded rows are t•values and * denotes significant at S% significance level 
Goodness of fit for call options in sub-period 2008-09 
In table 4.3.7 which depicts R-squared values for all maturity call options in 
sample sub-period 2008-09, it is observed that Model I cannot explain any 
variation in implied volatility, in the remaining models. Model 6 has the lowest r-
squared value of 37% and Model 9 has the highest value of 52%. Second, Models 
2 and 8 have similar R-squared value of 38%. Finally, Models 3, 4 and 5 have an 
R-squared value of about 42%. 
In table 4.3.8 which displays the R-squared value for next-term call options for the 
sample period 2008-09, it is found that Model 1 has a lowest R` value of about 
1 ° o. Second. except for %,lodel 8 which has an R-squared value of 21%. all the 
models have an R-squared value of about 28%. 
In table 4.3.9 which provides R-squared value near-term call options for sample 
period 2008-09, it is found that Model I cannot explain any variation in implied 
volatility with an R2 value of nearly 0%. In the remaining Models: Models 6 and 8 
have lowest R-squared values of about 45% and Model 9 has the highest R-
squared value of about 61%. Models: 3.4 and 5 have identical R-squared value of 
55°%%. Model 2 and Model 7 have R-squared value of'about 48°o. 
Regression coefficients for call options in sub-period 2008-09 
First, for every maturity category the coefficient of quadratic moneyness term is 
significant and positive, indicating the presence of curvature effect. Second, the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, indicating that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third. coefficient of linear 
moneyness term is positive and significant except for next-term options, 
indicating that implied volatility decreases as options move from higher 
mone ness level (I FM  for call options) to lower moneyness level (OTM for call 
options), for next term options the case is reversed. 
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Table 4,4,10: Regression coefficients for the sample period Jule 2008-June 2009 for overall maturity put options 
Lonstam i~_~IOi U.iII 	~.~J)1 	il,~~li~ 	t,!~ti_ 	0.440.1 	U.4;11 	U.~?h~  
224.569 249.7411 1150.31 149.3161 94.3727 199,045 226.0762 221.4188 284.0177 
InSI 0.21-171 10.041# 	-0.0573* 	-0.0")7" -0.1115* 
15.3937 .3.6508 .5.2124 1•3,365 46657 
r --- - 	,--~  (1nS/K)2 , 	, ,,,. 	2.1 42' 2. 126K~ 	2 I ~ 	3,1602' ?.1147 
63,5143 65J 105 	60,4319 61,1487 47,6246 
T -0613' 	.0,5683* -1.4899 
•16.6724 .16.5655 -12.1996 












D 	; •0.8451 
•37.4717 
InS'`K t -0.027# 
-9,5762 
(InSIK/ T)^2 0.1005' 
67.4011 
Adjusted RA2 0.0411 0.4466 0.4731 0.4731 	0.4789 	0.4275 	0.4453 0.4182 0.4956 
F value 2?7.0889 2222.445 1648.858 1236.96 	1012.853 	2056.677 	j2211.328 1979.944 2706.408 
Figures in shaded rows are i-values and' denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Table 4,4.11: Regression coefficients for the sample period Jul 2008-June 1009 for nest-term maturih put options 
Varirhles 	Model I 	Model 2 	Model 3 	Model 4 	Model S 	Model 6 	Model 1 	Model 8 	Model 9 
Constant 
- r 
SIl;. 	u.47 4 	aS 	.4638' 	 u.;6;, 	0.447! 	0.47u 	' 	ft4 	~l*  
162 	867 	111,453 	36,0551 	36,1253 	4.9041 	145.1236 	155.1465 	154,6351 	171.3182 
1nSlk •11.0507* -0.117* •0,1168* 11.3973" 	-0,3951 
•2,6307 •7,7858 •1.1169 •5,1525 •5.1251 
(1nSIK)^2 1.8088* 	1.8109 	1.86561 	1.8717' 1.9761 
36.941 
1 	
36.9631 36.5664 36.5511 33.1091 T 11.1145 	0.0146 	1.6886 
1.0909 	0,1355 1.3504 




U 0.4881' -0.1657' 
22.4912 .6.2077 





- 29,8028 - 	~ 	-- 




35,4404 Adjusted R^2 0.0028 0.4061 	0.4063 	0.4259 0,281 0.3643 0.382 
F value 	6.91.08 	688.3158 	 350.765 	280.533l8.5927 	9.l697 	586.24 38 	632.1432 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and' denotes s jgniIicant at 5% significance level 
Table 4,4,12: Regression coefficients for the sample period Juli 2008-June 2009 for near-term maturir>, put options 




U,)040 	llbU')_ 	Il.~~~~ 	0.4&/ 	U,4(.)  
82,258 	34.5316 	145.6429163 503 	1SS,6572 	X03 6621 156.5426 
lnSA 0,402.' -0,110? •0.1152 0.1166 	0,1133 
20.3984 •6,0785 •7.1564 2.769 	2.6934 
(Ins/K1'`2 2.4831 2.4975 2,4589 	24519 2.4333 















D  -0.9871 
•26.2007 




Adjusted R^2 	0.1183 0.5028 0.1386 0.5443 0,5453 0.5173 0.4976 0.4701 0.5676 
F value 	416.0984 1565.495 1205.159 925.1437 743.1785 	1659 209 1533.542 1373.463 2033.152 
Figures in shaded rows are t•values and * denotes significant at S°%o significance level 
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Goodness of lit for put options in sub-period 2008-09 
In Table 4.3.10 which provides the R-squared values for all maturity put options 
in the second sub-period 2008-09, it is observed that Model 1 with linear 
moneyness term has an R` value of nearly 0%. Then, Models 6 and 8 have R-
squared value of nearly 42%. Again, Models 2 and 7 have an R-squared value of 
nearly 45%. Moreover, Models 3. 4 and 5 have similar R-squared values at about 
47%. Finally, Model 9 has the highest le value of exactly 50%. 
In Table 4.3.1 1 which depicts the R-squared value of next-term put options in the 
second sub-period 2008-09, it is observed that Model i cannot explain any 
variation in implied volatility with an Rz value of nearly 0%. Then, Models 8 and 
9 have similar R-squared values of nearly 36% and 38% respectively. Again, 
Models 2, 3, 4 and 5 have similar R-squared values of nearly 40%. Finally, Model 
6 has the highest R-squared value of 43%. 
In Table 43.12 which reports the R-squared values for near-term put options in 
the second sample sub-period 2008-09, it is found that Model I has the lowest R-
squared value and Model 9 has the highest R-squared value of neatly 57%. 
Second, Models 3, 4 and 5 have similar R-squared values of nearly 54%. Finally, 
Model 2 and 7 have an R-squared value of about 50%. 
Regression Coefficients for put options in sub-period 2008-09 
First, for every maturity category the coefficient of quadratic moncyncss term is 
significant and positive, indicating the presence of curvature effect. Second, the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, indicating that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third, coefficient of linear 
moneyness term is negative and significant except for model 4 and model 5 
overall maturity options, indicating that implied volatility decreases as options 
move from higher moucvness level (OTM for put options) to lower moneyness 
level (ITM for put options). Rut, for positive coefficients the effect is reversed. 
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fable 4,4,13, Regression coefficients for the sample period Jule 200'-June 2009 for overall rnaturih- call options 
Constant 	i► 	8~ 	0 	144 	U_410' 	4.i 	~~. ~ ~i,~ 	u 	4I I 
2389285 	263.6393 	165.1922 	150.8056 	103.5314 	231.7983 	246.5662 
0.32 i 	i!, X607 
212.8392 	291.3468 
InS/k -0.1361 	0.2867 0.2708 ft  2075 0.19 4 
.11.023 24.8298 24,1253 10.5083 9,9437 
(InS,'K)^2 	2.6902 2.671 2.7116 
73.1905 
2.1'1.1 2.0083 





















InSIKI ~T 000 1 2 
21.2846 
(1nSIKl T)"2 0.1438 
91.4757 
Adjusted RA2 0.0116 	0.3518 0.3893 0.3901 0.398 0.3583 0.3865 0.3978 0.4543 
F value 121.5061 	2783.292 2179.335 1640.648 1356.529 2862.951 3230.903 3387.749 4268.278 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and * denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Table 4,4,14: Regression coefficients for the Sample period July 2007-June 2009 for next-term maturih call options 
Constanl 	i. ~(~ i l 	u 	' 	042' % 	(!,4128 	 u386' 
164.3041 	174.6301 	43,1469 	38.8032 	5,4685 	160.5389 
0.341 j * 	0 	11 ° 	'4' 
164.6011 	138.6652 	1748247 
InSA -0?827* 0.0721* 0.0011  •0.1085 •0,1019 	1 
•16.7354 3,7522 3.4131 .1.4241 •1.3365 
(1nS/Kr2 1.675' 1.6533* 1.69021 	1,696* 1.6008# 
29.9249 29,7263 29.2675 29.3291 34,3003 
T .0.6178* 	-0.54NI 	1.15 68 
_ •7.5769 	.6.0124 1.1975 
lnSA*T 
	
1.5979' 	15481 '  
2,3552 	2.2805 
T 2^ -7,0104 
•1.7612 












(1nSIKJ T)^2 0.18 76' 
30.9883 
Adjusted RA2 0.0711 0.2541 0.2655 0.2664 0.2668 0.2688 0.2718 0.2748 0.2632 
F value 	1.80.0732 622.153 440.3258 332.0434 266.4143 671.1863 681.6306 692.3552 652.241 
Figures in shaded rows are t•values and * denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Table 4,4,15: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2009 for near-term maturity call options 
, ,: k 	 , DIx 
wV11 IjIII !• 	T I'1, 	' 	._' 	J 11.'1 
176,981 	199,7876 	102.9 
l'y rl, l 	I„,'' 	U.,; 11, 11,,II i 	l'.,'.'.',' '1„'l'OI 
98.0027 45.8138 	169,9693 187,0054 158.2361 223.2835 
1nSI 4029 	0.3300 	0.3431' 0.3356# 0,3415* 
-1.6347 23.7483 25.4166 9,6296 9,8471 
(InS~'Kr2 3.4516# 34 ;b 	3.4545* 
13.4101 	73.1949 
3.4 362? 2.5971 
69,696 73.093 55.3139 
T 101821 	10219« 	-1,9703• 
•24,6924 	-23.4061 •11,7909 
laSlk'T  0.1482 0.0335 
0,2339 	0.051 S 
T 2^ 38101' 
7.9124 










(InS/K'iT 2 0.1389* 
83.6953 
Adjusted R"2 J 0UO2 0.4497 0.5006 0,5005 0.5056 	0.4405 0.4761 0.4578 0.5397 
F value 2,6722 2445.154 1999,329 1499 273 1224.305  2718.748 2525.744 3507.178 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and I denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Goodness of fit for call options in overall-sample period 2007-09 
In Table 4.3.13 pro% ides R-squared values for the all maturity call options in the 
overall sample period 2007-09 it is observed that Model 1 with linear moneyness 
term has an R value of nearly 00%0 and Model 9 has the highest R-squared value of 
-1•5°o. While. Models: 2 and 6 have a lower R-squared value of 35%. The 
remaining Models: 3. 4, 5, 7 and 8 have similar R-squared values ot'nearly 35%. 
In Table 4.3.14 which depicts R-squared values of next-term call options in the 
overall sample period 2007-09 it is found that Model 1 can explain nearly 7% of 
variation in implied volatility. Second. Model 2 with quadratic moneyness term 
explains about 25% of the variation in implied volatility. Third. Models 7 and 8 
have similar R-squared value of' 27%. Models 3, 4 and 5-which contain different 
modifications of time parameter- all have similar R2 value of above 26%. 
Similarly the remaining models i.e. Models 6 and 9. also have similar explanatory 
power-all having R- values of over 26%. 
In Table 4.3.15 which shows R-squared values for near-term call options in the 
sample period 2007-09 it is obser ved that Model I with linear moneyness term has 
an R,  value of nearly 0% On the other hand. Model 9 has the highest explanatory 
power of nearly 54%. Model 2 with quadratic moneyness term explains about 
45°o of the variation in implied volatility. Models 3. 4 and 5-which contain 
different specifications of time parameter- all have similar R2 value of exactly 
50%. However. Models 6 and 8 are relatively weaker in terms of explanatory 
power-all having R values of around 45%. 
Regression coefficients for call options in overall-sample period 2007-09 
First. for every maturity category the coefficient of quadratic rnoneyness term is 
significant and positive, indicating the presence of' curvature effect. Second. the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, indicating that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third. coefficient of linear 
monevness term is positive and significant, indicating that implied volatility 
decreases as options move from higher monevness level (ITM for call options) to 
lower monevness level (OTM for call options). 
Table 4.4,16: Regression coefficients for the sample period Jule 2007-June 2009 for overall maturih put options 
Constant ft4602 	0.4255 
278.3752 	314.0728 
04655 	0,4672 	0.5039 	0.3944 	0.4243 	1)4073 	0.4392 
184.127 	182.442 	115.8697 	247.9162 	278.4376 	286.8003 	276.398 
InSlk 0.1111 	•110849 	•0.0916 	-1)1651 	-0.1877 
17.5309 .8.4458 	-9.2604 	•7.8963 	-8.9767 
(1nS/K)12 	l 5105 	5432 	2.5893 	.1.6001 2,4855 
80.9556 	' 	82.0926 	78.3627 	, 	79.0801 59.5569 
T 	 -114727 	-1),4983 	-1.411 
-18.6009 _-19.0242.15,4312 
InS!kT 0,8>i 	1,1548 
3.9889 5.4867 _ _ _ 














Adjusted R^2 	0.0296 	j 0.413 0.4325 	 _ 0.4333 0.4393 0.3922 0.4089 0.419 0.1936 
F value 	307.3334 3530.95 2550.256 	1919.513 1513.1 	3239.169 3471.575 3619.734 1206.018 
Figures in shaded rows arc t-values and * denotes significant at 5% significance level 
Table 4,4,17: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2009 for next-term maturity put options 
Constant 11.4565# 	0,4214* 	0.434# 	U.4i08* 0.311* 	0.40U3 	0.4226" 	( 4 	5* 	U.4~34* 
193.8917 	211.546 	46.2982 	46.5136 6.189 115.5973 189,0851 197.5225 2119325 
1nSlk •0.0123 	-0.117* 	•0.1168* 	-0.5634* -0.5601 
-0.1143 	•8.4984 	-8.4846 .7.9832 -7.9394 
(InSIK)^2 	 2.1774' 	1.1747* 2.254' 	2.2603* 2.2902' 
47,2136 47.1149 47.4362 47.499 40.0218 
T -0.1078 -0 2682# 	1.6661 
lnSVT 






U 0.75* .01212*  
29.8158 •5.1288 








(lnSW T)^2 j 0.2357' 
45.8206 
Adjusted R12 	-0.0001 	0.3837 	0.3838 







0.3758 	0.3778 	0.3696 
1078.439 	1087.341 	1049.885 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and * denotes significant at 5% significance level 
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Table 4.4,18: Regression coefficients for the sample period July 2007-June 2009 for near-term maturity put options 
rnnclonl 	IIJ11i* 	(1 	(1 	[1;1'12* 	' 	11;0(1* 	(I ;0111* 	1111,1'* 	11.1111 * 	111,014, \. VIIJ1W II '',TV.%Z UT.'.). V,.' JO '' 	U,. 	I ..J I 	V..'UU I U.! 7VT V.TJ JJ UT 1k!.' V.T.' /-T 
198.139 2231.01 107.3346 102.1047 45.4571 	181.7937 202.325 201.7335 248.2187 1 
InSlk 0177" 	•0.1717* 	•0.1144* 	-0.0269 	-0.0273 
22.337 .10.9954 	.11.5073 	•0.7323 -0.7462 
(1nSIK 2 2.9189 	2.91 	9526 2.9401 2.8207# 
63.3835 	65.1555 64.5215 64.3995 43.026 
T -1.6432 	-1.5 2216" 	-4.81041  
•18.9806 •16.7686 	•8.9535 
















Kted RA2 0.0786 0.4545 0.4862 	0.4878 0.4911 	0.4683 0.4437 	0.4548 	0.496 
F value 	498.9434 2430.108 1840.028 	1389.199 1126.237 	2569.367 2326.908 	2433.429 2870.264 
Figures in shaded rows are t-values and' denotes significant at 5% significance level 
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(;oodness of fit for put options in sub-period 2007-09 
l able 4.3.16 reports R-squared values for all maturity put options in the overall 
sample period 2007-09 it is observed that Model I has the lowest R2 value of 
nearly 2°%0. while Models 3. 4 and 5-which contain different modifications of time 
parameter- all have highest R2 value of nearly 43%. Models 2. 7 and 8 have 
similar R-squared value of nearly 41%. Finally. Model 9 has the lowest R2 value 
of nearly 20%. 
l able 4.3.17 provides R-squared values for next-term put options in the overall 
sample period 2007-09 it is found that Model I cannot explain any variation in 
implied volatility. In the remaining Models. Models: 7, 8 and 9 have similar R-
squared value of about 37%. Moreover. Models: 4. 5 and 6 have a higher value of 
R-square i.e. 39%. Finally. Model 2 with quadratic moneyness term and Model 3 
with a linear time to expiration term can explains nearly 38% of the variation in 
implied volatility. 
Tables 4.3.18 displays R-squared values of near-term put options in the overall 
sample period 2007-09 it is observed that Model 1 with linear moneyness term has 
an R_ value of nearly 8°'0. Model 2 with quadratic moneyness term explains over 
45%%% of the variation in implied volatility. Models 3, 4 and 5-which contain 
different modifications of time parameter- all have similar R2 value of nearly 
49%. Similarly. Model 9 also has an R2 value of about 50%. However, Models 6,7 
and 8 are relatively weaker in terms of explanatory power-all having R2 values of 
nearly 450 0.  
Regression Coefficients for put options in sub-period 2007-09 
First. for every maturity category the coefficient of quadratic moneyness term is 
significant and positive, underlining the presence of curvature effect i.e. implied 
volatility for OTM and ITM options is greater than ATM options. Second. the 
coefficient of time to maturity is significant and negative, indicating that the 
greater the time to expiration the flatter the smile. Third. coefficient of linear 
moneyness term is negative and significant. suggesting that implied volatility 
decreases as options move from higher moneyness level (O"l•M for put options) to 
lower money ness level (ITM for put options). 
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4.4.1 Su n narti• of R` values 
[he tables 4.3.19- 4.3.21 depict the R-sq values tier all the nine models studied for 
both call and put options and all three maturity classes (near-tern, next-term and 
overall term) 
Table 4.4.19: R-sq values for overall sample period 2007-09 call and put 
options 
0709 CL 0709 PE 0709 CE 10709 PE ' 0709 CE i 0709 PE 










0.2541 	0.3837 0.3518 0.4130 0.3845 
0.5006 0.4862 0.2655 	0.3838 0.3893 0.4325 0.4097 
0.5005 0.4878 0.2664 0.3908 0.3901 0.4333 0.4115 
0.5056 0.4911 0.2668 0.3913 Tö3980 0.4393 0.4154 
0.4405 0.4683 0.2688 0.3875 1 	0.3583 0.3922 0.3859 
0.4761 	0.4437 0.27 18 	0.3758 0.3865 0.4089 0.3938 
0.4578 	0.4548 0.2748 	0.3778 0.3978 0.4190 0.3970 
0.5397 	0.4960 0.2632 	0.3696 0.4543 0.1936 0.3861 
In table 4.3.19 which depicts R-squared values for all the nine models using call 
(put) options in the sample period 2007-09. it is found that Model I has the lowest 
explanatory power among all the models. Second. Models with highest R-squared 
value are Models: 3.4 and 5 at 41"0. 
Table 4.4.20: R-sq values for the first sample period 2007-08 call and put 
options 
0708 CE 	0708 PE 	0708 CE 	0708 PE 0708 CE 0708 PE 
near-term 	near-term 	next-term 	next-term overall overall average 
0.0092 -0.0002 0.0988 -0.0005 L.0234  -0.0002 0.0217 
0.3883 0.4084 0.2067 0.2380 0.3180 0.3558 0.3192 
0.4467 	0.4378 
0.4467 	0.4383 
0.2651 0.2482 	1  0.3993 0.3697 0.3611 
0.3621 0.2650 0.2529 0.4000 0.3695 
0.4616 	0.4455 0.2647 0.2529 0.4092 0.3782 0.3687 
0.3654 0.2084 0.1836 0.2296 0.1725 0.3584 0.2530 
0.3652 	0.3846 0.2016 	0.2358 0.3052 0.3334 0.3043 
0.1984 	0.3881 0.2129 	0.2212 0.1387 0.3452 0.2507 
0.4628 	0.4799 0.21 13 0.2394 0.4080 0.4358 0.3729 
In table 4.3.20 which contains the R-squared value of all the nine models 
conducted call (put) options in the first sample sub-period 2007-08, it is observed 
that Model 1 has the lowest explanatory power among all the Models. Second. 
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Model 9 has the highest R-squared value at 37%. Among the remaining models: 
Model 3. Model 4 and Model S ha'e the hiihest R-squared value at 36%. 
Fable 4.4.21: R-sy %alues for the second sample period 2008-09 call and put 
options 
0809(1. 	0809 PF. 0809 C(. 0809 PE 0809 CE 0809 PE 
near-term 	hear-term next-term next-term overall overall average 
0.0040 	0.1183 0.0413 	, 0.0028 0.000.4 0.0411 0.0347 
• 0.4860  0.5028 0.2753 0.4023 0.3859 0.4466 0.4165 
0.5386 0.2847 • 0.5511 0.4023 0.4252 0.4731 0.4458 
0.5515 0.5443 	0.2882 	0.4061 0.4260 0.4731 0.4482 
, , • 	 0.55.4 	0.5453 0 2879 0.4063 0.4372 0.4789 0.4517 
0.4572 	0.5173 0.2827 0.4259 0.3692 0.4275 0.4133 
0.4956 	0.4976 0.2810 0.2810 0.4003 0.4453 _0.4001 
• 0.4589 	0.4701 0.2147 0.3643 0.3842 0.4182 0.3851 
0.6095 O.5676 _j_ 	2845 _0.3820 j_0.5270 0.4956 0.4777 
In table 4.3 21 which provides the R-squared value of the nine models using call 
(put) options in the second sample sub-period 2008-09 it is observed that. Model 1 
has the lowest explanatory power at 3%. On the other hand. Model 9 has the 
highest explanatory power at 48%. Among the remaining models, Model 3, Model 
4 and Model 5 have the highest explanatory power at 45%. 
4.4.2 Summary of the results of model estimation 
• Goodness of fit: Even though all nine model's implied volatilities are, in 
most cases. statistically significantly related to each independent variable, 
the collective explanatory power of these variables is quite high only for 
models 3. 4.5 and 9, but not so for others. The adjusted R2 for near month 
options is more than 40% for these models. Similarly, Engstrom (2002) 
observed that the coefficient of determination is higher for models that 
include time parameters. of the order of 90%. Rosenberg (2000) finds that 
the explanatory power using adjusted R2 is 11% for model 2 (implied 
volatility a function of strike price). 40% for Model 3 (implied volatility a 
function of moneyness) and finally. 91% for model 4 (implied volatility a 
function of standardized moneyness). Misra ct.ul. (2006) observed the 
coefficient of determination to he of the order of 25% in his proposed 
model. Except for at-the-money and far-term options, where R2 is around 
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10%. Kim & Kim (2003) studied Korean index options and observed the 
RZ value of the order of 20%. 
The adjusted R2 for put options for both sub-periods is in the range of 30-33% for 
overall maturity options, while it is of the order of 35-40% for near maturity 
options. While the value for call options is in the range of 15-20% for both near-
term and overall maturity. Thus, adjusted R' is greater for put options as 
compared to call options. Moreover, the value is greater for near-term options than 
overall maturity options. 
• i Ioneyness Bias: The coefficient of ln(S/K) is positive in all Models for 
call options in all (sub) periods while, the coefficient of In(S/K) is negative 
for put options in all (sub) periods. Similarly. Dumas et.al (1998) observed 
that the mean of the coefficient of strike price was negative in Model 3 
(implied volatility is linear in K. K', T, T2 and KT). Engstrom (2002) 
found that the coefficient to be positive for all the Models. Tompkins 
(2001) observed that the coefficient of strike price to be insignificant for 
all four index options market. Similarly, for options on bond futures the 
coefficient of strike price is insignificantly different from zero. In contrast 
to the above results, for options on currency futures the coefficient is 
significantly negative for three of the four currency markets. Rosenberg 
(2000) observed that the coefficient of strike price is negative in the model 
where implied volatility a function of K and also for the Model where 
implied volatility a function of S/K. While, the coefficient is positive for 
the model where the implied volatility a function of standardized 
moneyness. Misra etal. (2006) found the coefficient of moneyness to be 
significant and positive for both calls and puts. Moreover, it is positive 
irrespective of moneyness and maturity category as well as number of 
contracts. Except for far-term options, where the coefficient is negative. In 
the study by Kim &: Kim (2004), the coefficient is significant and negative 
for both calls and puts for the model where implied volatility is linear in 
S/K and (S/K)2. 
• Maturity Bias; The coefficient of T is negative for both call and put 
options and all (sub) periods. Similarly, Dumas et.al (1998) observed that 
the mean value of the coefficient of T is negative for the Model where 
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implied volatility is linear in K. K2. T. 1.2  and KT. Moreover, Engstrom 
(2002) also observed the coefficient of time to maturity term to be negative 
in the models where it is a independent variable. In the study by 
Tompkins (2001). the coefficient is consistently positive only in currency 
markets. While in the three remaining categories the coefficient is negative 
in some markets and positive in others. 
• Curvature Effect: the coefficient of T2 is positive and significant for 
o\erall sample period as well as sub-sample periods and all maturity 
categories. Whenever, the coefficient is negative it is not significant at 
95% significance level. Except. for sample period 07-09 for next-terns put 
options the coefficient is negative and significant. Moreover, The 
coefficient of ln(S/K)2 is positive and significant for overall sample period 
as well as sub-sample periods and all maturity categories. Dumas et.al 
(1998) found that the coefficient of KI is positive but coefficient of T2 is 
negative. Second, Engstrom (2002) also observed the coefficient of 
ln(KIS)` as welt as coefficient of .1.2 to be positive. Moreover, Tompkins 
(2001) also observed that the coefficient of the K2 is significant and 
positive Jor all four index options markets, bond markets, currency 
markets and forward deposit market. Finally. Rosenberg (2000) found that 
the coefficient of K- is positive for all the proposed models of implied 
volatility function. While Kim & Kim (2003) also observed the coefficient 
of (S K)2 to he significant and positive for both call and put options. 
Finally, the coefficient of interaction term is negative in some categories while it 
positive in other. In the findings of Dumas et.ul (1998), the mean coefficient is 
positive for the model ha\ ing the interaction teen KT. but. in the findings of' 
Fngstrom (2002). the coefficient of interaction term (In (K/S))*T is negative. 
4.5 	.1ludel Evaluation 
The nine models were evaluated based on MAPE. the NIAPE values are calculated 
as: 
Table 4,9,1; MAPE for all maturity call options in sub-period 3007.08 
The table reports mean absolute perueatage error IMAPE) calculated as the sample avenge of the absolute values of lhedit1 reuec between 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is JuIy200? June 2008, with all-mararity (maturity of 08.90 days) 
4281 call option prices 
SIX model I Set  model 3 Set  model S model 6 model7 made model9 
<0,86 0,7473 1.9800 1.7175 1.7615 1.6818 1.5911] 22 1.0873 1.267? 
0.86.0.90 0.6264 0.6800 0.6404 0.6453 0,6143 0.7452 0.7673 0.8690 0.5089 
0.90-0.94 U,6553 0.5446 0,5626 O,5564 0,5595 0,6274 0585U 0.7793 0.5144 
0.94-0.98 0.5242 0.4081 0.4^_15 0.4211 04218 0.4641 04214 0.5093 0.4097 
0.98.1,02 03092 0.2587 0.2443 112448 0,2477 0.2789 9.2588 0.2711 0.2632 
1.02-1.06 0.1328 a1276 0.1103 0,109+ 0.1082 0.1271 0,1242 0122? 0,1251 
1.06-1,10 0.0495 01)306 0.0458 0.11451 0,0445 3.045 09494 0.0499 0.0473 
I.III-1,14 0.0.67 0.0274 0.0243 0.0231 0.0228 0.0266 0.0255 0.0267 0.0223 
>1.14 U 3188 6,0192 0.0164 0.0156 0.0146 0.0184 00170 0185 0.0119 
















0,0291 p-value 00586 
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1 able 4.5.2;1l VE for near-term call options in sub-period 20117.08 
The table reports mean absolute percentae error I 11:1P1.) calculated as the sample average of he absolute values of the ditl'Crence het~ieen 
market price and the model price die ided market price.1 he sample period is July 2007- June 2008. kith a total of near term (maturih of 	 •36 
days) 2668 call option prices. 
1loncs ness Model I Model 2 1lodel 3 Model 4 	Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 11odeI 8 1lodel 9 
<0.86 0.7413 1.4224 1.1900 1.1736 	1.0691 1.3135 1.5968 0.9020 1.0919 
0,86.0.90 0.6505 0.7475 I 	05780 05155 	0.5886 0.7581 8673 1.0184 0,5158 
(1.90.0.94 0.8506 0.6429 	0.056 0.6482 	0.6676 0.6408 0.7039 0.9960 (1.6298 
0.94.0.98 0,6863 0.4977 0.4838 0.4836 	0.4857 0.4805 0.135 0.6179 0.5017 
0,98.1,02 0.3429 0.2746 0.2742 0.2741 0.2757 0.2625 0.2721 0.2820 0.2789 
1.01.1.06 0.1023 0.0976 0.0942 0.0942 0.0940 0.1012 0.0978 0,0978 0.0968 
1.06-1.10 (1.0382 (1.0371 0.0352 0.0353 0.0350 0.0418 0.0374 0.0391 0.0354 
1.10-1.14 0.0213 0.0266 0.0207 0.0255 	0.0240 0.0212 0.0207 0.0273 0.0242 
>1.14 0.0199 0.0171 0.0138 0.0141 	0.0144 0.0165 0.0172 0.0232 0.0112 
O~cr.hll , 	2 0.84_ 0.17 a , 0.,701 , 	, 	2 O.~b87 	0.~61~ 0.4047 - 9 0.48 0.~4~8 35, 0....6 
1-slat 3,3106 1.6738 2.8126 2.8286 	2.9443 2.7586 2.595 3.6452 2.8997 
0,0199 p-value 0.0107 0.0282 0.0227 	0.0222 	0.0186 	0.0247 	0.0319 0.0159 
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Table 4.5,3:1 AN%' for next-term call options, in suh-period 2IIII7.68 
The table reports mean absolute percentage error (II P1:1 calculated as the sample average of the absolute <ales oñhe di 11 rcnce between 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is Jule 2OU7- June 2008. ilh next-term tmalurit ol, 31-0 0 da s) I404 
call option prices. 
Ilonci no's 1Iodel I Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 1Iodrl 5 1IodcI 6 Model 7 11odel 8 Model 9 
<0,86 0.7384 1.9861 1.9025 1.8648 1.8607 1.9994 1.3999 1.9957 2.1198 
0.86-0.90 0.5662 0.595; 0.6311 0.6109 0.6293 0.52? (1,6940 0.5643 0.5937 
1(.90.0.94 0.4974 0.4498 0.451)4 0,4532 0.4535 0.4200 0.5177 1 	0.4306 0.4400 
0.94.0.98 0.3482 113096 03069 03068 0.3063 0.2992 0.3249 0.3062 0.3091 
0.98-1.02 0.2372 0.2206 0.2111 1 	0.2111 0.2107 0.2204 0.2118 0.2234 0?312 
1,02-1.06 0.1266 0.1270 0.1230 0.1118 0.1230 0.1348 0.1236 0.1282 0.1369 
1.116-1.10 0.0654 0.0609 0.0597 0.0597 0.0597 0.0611 0.0609 0.0607 0.0607 
1,10-1.14 0.0268 0.0206 0.0226 0.0231 0.0231 0.0216 0.0209 0.0208 0.0204 
>1.14 0.0152 
1- 
0.0088 0.0082 0.0082 0,0080 0.0095 0.0087 0.0085 0.0085 
f )verAll 6.2913 0.4199 0.4133 0.4090 0.4083 0.4131 0.3747 0.4154 0.4335 
I-slat  3.3372 I 	2.03 2.0784 0.4089 2,0999 1,9899 2,4934 2.002 1.962 
P- alue 0,0103 0,0769 0,0713 0,0691 0,0689 0.0818 0.0373 0.0802 0,0854 
The table 4.4.1 reports MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistic for all 
maturit\ call options for the first sub-period 2007-08. It is observed that the 
MAPF. values are significantly different from zero. Second. MAPE values are 
lowest tier Model I and Model 9 at 34% and 35% respectively. Third. Model 7 has 
the highest MAPE \clue at 49%. Moreover, Models: 3. 4. 5 and 8 have similar 
MAPE values at about 42%. Finally, except for Model 1 and Model 9, mispricing 
is highest for out-of-the-money options and decreases as options move towards at-
the-money and in-the-money. 
From the table 4.4 .2 which provides MAPE values and the corresponding t-
statistics of all the models for the sample period 2007-08 using near-term call 
options, the following observations can be made: first, irrespective of the model 
the error as measured by MAPE is significantly different from zero for all the 
models. Second. except for Models 1. 3. 4 and 5 in the 0.86-0.90 monevness 
category: the MAPS value for every model decreases as the call options moves for 
out-of-the-money to at-the-money with in-the-money call options having lowest 
MAPE values. Finally, overall MAPE is lowest for model 9 at 35%. Moreover. 
Models 3. 4 and 5 also have lower MAPE values at around 36%. 
The table 4.4.3 provides MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics for next-
term call options for the first sample sub-period 2007-08. The following 
observations are made. First. t-statistics indicate that for each of the Model studied 
MADE values are significantly different from zero. Second. Model I has the 
lo\\est MAPE value at 29°o and Model 9 has the highest MAPS value at 43%. In 
the remaining Models: 3. 6 and 8 have similar MAPE value at 41 %. Finally. 
mispricin`_ of options increases from in-the-money to at-the-money options and is 
highest for out-of-the-money options. 
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Table 4,5,4; '1APC for all-niaturih,  put options in sub-period 2001-08 
The reported mean absolute persenIaee error (MAPE) calculated as the sample average of the absolute Values of the difference batwe n market 
price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is July 2[O7- June 20OS, with a total all-malunty (maturity of 08.90 days) 
2545 put Option prices. 
Monevness Model I Modell Model 3 Model 4 Models Mudel6 	Modell Model 8 	Model 9 
486 0.0440 0.0346 0.0329 0.0328 0.0319 @0139 	0.0326 0.0326 	0.0263 
0.86-090 0,0585 0M426 0.0425 0,0123 0.0420 0.0423 	0.0449 0.0435 	0.04)7 
0.90-0.94 0,0705 0.0742 U!3723 0.0722 0.0714 0.0699 	00859 0.0711 	0.0690 
094195 ft1379 0.1288 0,1300 0,1300 0.1279 0.1094 01405 0.1265 0,1271 
0.98-1.02 	012826 0.2145 0.2215 0.225 0.2243 0.1905 01964 	01293 0,2211 
1.02-1.06 	0.3165 0.2763 02835 0.2835 0.2892 0.2976 0.2685 	0.2821 02S48 
1.06-1.10 0.4482 0.3384 0.3472 0.3471 03457 0.4494 0.3457 	0.3363 0.3430 
1.10-1.14 34486 0.4259 0.4085 0.4087 0514 0.4409 0.4214 0.3902 











0.2212  oral! 0.2727 
4,0346 
01543 0,7503 32504 
T3.51883,42 
 






fable 4,5.5: .1PE for near-term put options in Mub-period 20117.08 
I he table reports mean absolute percentage error (\IAPI.) calculated as the sample average of the absolute values of the ditlerenee heteen 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is Juh 2007- June 2008, ith a total of near term (maturity oI 08-30 
dad,► 2736 put option prices. 
Ilnnesness Model I llodel 2 Model3 1ludel 4 lludel S llodel 6 Model 7 llodel8 1lodel9 
<0.86 (.0401 0.0309 0,0278 0.0270 0.0271) 0.0370 0.03(31  0.0290 0.0242 
0.86-0.90 0.0476 0.0404 0,0364 j 	0.0359 0.0353 0.0475 0.9448 11.0382 0.0344 
090-994 0.9657 0.0678 0.0631 0.0628 0.0627 0.0656 0.0778 0.0649 0.0632 
0.94.0.98 0.1463 0.1298 0.1257 0.1253 0.1233 0.1307 0.1429 0.1282 0.1276 
0.98.1.02 0.3377 0.2311 0.2390 0.2395 0.2361 0.2916 0.2085 0.2519 0.1378 
I.U.1.06 0.4770 (13142 (13298 0.3.94 0.3342 0.4079 0.3037 0.229 (132 
1.06.1.10 0.5499 0.3724 (1.3882 0.3859 0.3907 0.717 0.3705 0.3814 0.3189 
1.10-1.14 0.4689 0.4259 0.3968 0.4052 1 0.4446 0.4226 0.4025 0.3970 0.4361 
>1.14 0.6190 0.8213 0.6686 0.7401 0.8923 0.4766 0.7058 0.6825 	0.7355 
overall 0.3058 0.2704 0.2528 0.2565 0.2552 0.2925 0.2626 0,2801 0.2301 
'f-STAT 3.9344 3,2918 3.5379 3.4413 3.4905 3.6283 3.1129 3,0759 3.9757 
p-value (1.1)043 0.0125 11.0076 0.0088 (1.0082 0.0067 0.0092 0.0152 0,0(141 
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Taft 4.5,6: MAPS for neit-term put options in suteperiod 2IN11.0 
the table reports mean absolute percentage error (MAPEI caleulatee as the sample average or the absolute values of the difference between 
market price and the riodel price divided market price, The sample period is July 2007• June 2008. with a next4erm (m tui ity of31-60 days) 
l36 put option prices 





<0.86 	0.0549 0.0292 
U.%70 
0.0847 




0.0666 	0.0661 0,1661 0.0720 0,0592 3,0157 
0.0828 
0.0683 
0.0832 11,0831 	010817 0.08118 U!0S25 0,0907 
0.94498 0.1293 11275 01251 01239 0.1240 0.1164 0.1357 0,1233 0.266 
098-102 	02194 0.1932 0,1886 111872 0.1869 U.1SU8 011830 0.1997 0.1946 







03382 0.3382 0.3897 03396 03326 0.3344 
0.4073 0.4098 0,4201 0.4195 0,4971 0.4254 3.4034 
>1.14 0.4890 0411(1 04836 0.4706 0.4676 0.4698 014395 05054 0.4801 
overall 0.2388 0.2178 0.2203 0.2181 02176 0,2329 02164 	02225 01188 
t-stat 	4.4878 4.1417 4.0411 	4.0596 4,0653 3.8995 	4.1994 	4.0785 4,0979 
p•ralue 0.0020 0.0032 0.0037 	0,0037 	0.0036 0.0045 	&0030 l 	0.0035 	0.0034 
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The table 4.4.E shows MAPF values and the corresponding t-statistics for all the 
nine models using all maturity put options in the first sample sub-period 2007-08. 
It is observed that MAPE values are significantly different from zero for all the 
models. Second. Model 9 has the lowest overall MAPE value at 22%. Moreover, 
Model 2. 3. 4 and 7 have similar MAPE values at 25%. 1 lowever, Model I has the 
highest MAPF, value at 27%. Finally, MAPS values are higher for out-of-money 
options as compared to at-the-money and in-the-money options. 
The table 4.4.5 provides MAPS values and the corresponding t-statistics for all the 
nine models using near-term put options in the first sample sub-period 2007-08. It 
is observed that NIAPE values for all the models are significantly different from 
icro. Second. Model 9 has the lowest MAPF; value at 23%. Moreover. Models: i, 
4 and 5 also have lower MAPE values at 25%. Finally, the MAPE values 
decreases with increase in mono\ ness, i.e. MAPE values are lowest for in-the-
money options. Exceptions are the two models: Model 1 and Model 6 in 1.10-1.14 
mone' ness category. 
l'he table 4.4.6 reports MAPS. values and the corresponding t-statistics for all the 
nine models across the nine mmnevness categories using next-term put options in 
the first sample sub-period. It is found that the MAPE values for all the models are 
significantly different from zero. Second. Model I and Model 6 have higher 
\IAPF values at 24% and 2% respectively. The remaining models have similar 
\TAPE values at 22%. Finally, irrespective of the Models the MAPE values are 
lowest for in-the-money options. 
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Table 4.5.7:.11;1PE for all-maturih call options insul►-period 11I0U-09 
I he table rcporls mean absolute percenta e error 111.API:) eaalkula led as the sammpk average of the absoluIC 	aloes of 	lie (litlrrence hecn 
market price and the model price divided market price. the sample period is July 1(X- June 2009. 	ilh all-maturit li»aturity of 08-9(I da\ s) 
6060 call option prices. 
S/K Model I Nortel 2 Model 3 Model 4 	Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Mode 8 Model 9 
<0.86 1.0980 1.2060 1.1273 1.11 GO 	
] 	
1.0748 I l 550 . 1.4045  1.2232 l .1084 
11.80.11.911 
 
1.2375 0.7864 0.8638 0.8611 0.8761 0.8241) 1.2245 6.86005 0.8501 
0.90-0.94 (.8 316 0.5390 0.5873 0.5861 0.6024 0.5224 0.6820 6.5492 0.,)683 
0.9.1-0.98 ~ 0.4533 1 	1 0.3173 1 0.3411 11 0.3389  1 	1~ 0,3433 ~' 0.2856 t 11.,181 0.2928 ~ 0.3241 
(1 98-1.02 0 2473 (1.1947  	~  0 2011 01998 (1.2033 0.1106 l 0.1667 0.723 1 0.1941 
1,62-1.06 0.1347 0.12.1 0.1139 0.12.8 0.1249 0.1211 0.1051 (1.1157 0.1193 
1.00.1.10 0.0784 0.0783 0.0781 0.0894 0.0679 0.0803 0.0750 0.0771 0.0796 
1.104.14 0.0494 j 	0.0541 0.0529 0.0527 0.6511 0.0642 0.0483 0.0569 0.0497 
>1.14 	0.0243 	0.0259 	0.6235 	0.0241 	9.0238 	0.0316 	0.0254 	0.0289 	0.0206 
Over all 	0.4615 	0.3695 1 0.3777 	0.3163 	0.3754 	0.3627 	0.4497 	0.3745 	0.3677 
	
H





U 	 I0.0236 j 0.03 2 	O.OZ79 	(L(IZ2~ 
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Table 4,5.8: MAPC for near-term Ball options in sub-period 2008-09 
The reported mean ahselute percentage error (MAPS) calculated as the sample average of the hsolute values of the difference between market 
price and the model price divided market price. [he sample pcdod is July 2305-June .2 9. with a total of near term (maturity of 08.3O day's) 
3403 call option prices. 
S/K Model I 
	








dell 	Model 8M odd 9 
17447 	1,5237 	1.1723 4.86 
0.86.0.90 
1.1712 
1.6096 0.9896 1.3006 3.9940 1.0017 [0143 1.6908 	1.l><)66 0.9899 
0,90.0.91 1.1415 0.6762 0.7371 0.1358 0 74I1 0.6382 0-9183 0,6 08 0.6929 
0.94.0,95 0.5960 33757  0.3985 0.3997 0.3992 0.3267 13949 @3411 03837 
098.1,02 03079 42114 0.2178 0.2190 0,2180 0.1762 0.1773 0.1812 0.2139 
1,92•1.4 0,1604 0,1272 0,1234 0.1238 0.1230 0.1278 8.1018 0.1184 0,1261 
1,06.1,10 0,0855 0.0798 0.0717 0,0737 O.U128 0.0922 0.0645 0.0803 0.0763 
1.101,14 11.0339 0.0532 0.048' 00480 00476 	0.0629 0.0469 0.0552 0.(489 
>114 0,0222 0.0238 	0,0204 0,0199 0,0203 	(13214 0.0:33 	0,0250 1).(693 
Overall 	0.3717 0.4504 	(4144 	0.4192 0.4180 	0.4367 0.5136 64561 	0.4137 
t-scat 	2.8937 	2.6227 








&0202 0.0338 	0,0213 
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Table 4.5.9: NAPE for nett-term call options in sub-period 2008,09 
The !able reports mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) calculated as the ,ampie average of the absolute values of the difference between 
market price and the model price divided market price, The sample period is July 2(108- June 2009, with nest-term category (maturity of 11-60 
days) 2243 call option prices. 
S/K 	I Model l I Model 2 I Model 3 Model 4 I Model S I Model 6 1 Modell 1 Model 8 I Model 9 





























1.02-1.06 @1136 0.1128 0,1129 0.1125 0,1123 0.1124 0.1137 0.1119 0.1125 
1.061.10 0.0731 0.0723 0.0745 00,0728 0.0728 0,0742 0.0141 0,0723 0.0723 
1,10-1.14 O.OS72 O.Ili28 0.0342 U.09311 0.0530 0.0$41 0.0546 0.0529 U. 0533 
AN 0,0331 	0.0234 0,0234 0.0232 0,0232 	0.0230 0,0247 0.0230 0.0238 
Over all 0.3668 	0994 0.3037 03024 0.3021 	0.3002 0.3587 0.3037 0.3004 
t-stat 	2.8188 	2,8929 
p-value 	0.0225 	0.0201 
2.8683 2.8632 	2.8620 2.8344 2.6219 2,8289 2.8913 
0.0209 0.0210 	0.0211 0.0220 0.0306 	0.0222 0.0202 
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Table 4.4.7 reports MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics for the nine 
models using all maturity call options in the second sample sub-period 2008-09 
for different moneyness categories. It is observed that error as measured using 
MAPS is si<gniticantly different from zero. Second. Model I and Model 7 have 
highest MAPS: value at 46% and 45% respectively. On the other hand. Model 6 
has the lowest MAPE value at 36% among the remaining models. Finally. MAPE 
values are decreasing with increasing moneyness i.e.in-the-money options have 
lox\est \IAPF. values across all models. 
The table 4.4.8 shows the MAPE values for the nine-models studied across all the 
moneyness categories and the corresponding t-statistics using near-term call 
options in the second sample sub-period 2008-09 call options. It is found that the 
MAPE values are significantly different from zero. Second. the overall MAPE 
values are highest for Model 1 and Model 7 at 57°/o. Moreover, among the 
remaininyi Models: 3. 4, 5 and 9 have lower MAPE value at 42%. Finally, MAPE 
values are highest for out-of-the-money options and decrease with increasing 
moneyness. 
Table 4.4.9 provides MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics for all the 
nine models for different moneyness categories for next term call options. It is 
observed that Model 2. Model 6 and Model 9 have the lowest MADE values at 
30%. 1lo\\ever. Model 1 and Model 7 have higher MAPE values at 37% and 36% 
respectively. Finally. MAPE values are increasing with decreasing moneyness 
with out-of-the-money options having highest MAPE values. 
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Table 4,9,]U. MADE for all-maturih' put options in sub-period 2008-09 
l'he tahle sports mean absolute percentage error (MAPp) calculated as the smnple average of the absolute valus of the difbe enee between 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is July 2008- June 2009, with all-maturily (maturity of 68.90 days) 
5499 put option price 
Moneynes Model I Modell 	Model) Model 4 Model S 	Model 6 Model7 Modcl8 Model 9 
<0M6 0.0328 0.0329 	0.0286 0.0282 0.0293 	0,0326 00315 	0.0372 0.0293 
0.864.90 0.0558 0,0584 	0,0541 00540 03543 	00555 00689 0.0516 0.0573 
0.90011.94 0,0886 0.0836 	0.0840 0,0841 0,0818 	0.0741 0.1MI1 0,0823 0.0891 
0.94-0.98 0,1583 0.1281 0,1330 0,1333 0,1307 0.1101 00.1385 01269 	0,1415 
0,98-1.02 0,2667 
03122 
0.1970 0.2018 0,2018 0.2017 1U709 0.1842 0.1969 	0.2166 
1,021,06 0.2S97 6.2702 02698 	0.2691 1D75 0.2393 02608 	0.-800 
1.06-1,10 0.4440 0.3057 03180 0.3170 	0,3226 0.3504 02870 0.3082 	03238 
(.10.1,14 0.5087 0.3653 0.3794 3.3776 	0.3791 0.4675 0.3461 0.1696 6a675 
>1,14 05994 08212 0-8025 0,8067 0.7826 0.6906 0.7864 0.8522 05030 
OverAll 0.2807 0.2502 02524 0.2523 0.2502 0.2618 0,2431 0.241 0.2227 
t-slat 46108 3.)904 3.1648 3.1518 3.2080 2,9165 3.2014 3.0163 4.2091 
p-4e 	0,0339 0.0149 	0.0133 (10136 00125 	0.0194 0.0126 0.0167 0.0030 
Table 4.5.11: 1API for near-term pui options in sub-period 2(108-09 
the reported mean absolute percentage error (MIAPE) calculated as the sample average of the absolute values oI'the difference beta een market 
price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is July 2008- Jung ?009. ith a total of near (cmn (maturity of (IS-3() days) 
3095 put option prices. 
I1one►'ness 	Model I 	1lndel2 	1odel3 	llodel4 	11odel S 	I1odgil6 	\lodel 7 	I1orfel8 	Model' 
<0.86 	0.0205 	0,0214 
	
0,86-0,90 	0.0413 	0.0432 
1190.0.94 	0.0729 	0.0733 






















0.98-1.02 (1.2431  0.7339 0.2428 0.2406 0.2170 0.2354
1.02-1.06 0.3406 0.3259 0.3313 0.3308 0.2993 0.3 315 0.341)6 
1.06-1.10 0.3999 	0.3804 0.4113 0,4155 0.4187 0.4493 0.3569 11.3901 0.3999 
1.10-1.14 0.4550 	0.4444 0.4608 0.4723 0.4732 0.6241 0.4238 0.4581 0.4550 



















Table 4,5.12: \l.-IPF for ncxt•term put options in 5111)-period 211(18-09 
The sable reports mean absolute percentage error (\LWl.) calculated as the sample average oI'the absolute values of the difference bees' een 
market price and the model price dlii ided market price. I he sample period is Jul\ 21108• June 2009, with a total ol'next Merin (malurih of 11-60 
Ala)sI 2034 put option prices, 









































0.1141 0.1142 0.1132 0.10(12 
0.1168 0.1342 0.1334 0.1335 
0.1660 0.1661 0.1644 0.1633 	0.1496 
0.1981 	0.2022 
0.2280 	0.2520 




0.2015 0.2016 0.2000 
0.2315 0.2312 0.2301 





0.4729 0.4567 0.4585 0.5302 






0.1891 	0.1899 	0.1961 
4.2303 	4.7200 	4.0252 











The table 4.4.10 which provides MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics 
for all the nine models using all maturity put options in the second sample sub-
period 2008-09. it is observed that all the models have MAPE values that are 
significantly different from iero. Second. Model 9 has the lowest MAPS value at 
22°. the next lowest \1APL value is of Model 7 at 24%. All the remaining 
models (except Model 1) have similar MAPE value at 25%. 
The table 4.4.1 1 which contains MAPE values and their corresponding t-statistic 
for all the nine models Using near-term maturity put options in the second sample 
sub-period 2008-09. it is observed that overall MAPE values for all the nine 
models are significantly different from zero. Second. Model 1 and Model 9 have 
the lowest MAPE value at 25%. Among the remaining models. Model 3, Model 4. 
Model 5 and Model 7 have similar MAPE value at 28%. On the other hand. 
Model 6 has the highest NIAPE value of 33%. Finally, within each model, MAPE 
values are increasing with decreasing monevness with out-of-the-money options 
having, highest MAP Ii values. 
The table 4.4.12 which reports the MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics 
ii~r the models using next-terns put options in the second sample sub-period, it is 
observed that all the models studied have MAPS: values that are significantly 
different from zero. Second, models with the highest MAPE value are Model I 
and Model 9 at 22% and 20% respectively. however, all the remaining models 
have similar MAPE value at 19%. Finally, \\ith each model category MAPE 
values are decreasing with increasing monevness. 
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''able 4,5.13: IIAIT, for all-maturity call options in sample period 2007-09 
[he table reports mean absolute percentage error (1l.API'.) calculated as the sample average u1 the absolute values of the dikerence bciv een 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is Jul 2007- June 2009. vilh all-maiurity lmalurity o108-9() days )  
10341 call option prices. 
Ilone~ness I llodelI 	1lodel2 	1lodel3 	11odel4 	11odel5 	1lodel6 	llodel7 	Ilodel8 	Ilodel9 
<0,86 0.8831 1.2519 1.1551 1.142(1 1.0923 1.0898 	1.3101 1.1495 1.1746 
0.86-0.90 0.92(17 0.6355 0.6815 0.6887 0.6834 0.6381) 	1.1)639 0.6654 0.64711 
0.90.0.94 0.88111 0.5968 0.6587 0.6597 0.6665 0.5698 	0.7847 0.5912 0.6258 
0.94-0.98 0.6706 0.033 0.5290 0.5271 0.5297 0.4597 	0.5121 0.4732 0.5134 
0,98.1.02 0.3920 0.3283 0.3024 0.3301 0.3299 0.3292 0.3338 0.2979 0.2872 
1.02.1.06 	0.1701 0.1621 0.1661 0.1652 0.1670 0.1674 0.1438 0.1593 0.1597 
1.06-1.10 	0.0697 0.0723 0.0763 0.0755 0.0760 0,0853 0.0683 0.0761 0.0716 
1.10-1.14 	0.0467 0.0453 0.0470 0.0466 0.0468 0.0547 0.0453 0.0487 0.0461 
>1.14 	0.0284 0.0264 0.0227 0.0234 0.0231 0.0232 0.0272 0.0249 0.0259 
OverAll 	0.493 	0.4022 	0.4074 	0.4062 	0.4021 	0.3766 	0.4712 0.3881 0.3994 
3.1270 t-stat 	3.4817 	3.0311 	3.2042 	3.2148 	3.2863 	3.2255 	2.9475 3.1465 
p-value 	(1,0083 	0.0163 	0.0125 	0.0123 	0.0111 	0.0121 	0.0185 0.0141 0.0137 
Table 4.5.14::N1.11E for near-term call options in sample period 2(107-09 
I he lab reports mean absolute percentage error (MALT) calculated as the sample average of the absolute values of the dill rence kt~ieen 
market price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is July 20(17- June 2009, ith a total of near term Imaturil\ ol'08.3() 
dav s) 6071 call option prices. 
11onc~ness 	Ilodcl I 	Model 2 	11odcl 3 	Model 4 	1todel 	1lode1 6 	Model 7 	Model 8 	Model 9 
	
<0,86 	0.8822 	1.5340 	1.19511 	1.1908 	1.1513 	12918 	1.4709 	1.3618 	1212 2 
0.86.0.911 	1.1012 	0.7561 	0.71)53 	0.7058 	(1.7045 	0.7525 	1.4263 	0.8138 	0.711132 
0.911.11.94 	1.1041 	0.7385 	0.7807 ! 0.78111 	0.7845 	0.6801 	1.0488 	0.7310 	0.7445 
0.94-0.98 	0.8564 	0.5828 	0.6022 	0.6022 	0.6993 	0.5185 	0.62.15 Y 0.5472 	0.5946 
(1,98.1.02 	0.4375 	0.3276 	0.3406 	0.3404 	0.3376 	0.2877 	0.2874 	0.2968 	0.3317 
1.02-1.06 	0.1138 	0.1301 	0.1299 	0.1298 	0.1280 	0.1371 	0.1129 	0.1265 	0.1291 
1.06.1.10 	0.0625 	0.0624 	0.0590 	0.0589 	(1.6581 	0.0798 	0.0551 	0.0661 	0.0594 
1.10-1.14 	0.039; 	0.0413 	0.0380 	0.0380 	0.0377 	0.0534 	0.0392 	0,0447 	0.0381 
>1.14 	0.0233 	0.0216 	0.0193 	0.0193 	0.0196 	0.0241 	0.0223 	0.0229 	0.0186 
OverAll 	115246 	0.46,9 	0.4300 	0.4296 	0.4245 	0.4250 	(15649 	0.4456 1 0.4257 
1-st3t 	.1.2941 	2.8(136 	3.113 	3,1188 	.1.1470 	2.9926 	2.8090 	2.922; 	3.0831 
p-v31ue 	0,01111 	0.0231 	0,0143 	0.0143 	0,0137 L0±±i 229 	0,0192 	0.01511 
Fable 4.5.15: MAN' for nc\t-term call options, in sample period 2007.09 
The table reports mean absolute percentage error 11'IAPI:I calculated as the sanipk average of the absolute values of the diIl'erenee hei een 
marIet price and the model price divided market price. The sample period is Jub 2007• June 2009. ith next-term eategory (maturity 0)3 l60 
days) 3647 call option prices. 






























0.6325 0.5051 0.5232 0.5237 
0.4179 
0.483(1 
0.3955 0.4875 0.4173 0.4200 
0.31138 0.98-1.02 0.3309 (1.3108 0.3037 0.2977 0.2801 
	
1.02.1,06 	0.1902 	0.1909 
1.06.1.10 	0.0933 	0.11907 
1.10-1,14 	0.0655 	0.0585 
>1.14 	0.0407 	0.0292 
0.1892 	0.1895 	0.1897 
0.0927 	0.0920 	0.0922 
0.0593 	0.6588 	0.0589 





0.0595 0.0577 0.0588 













0.3311 	0.4010 	0.3345 
3.5532 	3.0988 	3.5437 






From table 4.4.13 which reports the MAPE values and the corresponding t-
statistics for all the nine models using all maturity call options from the overall 
sample period 2007-09. it is observed that all the models studied have MAPS: 
alucs that are significantl% different from zero. Second. Model 6 has the lowest 
MAN: value at 38°x. The next lowest MAPE value is of Model 8 at 39%. Among 
the remaining Models: 3. 4. 5 and 9 have similar MAPE value at 40%. Finally, in-
the-money call options have the lowest MAPE value in comparison with at-the-
mone or out-ot-the-money options. 
From table 4.4.14 which contains MAPE values for all the nine models with their 
corresponding t-statistics using near-term call options from the overall sample 
period 2007-09. it is found that MAPE values for all the models studied are 
significantly different from zero. Second. Models with the highest MAPE values 
are Modell and Model 7 \\ ith the MAPE values of 52% and 56% respectively. Oil 
the other hand, all the remaining Models (except Model 2 and Model 8) have 
similar NIAPE value at 42%. Finally. MAPE values are highest for out-of-the-
mone options and they are decreasing with increasing moneyness. 
In table 4.4.15 which provides NAPE values for all the models with their 
corresponding t-statistics using next-terns call options from the overall sample 
period 2007-09. it is found that MAPE values for all the models are significantly 
diCCerent from zero. Second, Model 6 and Model 8 have the lowest MAPE value 
of 33o ~. The next lowest value is of Model 2 at 34%. Finally, within each model 
category MAPE are decreasing with increasing moneyness with in-the-money 
options having the lowest MAPE value. 
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Table 45,16: MAPE for all-maturity put options in sample period 20007-09 
'I he fable I eports ni an absoluke percentage error (MARE) Calculated as the supple average of the ahsulute values ol`.he diP.èrenee botvreen 
market price and he model price divic d market price, The sample period is July 2007- June 2009, with all-maturity (maturity of 08-90 days) 
10027 put option prices. 
Moneyness Model I 	Modell Model 3 Model4 Model s h1odel6 Model 7 	Model 8 	Model 9 
<0,86 0,0364 (10324 0,0296 .0,0288 0.0293 0.0330 0,0353 	0,0315 	0,0374 
0,86490 0.0538 0.0519 0.0500 0.0503 0.0498 0.033 0.0576 0.0520 0.0518 










0.8360 	0 71 831 
0.3320 	02890 
0.11730 0.0740 
0.94-098 1164 0,399 01445 0.1452 0.1370 (11441 
3.98-1.02 	13329 0.2661 	02744 0.2743 12643 0.2899 
1.02-106 	04845 0.3619 	0.3719 0.37192 0,3742 03649 0.4102 
1.06.1.10 0.6530 0A765 04832 0,4797 0,4868 94883 05519 




>1,14 0,6204 	07942 0.774, 	0,7912 
40019 	0,3021 
0.8534 0.7349 
Over111 0.3415 	03001 3.3f 7 0.3196 
I-stat 3.8036 	3.4933 3.5478 	3.5150 3.565( 3,2761 	3.5349 3,3709 36762 
p-value 0,0052 	0,0082 0.0019 0.0074 0.0073 6,0113 0.0010 0.0098 0.0063 
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Table 4,3,17:l1,PE. for near-term put options in sample period 2007-09 
the table reports mean absolute percentage error (11Aft calculated as the sample average of the absolute 	alucs of the dil lcrence bete een 
market price and the model price divided market price. the sample period is July 2007- June 2009, a total of near term (maturity ol'08.3() 
days) 5831 put option prices. 
\loneness Model I Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 6 Wild 0Model 7 tiludel 8 Model 9 
<0,86 0.0307 0.0236 0.0223 0.0238 0.0232 0.0250 0.0236 0A)24? 0.0231 
6,86-0.9(1 0.0467 0.0393 0.0376 0.0378 0.0379 0,0408 0,0444 0.0400 0.0351 
(1.90.0.94 0.0637 0.0668 0.0626 (1.0630 0.0633 0.0622 0.0793 0.0643 0.0652 
0.94-0.98 0.1560 0.1496 0.1466 0.1466 0.1466 0.1224 0.1592 0.1449 0.1520 
0.98-1.02 0.3788 0.3103 0.3183 0.3177 0.3167 0.2503 0.2777 0.3105 0.3216 
1,02.1.06 0.5975 0.4281 0.4517 0.4521 0.4506 0.4277 0.3817 0.4397 0.448(1 
1.06.1.10 0.8400 (1.5461 0,5667 0.5706 0.5704 0,6941 0.5009 0.5751 (1.5696 
1.10-1.14 0.8435 0.5306 0.307 0.5380 0.5413 0.8271 0.5019 0.692 0.5346 
>1.14 0.7597 0.9733 0.8247 0.7728 0.7594 1.0565 0.8985 1,0494 0.5961 
O~erAll 0.4130 0.3409 0.3290 0.3246 0.3233 0.3896 0.3186 0.3575 0.3054 
3.5191 t-stat 3.2541 3.4862 	1 3.5656 3.5852 3.0392 3.3435 3.1574 3.8205 
p-value 0.0079 0.0116 0.0082 0.0073 0.0071 0.0161 0.0101 0,0134 0.0051 
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Ta61e 4,5,18: MADE for next•term put options in sample period 2007-09 
The reported inean absolute percentage ent r (MAPS) calculate: as the sample average of the absolute values of the differen c Ixtween market 
price and the model puce divided market price. The sample period is July 2007-.June 2009. with a total of next term (maturity o131 •60 days) 
3570 put option prices. 




Nodrl4 Model  Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 
<0,86 0.0452 0.0341 0.0342 0.0355 0.0351 0.0349 0.0337 
0,86490 0.0689 0.0701 0.0701 L0707 0.0711 0.0691 0.0811 0.0694 0.0702 
0.90.0.94 0985 	0.0926 0.0927 0.3929 0.0934 0.0859 0.1132 0.011 '10912 
0,944.98 01651 0.1390 0.1395 0.1398 0.1395 0.1258 (1.1507 0.1370 0.1414 







02923 	0,2916 	02889 	0.2881 
0.4042 	04035 	0.4022 	04011 
04526 	0.4536 	0.45I= 	04537 
0.5502 	O.5565 	@5316 	0.5279 
0.2510 	0.2517 	02480 	0,2473 
0.2963 0.2733 02943 02937 
0.4570 0.3854 0,4076 0.4025 
0.5586 a47 04579 	04488 
>1,14 0.5403 0.5115 	0.5298 03935 	0.6284 
Over.111 0.2866 07603 	0.2464 
3.8417 	4.2961 
02566 	0.2599 
3.9395 	3.8823 t•stal 4.2750 4.0727 4,0550 4.1197 	4.1316 
p•value 04027 0,0036 0.0037 0.0033 0.0033 0.0099 0.0026 0.9043 0.0047 
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In Table 4.4.16 which reports MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics for 
all the mile models studied using all maturity put options in the overall sample 
period 2007-09, it is observed that MAPE value for each model is significantly 
different from zero. Second. the overall MAPE value is lowest for Model 7 at 
29°/a. 1lox%ever. Model 1 has the highest MAPE value at 34%. Similarly, Model 6 
has a \1:1PE value of 33%. Finally. MAPE values are decreasing with increasing 
nloneyness across all the models with in-the-money put options having lowest 
M APL. \alues. 
In table 4.4.17 which provides MAPS values and the corresponding t-statistics for 
all the models using near-maturity put options in the overall sample period 2007-
09. it is observed that MADE values are significantly different from zero for all 
the models. Second. Model I and Model 6 have a higher MAPE value at 41% and 
39% respectivek. On the other hand. Model i, Model 4. Model 5 and Model 7 
have a lower MAPE value of 32%. But, it is Model 9 which has the lowest MAPE 
Value of 31 %. Finally, within each model category MAPE is higher for out-the-
money put options in comparison to in-the-money and at-the-money options. 
Table 4.4.18 contains MAPE values and the corresponding t-statistics for the nine 
models for next-term put options in the sample period 2007-09. It is found that the 
\TAPE values are significantly different from zero for all the models studied. 
Second. Model 1 has the highest MAPE value of 29%. On the other hand. Model 
7 has the lowest MAPE value of about 24%. Among the remaining models: Model 
6. Model 8 and Model 9 have similar MAPE value of 26%. Finally, within each 
model category MAPS varies with moneyness as out-of-the-money options have 
the highest MAPS values. 
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4.5.1 Srunnwry of .11.•1 PE t'alues 
Table 33.19: MAPE values for different model specifications for the sample 
period 2007-08 for both call and put options 
07-08-CE 07-08-CL 	07-08-C1 L07-08-PE  07-08-PE 	j 	07-08-PE 
overall 	f near-tern 	f 	next-term overall near-term next-term average 
Model I 	0.34 34 0.3842 0.2913 0.2727 0.3058 0.2388 0.3060 
Model 2 	0.4551 0.4179 0.4199 0.2543 0.2704 0.2178 0.3392 
Model 3 	0.4203 	0.3707 	0.4133 0.2503 0.2528 0.2203 0.3213 
Model 4 	 j 	0.42.5 
Model 	O.4lSJ 
	
0.3687 	1 	0.409 
0.3612 	0.4083 
0.2504 0.2565 0.2181 0.3213 
0.2444 0.2552 0.2176 0.3166 
Model 6 	0.4364 	0.4047 0.4131 0.2692 0.2925 0.2329 0.3415 
Model 7 	0.4943 	0.4589 0.3747 0.2495 0.2626 0.2164 0.3427 
Model 8 	0.4149 0.4448 0.4154 0.2625 0.2801 0.2225 0.3400 
Model 9 	0.3522 0.3536 0.4335 0.2212 0.2301 0.2188 0.3016 
In table 4.4.19 which depicts the MAPE values for different models in sample 
period 2007-08, we find that for Model I and Model 9 the MAPE value are the 
lowest at 30%. Second. the MAPE values for Model 3, 4. and 5 are about 32%. 
For the remaining models: 6. 7 and 8 the MAPE values are about 34%. 
fable 4.5.20: MAPE values for different model specifications for the sample 
period 2008-09 for both call and put options 
08-09-CE 08-09-CE 08-09-CE 	08-09-PE 08-09-PE 08-09-PE 
overall near-term next-term overall near-term next-term average 
Model I 	0.4615 0.5717 0.3668 0.2807 0.2538 0.2211 0.3593 
Model 2 	0.3695 0.4504 0.2994 0.2502 0.3 0.1929 0.3104 
Model 3 0.3777 0.4154 0.3037 0.2524 0.2869 0.1919 0.3047 
Model 4 	0.3762 0.4192 0.3024 0.2525 0.278 0.1892 0.3029 
Model 5 	0.3754 0.418 	0.3021 0.2502 0 2774 0.188 0.3019 
Model 6 I 	0.3627 0.4307 0.3002 0.2678 0.335 0.1891 0.3143 
Model 7 	0.4492 0.5736 0.3587 0.2431 0.2846 0.1899 0.3499 
Model 8 	0.3745 0.4561 0.3037 0.2541 0.3088 0.1961 0.3156 
Model 9 0.3677 0.4137 0.3004 0.2227 0.2538 	0.2018 0934 
In table 4.4 20 which contains the MAPE values for different models in sample 
period 2008-09. it is found that the models with the lowest MAPE values are 
Models 3. 4 and 5 at 30%. Moreover. Model 9 has slightly lower MAPE value at 
29%. Second. Models I. and 7 have hishest MAPE values at 35%. The remaining 
models 6 and 8 have values at 31 %. 
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Fable 4.5.21: MAPE values for different model specifications for the sample 
period 2007-09 for both call and put options 
07-09-CE 	07-09-C1: 	07-09-CE 	07-09-PE 07-09-PE 	07-09-PE 
overall near-term 	! 	next-term 	overall near-term next-tern Average 
Model 1 0.4513 0.5246 	0.3928 	0.3415 0.413 0.2866 0.4016 
Model 2 	0.4022 0.3649 0.3452 0.300I 0.3409 0.251 0.3507 
Model 3 0.4074 0.43 0.3541 0.3019 0.329 0.2517 0.3457 
Modell 0.4062 0.4296 0.3561 0.3027 0.3246 0.248 0.3445 
Model 5 0.4021 0.4245 	0.3553 0.2998 0.3233 0.2473 0.3421 
Model 6 0.3766 0.425 	0.3311 0.332 0.3896 0.2603 0.3524 




0.3881 	0.4456 	0.3345 
0.3994 	0.4257 	0.3501 
0.3097 0.3575 	0.2566 0.3487 
0.3196 0.3054 	0.2599 0.3434 
In table 4.4.21 reports the NIAPF, values for different models in the overall sample 
period 2007-09. we Find that model I has the highest MAPE value of 40%. 
Moreover, for model 2 MAPS values falls to 35%. Second. Models 3. 4, and 5 
have similar MAPE values at 34%. MAPE value increases again for models 6 and 
8 at 35%. While, for model 7 the MAPE value is even higher at 38%. Finally, 
model 9 has the MAPE value of 34%. 
From the above analysis it can be observed that Models 3. 4. and 5 and Model 9 
have the lowest value of MAPE. It implies that the explanatory power of these 
models to account for volatility is highest. This finding is also supported by 
highest R-squared values of these models across maturity and period of analysis 
among the nine specifications tried. 
4.5.2 Siiminar ' of the results of model evaluation 
Among a number of model specification studied. the time variation appears 
important in terms of MAPE. In moving from Model 2 to Model 3 (addition of 
ln(S!K)2 ). there is a decrease in MAPE values (except in the sample period 2007-
08). Moreover, the addition of time variable- either a linear term (I) or a quadratic 
term (T) - to the volatility function in addition to the quadratic moneyness 
ln(S/K)2 term leads to further improvement in the in-sample fit. This finding is 
consistent vvith the findings of Dumas et.al (1998). where addition of 1 2 term 
reduces error (measured in terns of RMSF and MAE) to its lowest level of the 
assumed specification. On the other hand. Engstrom (2002) observed that RMSE 
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values for models with time to maturity term are higher as compared to other 
models except for deep in-the-money options. Rosenberg (2000) found implied 
volatility errors are significant only for the model .here implied volatility a 
function of money ness. 
l~or all model specifications and for both calls and puts. the '.NIAPE is highest for 
U IM options. Ike findings of Dumas ci.al (1998) regarding the variation of dollar 
valuation errors with moneyness show no clear pattern. For Model 3 (implied 
volatility is linear in K. K2. T. I.2 and KT). the dollar valuation estimation errors 
are highest for in-the-money options and decrease as the options move out-of-the-
money. But. the RMSE pattern for the options studied by Engstrom (2002) is U-
shaped. The RMSE values are higher for both out-of-the-money as well as in-the-
moneV. 
For the Black-Scholes model mispricing decreases with increasing maturity. 
NIAPE of near-term options is greater than that for next-term options. This finding 
again is in contrast with the finding of llamas eta! (1998), where valuation errors
generally increase with days to expiration. But, the RMSE values for the options 
studied by langstrom (2002) in relation to time-to-maturity show no visible 
pattern. 
4.6 	The I'rici,,g errors of Black-Sc holes Model and ;Modified Black-Sclroles 
i iodel 
If the Black-Scholes were correct. the pricing error obtained from difference 
between model price and market price should be statistically insignificant. The 
table 4.5.1 and table 4.5.6 show the results of in-sample analysis of BS and 
modified-BS models for the sample period 2007-09. The results obtained 
underline that the pricing errors are significant for all moneyness categories. The 
results remain unchanged for the second sample sub-period also. Thus the null 
hypothesis I1„ i stands rejected. 
The individual error analysis conducted shows that modified-BS model provides 
better in-sample results than BS model. It is found that overall MAPE/MSE is 
lower when modified-BS model is used as compared to BS model for sample 
period 2007-08. lout. for the sample period 2008-09 MAPE/MSE values are 
higher for modified-BS model as compared to BS model. 
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fable 4.6.1: Error Analysis using MAPE of original Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2007-08 
The reported mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is the sample average of the absolute values 
of the difference between market price and the t3lack-Scholes model price divided market price. 
The sample period is Jul 2007- June 2008. with a total of near term (maturity of 08-30 days) 2576 
call option prices 
',O(' APE \TAPE T-SCAT P-VALI;E 
<0.86 200 94.95 0.4747 11.6309 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 193 72.05 0.3733 18.3559 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 289 64.70 0.2239 21.7065 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 545 55.89 0.1025 24.6416 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 627 17.61 0.0281 25.8665 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 380 10.47 0.0276 29.0990 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 190 4.77 0.0251 21.6255 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 86 1.97 0.0229 12.4105 0.0000 
>1.14 66 1.27 0.0192 12.0301 0.0000 
2576 0.1441 
"fable 4.6.2: Error Anah sis using MAPE of modified Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2007-08 
I he reported mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is the sample average of the absolute values 
of the difference between market price and the Modified Black-Scholes model price divided 
market price. The sample period is July 2007- June 2008, ith a total of near term (maturity of 08- 
30 days) 2563 call option prices. 
NOC APE MAPS t-test -value 
<0.86 200 95.78 0.4789 17.5901 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 193 67.49 0.3497 15.4104 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 289 57.24 0.1981 17.3679 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 542 48.71 0.0899 18.1337 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 619 12.41 0.0201 24.0621 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 378 6.73 0.0178 24.7431 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 190 3.10 0.0163 18.7874 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 86 1.41 0.0164 11.9696 0.0000 
>1.14 66 0.96 0.0145 10.5032 0.0000 
2563 0.1335 
The NIAPL values reported in table 4.5.1 and table 4.5.2 show that pricing errors 
are significant across all nnonevness categories in both BS and modified BS 
model. Second. the error as measured by MAPE diminishes as the call option 
moves from out-of-the-money" to in-the-money i.e. MADE for out-of-the-money 
options is greater than NIAPL for in-the-money options. f=inally, overall MAPE 
value decreases from 0.1441 for BS model to 0.1335 for modified-BS model. 
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Table 4.6.3 :Error Analysis using VISE of original Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2007-08 
the reported mean square error (VISE) is the sample average of the squared values of the 
difference beteen market price and the Black-Scholes model price divided market price. 
The sample period is July 2007- June 2008. %N ith a total of near term (maturity of 08-30 
daNs) 2576 call option prices. 
NOC SE MSE T-STAT P-VALUE 
<0.86 200 1270.45 6.3523 7.2888 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 193 4218.65 21.8583 6.5686 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 289 12385.30 42.8557 9.6971 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 545 26634.03 48.8698 14.4677 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 627 14568 23 23.2348 9.8098 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 380 35114 20 92.4058 12.9540 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 190 35173.67 185.1246 11.3541 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 86 28695.62 333.6701 5.3269 0.0000 
>1.14 66 32404.50 490.9772 4.5548 0.0000 
2576 138.3721 
"Bible 4.6.4:Eerror Analysis using MSE of modified Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2007-08 
the reported Mean square error (MSE) is the sample average of the squared values of the 
difference between market price and the Modified Black-Scholes model price divided 
market price. [he sample period is July 2007- June 2008. «ith a total of near terra 
(maturit\ of 08-30 da\ ) 2563 call option prices. 
NOC JE N1SE t-test -value 
<0.86 200 1206.72 6.0336 8.2368 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 193 3502.62 18.1483 5.6860 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 289 7673.17 26.5508 8.7893 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 542 16444.99 30.3413 11.3378 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 619 7653.34 12.3640 10.7545 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 378 13957.02 36.9233 12.1110 0.0000 
1.06-1.111 190 15411.77 81.1146 9.4735 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 86 15109.96 175.6972 3.7115 0.0004 
>1.14 66 22324.96 338.2569 3.2639 0.0018 
2563 80.6033 
In table 4.5.3 and table 4.5.4. it is observed that the VISE values are significantly 
different from zero or there is significant difference between market prices and 
model prices for both 13S as well as modified-13S model, across moneyness 
categories. Second. MSE values are increasing with increasing moneyness. i.e. 
MSE for in-the-money options is greater than NISE for out-of-the-money options. 
Finally. the NISE value is higher for BS model (138.3721) as compared to 
modified BS model (80.6033). 
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Table 4.6.5:Eerror Analysis using MAPE of original Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2008-09 
11e reported mean absolute percentage error (NIAPE) is the sample average of the 
absolute N aloes of the diftercnce between market price and the Black-Scholes model price 
di x ided market price. The sample period is Juth 2008- June 2009. v,, ith a total of near term 
(maturity of 08-3() days) 3401 call option prices. 
IVOC APE MAPE t-stat -value 
<0.86 738 438.15 0.5937 42.8929 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 386 103.41 0.2679 25.2698 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 434 63.86 0.1471 26.7438 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 484 25.12 0.0519 22.7655 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 435 8.03 0.0185 22.6370 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 297 7.27 0.0245 23.4256 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 198 4.97 0.0251 20.4422 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 147 3.57 0.0243 17.6609 0.0000 
>1.14 282 4.98 0.0177 21.1519 0.0000 
3401 0.1301 
"Cable 4.6.6: Error Analysis using MAPE of modified Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2008-09 
The reported mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is the sample average of the 
absolute xalues of the difference bet seen market price and the Modified Black-Scltoles 
model price divided market price. The sample period is Jtily 2008- June 2009. with a total 
of near term (ntatwrit} of 08-3 0 da)s) 3398 call option prices. 
NO( APE MAPE t-stat -value 
<0.86 738 567.0721 0.7684 30.4829 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 386 153.6566 0.3981 14.7289 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 434 84.06228 0.1937 15.3911 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 484 21.7 3903 0.0449 14.7825 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 434 6.749914 0.0156 20.6142 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 295 5.949494 0.0202 12.7897 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 198 3.145018 0.0159 13.9397 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 147 2.324052 0.0158 16.3419 0.0000 
>1.14 282 3.756057 0.0133 22.6945 0.0000 
3 398 0.1651 
In table 4.5.5 and table 4.5.6 show MAPS values for call options in the sample 
period 2008-09 for both BS-model and modified model respectively. It is 
observed that MAPE values are significantly different from zero or in other words 
there is significant difference hetween market prices and model prices fbr both BS 
as \\ell as modified-BS model, across all nine moneyness categories. Second. 
RAPE for out-of-the-money options is greater than MAPE for in-the-money 
options. Finally, overall RAPE value increases from 0.1301 for BS model to 
0.1651 for mod itied-BS model. 
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Table 4.6.7: Error Analysis using MSE of original Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2008-09 
The reported mean square error (MSE) is the sample a\erase of the squared values of the 
ditl'erence between market price and the Black-Scholes model price divided market price. The 
sample period is Jul\ 2007- June 2008. with a total of near term (maturity of 08-30 days) 3401 call 
option prices. 
NOC SE MSE t-stat p-value 
<0.86 738 12398.28 16.7998 7.2761 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 386 12598.91 32.6397 8.4690 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 434 13232.26 30.4891 13.4254 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 484 8020.89 16.5721 14.0422 0.0000 
0.98-1.02 435 4904.51 11.2747 7.4537 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 297 14986.02 50.4580 8.6846 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 198 19061.88 96.2721 9.2100 0.0000 
1.10-1.14 	1.17 	22786.42 	155.0096 	9.8357 	0.0000 
>1.14 282 	68878.63 	244 2505 	8.1923 	0.0000 
	
3401 72.6406 
Table 4.6.8: Error Analysis using MSE of modified Black-Scholes model for 
the sample period 2008-09 
Fhe reported mean square error (MSE) is the sample average of the squared values of the 
difference bet~%een market price and the Modified Black-Scholes model price divided market 
price. The sample period is July 2007- June 2008. with a total of near term (maturity of 08-30 
days) 3401 call option prices. 
NOC SE MSE T-stat p-value 
<0.86 738 37858.27 51.2985 7.5375 0.0000 
0.86-0.90 386 52947.7 137.1702 6.4662 0.0000 
0.90-0.94 434 53136.68 122.4347 5.6747 0.0000 
0.94-0.98 484 13745.41 28.3996 3.6693 0.0003 
0.98-1.02 134 5132.8.17 11.8268 7.1289 0.0000 
1.02-1.06 295 18486.75 62.6669 4.1804 0.0000 
1.06-1.10 198 10994 26 55.5266 3.7365 0.0002 
1.10-1.14 147 10656.87 72.4957 6.9549 0.0000 
>1.14 282 47560.26 168.6534 5.9874 0.0000 
3398 78.9414 
Table 4.5.7 and table 4.5.8 report MSE values for call options in the sample period 
2008-09 for BS model and modified BS model respectively. It is found that the 
`-1S1= values are sit niticantly different From zero for both BS as well as modified-
BS model. across all the monevness categories. Third, MSE values are lowest for 
at-the-money options but larger for both in-the-money and out-of-the-money 
options. Finally. overall MSE value increases from 72.64 for BS model to 78.94 
for modified-BS model. 
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Table 4.6.9: t-test over \1APE/,1-MSE values from BS model and modified BS 
model over 2007-09 
Sample' 1)"nu~! 2007-09 2007-09 
MAP'I. MSL 
Black-Scholes Model 0.1371 105.5063 
Modified Black-Scholes Model 0.1493 79.7724 
t-"W6~ 	4kS 0.1850 0.6969 
h-'aludt%%o-tail) 0.8543 0.4914 
It is observed that overall \IAPE/MSE is loN~er when modified-BS model is used 
as compared to BS model l r sample period 2007-08. But. for the sample period 
2008-09 MAPt:!MSE values are higher for modified-BS model as compared to 
BS model. However, t-test is performed on overall MAPE/MSE values- one 
obtained from BS model and modified BS model for both sub-periods- 2007-08 
and 2008-09 yields that there is no significant difference between these two 
models in terms of NIAPE MSE values. Thus null hypothesis H04 cannot be 
rejected. 
In Indian setting Tripathi & Gupta (2010) and Tiwari & Saurabh (2007) report 
document evidence supportive of modified Black-Scholes model of Corrado and 
Su (1997). Tripathi & Gupta (2010) observed that on the basis of MAE, modified 
BS model of Corrado and Su (1997) is performing better than original BS model. 
Tiwari & Saurabh (2007) also report that the modified Black-Scholes formula put 
forward by Corrado and Su (1997) perl'orms significantly better for nifty options. 
Corrado & Su (1997) conclude that skewness-kurtosis adjustments terms added to 
the BS model yield significantly improved pricing accuracy for deep in-the-money 
and deep out-of-the-money options. 
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Chapter 5 
Findings and Conclusions 
This chapter pulls together the major findings and draws conclusions. It 
also outlines the directions of future research and points out the limitations of the 
studs. 
5.1 .\'on-:''ormaliti,  of return distribution 
One of the assumptions of BS model is that asset returns are lognormally 
distributed. The study brings out that the Nifty returns are not in line with this 
assumption for the entire period 2007-09 and the two sub-periods 2007-08 and 
2008-09. Thus. the null hypothesis H01 stands rejected. The non-normal 
distribution is reported in almost all the markets of the world both the developed 
and emerging markets. The results are in conformity Jackwerth & Rubinstein 
1996) and Aggarwal et.al. (1999). The non-normality i.e. skewness and kurtosis 
can explain the departure from BS model. 
5.2 Implied J'olatility of .\'IFTY options 
a) 
	
	BS model specifies that the implied volatility of options for given maturity 
should be identical across different strike prices. When plotted on a graph, 
it should be a straight line. The results indicate the presence of volatility 
smile that provides evidence that the Black-Scholes model is mis-
specified. It is found that regardless of sample (sub) period and term to 
expiration. the BS implied volatility exhibits a U-shaped pattern (smile) as 
the call option goes from deep in-the-money to at-the-money and to deep 
out-of=the-money or as the put option goes from deep in-the-money to at-
the-money and then to deep out-of-the-money. However, for the sample 
sub-period 2008-09 for the all maturity categories of call options, the smile 
is flatter for the out-of-the-money to at-the-money and increases slightly 
up\\ard as it goes to in-the-money. However, for the same sample sub-
period for put options of all the maturity categories, there is a hint of smile 
in the implied volatility pattern. Il'hese findings are consistent with the 
findings of: Macbeth & Merville (1979), Emmanuel & Macbeth (1982), 
Rubinstein (1980. Scott (1987). Canina & Figlewski (1993), Bakshi & 
Chen (1997a). Bakshi & Chen (1997b). Bakshi et. al. (1997) and Dumas 
eta! (1998).Shastri & «'ethyavivorn (1987) report similar results for 
currency market. I low ever, they are contradictory with the findings of 
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Emmanuel & Macbeth (1982), Rubinstein (1985), Bodurtha & Courtadon 
(1987), Bakshi et.al. (2000). 
b) The volatility smiles are the strongest for short term options (for both calls 
and puts), indicating that short term options are the most severely 
mispriccd by the BS model. Black & Scholes (1972), Whaley (1982), 
Rubinstein (1985). Bodurtha & Courtadon (1987), Canina & Figlewski 
(1993) and Bakshi & Chen (1997a) report identical results. However, the 
results are at variance with the findings of Bakshi & Chen (1997b) and 
Dumas eta? (1998). 
c) The presence of volatility smile can be attributed to market imperfection 
and frictions or market mis-reaction or model misspecifications. 
Rubenstein (1994) relates it to nun-normal distribution of prices, jump in 
the price of underlying process and market imperfections and frictions 
such as transaction costs, illiquidity and other restrictions that impede 
arbitrage- free option price. Stein (1989) attribute it to market overreaction 
and Poteshman (200 1) to undereaction. 
5.3 Estimation of Ad-Hoc Black-Seholes Model 
a) The various specifications tried in nine models to capture volatility smile 
suggest that no single model works well for options of all moneyness 
levels. Among these models: 3, 4.5 and 9 have the highest explanatory 
power in terms of R2 On the whole, the average R2 value of these models 
was around 40%. Among these models 14 and 5 include time parameter. 
The related results are reported in Engstrom (2002) and Misra et.al (2006). 
Engstrom (2002) finds that the coefficient of determination is higher for 
models that include time parameters: of the order of 58%. In Indian 
context, Misra etal. (2006) reports the coefficient of determination to be 
of the order of 25% in the model that encompasses time parameter. 
Another notable finding is that the R' value of the models declines as one 
move from near month to next month. 
b) Moneyness Bias: The coefficient of In(S/K) is positive in all Models for 
call options in all (sub) periods while, the coefficient of ln(S/K) is negative 
for put options in all (sub) periods. Dumas et.al (1998), Engstrom (2002), 
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Rosenberg (2000), Kim & Kim (2004) and Kim (2009) document negative 
coefficient for moneyness parameter. On the contrary, study by Misra 
eta(. (2006) found the coefficient to be positive. 
c) Maturity Bias: The coefficient of T is negative for both call and put 
options and all (sub) periods. Similarly, Dumas clad (1998) found that the 
mean value of the coefficient of T is negative for the Model where implied 
volatility is linear in K. K2, T. T2 and KT. Moreover, Engstrom (2002) also 
report the coefficient of time to maturity term to be negative. In the study 
by Tompkins (2001), the coefficient is consistently positive only in 
currency markets. While in the three remaining categories the coefficient 
is negative in some markets and positive in others. 
d) Curvature Fffect: Moreover, the coefficient of T'' is positive and 
significant for overall sample period as well as sub-sample periods and all 
maturity categories. On the contrary, wherever the coefficient is negative it 
is not significant. Moreover, the coefficient of In(S/K)` is positive and 
significant for overall sample period as well as sub-sample periods and all 
maturity categories. these lindings should be juxtaposed with Dumas eta( 
(1998), Engstrom (2002) and Tompkins (2001). Dumas et-al (1998) report 
that the coefficient of Kc is positive but coellicient of T2 is negative. 
Second, Engstrom (2002) document the coefficient of ln(K/S)2 as well as 
coellicient of T2 to be positive. Tompkin's (2001) study reveals that the 
coefficient of the K2 is significant and positive for all four index options 
markets. But the coefficient of T2 is significant but negative only for DAX 
options market. Finally, Rosenberg (2000) found that the coefficient of K2 
is positive for all the proposed models of implied volatility function. Kim 
& Kim (2004) also report the coefficient of (S/K)2 to be significant and 
positive for both call and put options. 
e) The coefficient of interaction term is negative in some categories while it 
positive in other. In the findings of Dumas er.al (1998). the mean 
coefficient is positive for the model having the interaction term KT. 
Similarly, in the findings of Engstrom (2002), the coefficient of interaction 
term (In (K'S)) is negative. 
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5-4 Evalaarlon of Ad-Hoc Black-Sclrolec model 
a) The MAPE is lowest for the models 3, 4, 5 and 9. It is worth noting that R1  
values for these models are highest. [his buttresses the findings regarding 
the explanatory powers of the above mentioned models. In moving from 
Model 2 (implied volatility is linear in moneyness) to Model 3 (implied 
volatility is linear in moneyness and square of ntoncyness), there is a 
decrease in MAPE values. This finding is consistent with Kim (2009) 
where both MAPE and MSE values decrease for the model when square of 
moneyness term is added as an independent variable in addition to 
moneyness term. 
b) Among a number of model specification studied. the time variation 
appears important in terms of MAPE. The addition of time variable- either 
a linear term (T) or a quadratic term (T2) - to the volatility function in 
addition to the quadratic moneyness ln(S/K)z term leads to improvement in 
the in-sample fit. This finding is consistent with the findings of Damns 
etal (1998), where addition of!" term reduces error (measured in terms of 
RMSE and MAE) to its lowest level of the assumed specification. On the 
other hand, Engstrom (2002) found that RMSE values for models with 
time to maturity term are higher as compared to other models. 
c) For all model specifications and for both calls and puts, the MAPE is 
highest for OTM options. The findings of Dumas eta! (1998) regarding 
the variation of dollar valuation errors with moneyness show no clear 
pattern. For Model 3 (implied volatility is linear in K, K`, T, T2 and KT), 
the dollar valuation estimation errors are highest for in-the-money options 
and decrease as the options move out-of-the-money. In contrast, the RMSE 
pattern for the options studied by Engstrom (2002) is U-shaped as these 
values are higher for both out-of-the-money as well as in-the-money 
options. 
d) Another notable finding is that mispricing decreases with increasing 
maturity. MAPE of near-term options is greater than that for next-term 
options. This finding again is in contrast with the finding of Dumas et.al 
(1998), where valuation errors generally increase with days to expiration. 
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In comparison, RMSE values for the options studied by Engstrom (2002) 
in relation to time-to-maturity show no visible pattern 
5.5 Evaluation of original and umdrfred Black-Scleoler .Model 
The pricing errors between BS model price and market price of options are highly 
significant. Thus, the null Ho3 stands rejected. This suggests empirical failure of 
Black-Scholes model. Further, the comparison between original and modified 
models yield that the skewness and kurtosis adjusted model is no better than 
original model as there is no statistically significant difference between these 
models. 'thus, the null hypothesis H04 stands validated. The results are 
contradictions with Tripathi & Gupta (2010) report on the basis of MAE that 
modified 35 model is better than original BS model in performance. Tiwari & 
Saurabh (2007) also document that the modified Black-Scholes formula performs 
significantly better for Nifty options. 
The beautiful Black-Scholes formula in the words of Cocharane (2010) 
"launched a thousand techniques". But the beauty of model is not a guarantee that 
it also meets empirical reality. The presence of implied volatility smile, non 
normality of return distribution and statistically significant pricing errors of 
market price from the model price suggest the empirical failure of the Black-
Scholes model to price Nifty options in India. The reason for empirical failure 
may not lie in non-normality of return as the skewness and kurtosis adjusted BS 
model does not improve the performance. However, one must be careful in 
interpreting the results as the empirical tests of Models like RS have to confront 
joint test problems of market efficiency and assumed options pricing models. An 
important question is whether an anomalous pattern such as volatility smile is due 
to market misreaction or model nrisspecification. 
5,6 Direction for future Research 
1. The Black-Scholes model is based on constant volatility and constant 
interest rate assumptions. file extension of BS model such as the 
stochastic volatility modeV jump diffusion model, ARCH/CGARCH 
models, stochastic interest rate varieties can shed more light on empirical 
performance of BS model. 
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2. Hie other approaches to test 13S model such as using implied volatility as 
predictor of realized volatility and hedging performance can be carried out. 
3. The influence of market imperfections and frictions such as transactions 
costs. liquidity on option pricing can be explored. 
4. The influence of beha ioral factors such as investor sentiments On options 
pricing is another possible avenue for study. 
5. Non-parametric approach or so called model-free method make minimal 
assumption about asset prices process. The application of these tools in 
options pricing will be an interesting area of the study. The model free test 
can provide cleaner test whether anomaly is the result of model 
misspecification or market misbehavior. 
.5.7 Limitations of the study 
1. The sample period of the study is small. A longer sample period would 
have given better results. 
?. The results are relevant only for index options. They are not applicable to 
indi\ ideal stock options. 
3. This study is based on only one moneyness measure In (S/K). Others use 
different measures of moncyness such as K. S/K ln(S/K)-l. and ln(K/S) 
would have provided robustness checks. 
4. l he pricing errors are computed using MAPE and R squared criteria. The 
finding may vary when RMSE. MSE. MAE and Shwartz information 
criteria are utilized. 
5. The performance of modified BS model proposed by Corrado & Su (1996) 
has been tested onl\ for the near-term call options. The conclusions cannot 
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